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ABSTRACT
Study about core of screw dislocations in transition metals has been the 
topic of primary interest for many years. The dependence of flow stress 
over temperature has been anomalous in the case of bcc metals and so the 
interest to study bcc transition metals has led to the observation of screw 
dislocation cores, which are attributed to the varied behaviour of bcc 
metals at low temperatures. Research earned out by modelling of screw 
dislocation cores did rarely take into account the all important d-bands and 
the destruction of the local symmetry in the bcc transition metals. The 
ability to analyse materials at atomic resolution combined with high 
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy is the possible solution to look 
at the screw dislocation cores. The changes associated at tire core of 
dislocation due to distortion of local symmetry seem to alter the electronic 
structure.
The aim of this research is to identify local electronic structural changes 
using electron energy loss spectroscopy and lattice structural changes by 
imaging the cores of dislocations at atomic resolution. This topic was 
investigated in pure molybdenum and iron samples and the cores of 
!/2[lll] screw dislocations were analysed in them. Two types of 
dislocation cores were investigated for their electronic structure using 
theoretical simulations and the experimental results were used to attempt
i
and identify the type of core configuration. Fe samples were used to 
identify changes in the electronic structure near dislocation cores. 
Microscopic techniques involving TEM, STEM and SuperSTEM at 
Daresbury laboratories were used for this purpose. Fe samples due to their 
magnetism were prepared carefully for reduced magnetic field in the 
electron microscopes. The reported results include atomic resolution 
images recorded at SuperSTEM supported by high resolution EELS at the 
cores of dislocations and from a dislocation-free region.
The results were compared in both Mo and Fe which revealed electronic 
structural changes on and off the dislocation core. The objective then is to 
find out density of empty states and bond length changes in the core 
region. Simulations of dislocation core in bcc metals have been used to 
generate EELS spectra by FEFF8 codes and to compare the changes (M^s 
edges in Mo and L2,3 in Fe) in the generated spectrum with experimental 
spectra. The variations in the spectra near* the Mo-M^s and Fe-L2)3 energy 
edges revealed the presence of local electronic structural change at the 
cores of dislocations that are attributed to the electronic transitions, lattice 
strain at the core and the density of unoccupied states available in 
transition metals. These variations are used to attempt and predict the core 
configuration that is practically preferred. The experimental conditions set 
a challenge for the interpretation of the obtained results and limit the 
workable regions of the ELNES for screw cores which is still a bottle neck.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Study of dislocations in transition metals had been an interesting research 
topic for several decades; especially since the screw dislocation cores 
were attributed to the changes in the plasticity of bcc metals [1]. The 
technology of working with bcc metals like iron and molybdenum 
developed through the years but the science behind the properties of 
these metals is not fully understood. For many year's, the changes in 
properties of bcc metals subjected to external stresses were studied at 
macroscopic level using plastic deformation concept. The atomic level 
changes that would cause the change in properties were yet to be 
investigated using microscopic approach.
Dislocations are important crystal defects that affect the properties of 
materials at atomic level. It is widely reported from research over the 
years that screw dislocation cores are responsible for the change in bulk 
properties of bcc metals when subjected to applied stress [1-3]. In order 
to understand this phenomenon, the presence of two types of core 
configurations called hard core and easy core have been studied 
extensively using computer simulations. Easy core and hard core 
configurations have different stacking sequence of atoms around the 
dislocation core[4]. Due to the difference in the arrangement of atoms 
around the core for each core configuration, the core energy varies due to 
which lighter impurity atoms like hydrogen [5, 6], carbon and nitrogen 
can segregate to dislocation cores. The presence of such impurities at the
1
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core of dislocation can alter the deformation behaviour and hence control 
the properties of bulk bcc metals[7].
The presence of Cottrell atmospheres in iron is an example where carbon 
or nitrogen atoms segregate to dislocation core, pin the dislocation, and 
prevent its motion further. BCC materials deform plastically when these 
dislocations get unpinned, usually with the application of external 
stress[l]. Even in a case where Cottrell atmospheres are absent, the 
dislocation core in itself can be an interesting region to study for 
electronic structure change. This is due to the variation of bond lengths, 
bond angles at the core and the overall energy of the dislocation 
compared to that of perfect crystal region. The study of electronic 
structure at the dislocation cores therefore can help in predicting 
deformational behaviour of bcc metals. It can also provide information 
about chemical environment at the core with reference to the bulk metal. 
Therefore it is considered an interesting topic to study and understand the 
dislocation core structures at microscopic level.
1.2 Significance
Most bcc metals like iron (at room temperature), tungsten, molybdenum 
are widely used for common applications, while metals like tantalum 
vanadium and chromium are used for specialized applications under high 
strain rates and low temperatures. Molybdenum and iron are the two bcc 
transition metals studied in this research. Molybdenum is commonly used 
in high temperature electrical applications like electrodes and in aircraft 
parts due to its ability to withstand high temperatures without 
softening[8]. It is also a common alloying element in high speed steels 
like M42. Molybdenum is used in special applications in defence and 
nuclear medicine industries (as Mo-99 stable isotope)[9].
2
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Iron is the most extensively used structural material and strength is an 
important factor for all structural materials. The strength of materials to a 
large extent is controlled by the presence of dislocations, impurities, 
voids and other alloying elements in them. The presence of screw 
dislocations can affect the overall strength and ductility of the material 
and cores of screw dislocations control the plasticity at low temperatures. 
Mo and Fe being the materials widely used for such structural and high 
performance applications have to be rigorously tested for their properties 
like mechanical strength under conditions like low temperatures and high 
stresses. In material science, the failure of structural components can be 
understood by the study of defects like dislocations in them and 
knowledge about the properties of defects under given conditions can 
help reduce the time and cost for testing materials. In addition it can 
prevent unexpected failure of materials during usage. Hence it is a 
significant aspect in a wider context of science to understand the effect of 
dislocations and their cores on the properties of bcc metals Mo and Fe.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
This project aims at understanding the electronic structure of dislocation 
cores in body centred cubic transition metals molybdenum and iron. 
Molybdenum and iron being transition metals have the ability to exhibit 
variable valences in different enviromnents under given conditions like 
temperature and applied stress.
The research work involved in this project attempts to analyse screw and 
mixed dislocation cores in Mo and Fe through aberration-corrected 
atomic resolution electron microscopy and high resolution electron 
energy loss spectroscopy.
3
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One of the important aims is to calculate the electronic structure of screw 
and mixed dislocation cores using theoretical simulation methods and 
distinguish theoretical electronic structure from the experimental 
electronic structures. In addition, theoretical simulations are aimed to 
assess whether the two different types of screw dislocation cores: the 
easy core and the hard core can be distinguished in terms of electronic 
structure. Comparison of easy and hard core electronic structures with 
experimental results can reveal the type of core configuration that is 
practically preferred in bcc transition metals Mo and Fe.
The electronic structure from screw and mixed dislocation cores is 
studied in terms of electron energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) and 
density of states (DOS). It is compared with ELNES and DOS of a 
perfect crystal. This comparison will reveal the electronic structure 
changes that can be expected from the experimental ELNES. The 
comparison between the theoretical ELNES from different atoms around 
the core will also be presented in order to understand the sensitivity of 
electronic structure to the dislocation core configuration.
The other aim of this project is to attempt to explain the subtle electronic 
changes in the'd* band of transition metals at a dislocation core and the 
impact they can have on the overall energetics of the core structure. The 
presence of local asymmetry at the core can influence the electronic 
transitions, which can be recorded using electron energy loss 
spectroscopy. The electronic transitions are responsible for the variable 
co-ordination number of the element and can dictate the ability to form 
different compounds. For example transition metal like iron can exhibit 
either Fe2+ or Fe3+ valence state depending upon its surrounding chemical 
environment. In order to address this interesting problem, the available 
experimental techniques were made into a possible solution. These 
techniques involved electron microscopy of screw dislocations in bcc
4
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transition metals molybdenum and iron using conventional transmission 
electron microscope and aberration corrected high resolution scanning 
transmission electron microscope equipped with electron energy loss 
spectrometer (1.0 A resolution SuperSTEM).
If the transitions occurring in the d-band due to varied symmetry at the 
screw dislocation core can be recorded and compared with those of pure 
metal without dislocation, in other words a perfect crystal region, then 
the energy changes attributed to bond angles and inter-atomic 
interactions in the above discussed simulations can be deduced. The 
electron energy loss spectrum at core edges probes unoccupied states. 
The information about density of unoccupied states at a specific core loss 
edge can be used to find the electronic transitions between different 
angular momentum states. The comparison between the density of 
unoccupied states from perfect region and dislocation core can be used to 
determine the presence of any additional states in either case. This is 
considered a direct experimental approach to the problem. Hence, 
comparison of electron energy loss spectrum at atomic resolution from 
the screw dislocation core with that of a perfect crystal region (non­
defect region) will provide the answer experimentally.
1.4 Experimental Approach
The experiments were planned to take advantage of the aberration 
corrected STEM (SuperSTEM 1 at Daresbury[10]) with its high 
resolution electron energy loss spectrometer. The experimental results 
obtained with this instrument are compared in this work with spectra 
generated by computational models utilising well established atomistic 
simulation programs called FEFF8.4[11]. Aberration corrected STEM 
helps to obtain atomic resolution image that can efficiently provide 
information about atomic arrangement, lattice distortion and possible
5
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chemical and surface contaminations at the dislocation core. Electron 
energy loss spectrometer (EELS) records spectra from selective regions 
or atoms in and around the core and provides local chemical, electronic 
and structural information[12]. Selected absorption energy edges for 
molybdenum (M^s) and iron (L23) in the spectra were used to identify 
characteristic changes in the case of dislocation and perfect crystal. 
Excitations from core electron levels of specific atoms were recorded at 
different absorption edges in the spectrum.
Care was taken to avoid extra information from the other elements being 
included in the spectra by choosing selective absorption edges. The 
information about the type of chemical bonds and the co-ordination 
around the excited atom can be obtained from the fine structure above 
these absorption edges. This is also referred in terms of site-specific 
symmetry projected local density of states (LDOS)[13] .
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis presents experimental results in comparison to theoretical 
calculations of electronic structure at dislocation core. ELNES from 
screw and mixed dislocation cores will be presented and theoretical 
ELNES will be calculated instead of only DOS. The experimental and 
theoretical comparison makes this thesis different from the DOS and 
atomistic simulation work done by most other research groups on 
dislocation cores in bcc metals.
The review of literature that is relevant to the work described in this 
thesis will be presented in chapter 2. The significance of dislocations in 
bcc materials in general, the effect of dislocations on material properties, 
and previous research undertaken in this subject will be discussed. 
Electron microscopy of dislocations and theoretical calculations to study
6
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the electronic structure at dislocation cores will be discussed with 
reference to the research work presented in this thesis.
The theoretical aspects of electron interactions with sample and the 
inelastic scattering processes are explained in Chapter 3 called “Electron 
scattering and EELS”. It also includes the description of instrumentation 
like TEM, STEM and EELS that were used to achieve the experimental 
results. The need for high resolution imaging and EELS to this research 
work is discussed with reference to the advantages and limitations of 
other available experimental techniques.
It is very important that the experiments be compared with the theoretical 
results so that an agreement or disagreement is obtained. This will guide 
the future analysis, discussion and possible explanation for the results. 
Hence, theoretical models were generated using ATOMS® and served as 
input into FEFF8, an automated software which creates a model EELS 
spectrum for a defined cluster of atoms with given parameters. FEFF8 
calculates EELS spectra using self consistent, real space multiple 
scattering formalism and provides information about site-specific 
symmetry-projected local density of states for a given system[13]. The 
advantages and limitations of using FEFF8 over other conventional and 
different methods are critically discussed in Chapter 4 “Theoretical 
Simulation Methods”.
Specimen preparation was a challenging task for the work described in 
this thesis. Experimental procedures for the preparation of thin and 
contamination-free molybdenum and iron samples as well as the basic 
operating parameters of electron microscopes like TEM and STEM are 
explained in Chapter 5 “Experimental Technique”. The images recorded 
in both microscopes are presented. Application of different strategies to 
obtain good surface finish and a thin transparent sample for microscopy
7
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using electropolishing and other intennediate methods are discussed. 
Other details include storage instructions for molybdenum to prevent 
oxide formation on surface and working with magnetic samples like bcc 
Fe. The problems involved in analysing the samples in microscopes like 
carbon contamination and sample degradation are discussed and the 
preferable solutions to overcome these problems are suggested.
The parameters that were identified and used to simulate ELNES spectra 
for perfect crystals of both Mo and Fe are presented in chapter 6 
“Theoretical Techniques”. Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
ELNES from perfect crystal is done to confirm the accuracy of the 
simulation method for iron and molybdenum. The various parameters 
used for ELNES modelling are justified with reasons. The agreement of 
perfect ELNES spectra is explained and the problems involved in 
calculations are highlighted.
In Chapter? “Theoretical Results”, the simulated spectra for various 
dislocation core models are compared with each other and also with the 
spectra from perfect crystal. The simulated ELNES spectra for different 
atoms in the shells surrounding the core are presented showing how 
sensitive the ELNES changes are to the location away from the core. The 
observed changes are interpreted in terms of unoccupied DOS for the Mo 
-M4)5 and Fe L2,3 core loss edges. The approximations that were used for 
prior atomistic calculations from which the core model was generated as 
well as for the simulations of the spectra are discussed.
The experimental results from SuperSTEM are included in chapter 8 for 
molybdenum and chapter 9 for iron. The imaging results, experimental 
ELNES data from the EELS are discussed for a dislocation core and a 
perfect crystal region. The methods used for analysis are explained which 
include geometric phase analysis, Fourier filtering, spectrum imaging and
8
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adjustments like energy calibration by drift tube correction. The 
experimental ELNES results are then clearly compared with theoretical 
results and any observed ELNES change is discussed along with a 
justification for the comparison of both results. The factors that could 
affect the experimental results like background subtraction, sample drift 
and noise are also discussed. Finally it is assessed whether the two 
dislocation core models can be distinguished by comparing the 
experimental and theoretical results.
The conclusions from this research work are presented in the final 
chapter and the results obtained in this project are assessed. Any future 
experimental modifications that might be possible are suggested. Further 
possible research aspects that can be undertaken on this topic in future 
are suggested. Study of screw dislocations in magnetic materials like Fe 
is a topic of renewed interest and different ways to minimise the effects 
of magnetism induced by the magnetic samples in the electron 
microscope are explored. Segregation of impurity atoms among the 
dislocation core atom sites and inclusion of impurity atoms for further 
FEFF calculations are also suggested.
9
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter would review the literature about different aspects that are 
of importance to this thesis, hi this chapter the relevant literature about 
dislocations in general, their effect on the defonnation behaviour of b.c.c. 
transition metals with reference to plasticity will be presented. It is 
followed by the literature review of theoretical and experimental studies 
done on crystallographic and electronic structure at dislocation cores and 
their combination. Literature about broader context of research topics 
will be reviewed initially, followed by all important topics relevant to 
this thesis.
2.1 Dislocations in materials
A perfect crystal is a three dimensional arrangement of atoms separated 
by a definite distance between them in a given orientation depending 
upon its crystal structure. A dislocation is a local disturbance in the 
perfect array of atoms. Dislocation is a line defect in crystalline material 
that governs its defoimational behaviour. Plastic defonnation of metals 
and other crystalline solids under applied stress is usually affected by the 
motion of dislocations in them. The presence of dislocation in crystalline 
materials affects their physical properties dominated by the elastic strain 
field spreading over a few atomic spacings around the centre of the 
dislocation!!]. The centre of the dislocation is known as the core of the 
dislocation and plays an important role in plastic defonnation by 
affecting the arrangement of atoms around it. Mechanical properties like 
strength and ductility are highly dependent on the arrangement of 
dislocation core atoms[2].
11
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2.2 Types of dislocations
The two common types of dislocations are edge dislocation and screw 
dislocation. An edge dislocation contains an extra half-plane of atoms 
(ABCD) in an otherwise perfect crystal as shown in figure 2.1a.
Figure 2.1a) Edge dislocation showing the extra half plane of atoms[3], 
2.1b) screw dislocation showing the dislocation line direction[3], 2.1c) 
body centred cubic unit cell.
DC is the positive edge dislocation where the distortion of the planes is 
the greatest. The inclusion of an extra-half plane in the bottom half of a 
perfect crystal will generate a negative edge dislocation.
A screw dislocation is produced by shearing the two halves of the crystal 
along directions A and B as shown in the figure 2.1b. DC is the screw
12
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dislocation. A Burgers circuit defines the type of dislocation. “A Burgers 
circuit is any atom-atom path taken in a crystal containing dislocations 
which forms a closed loop”[3]. The Burgers vector is the missing lattice 
vector that can complete the circuit. Burgers vector for an edge 
dislocation is normal to the dislocation line and the Burgers vector for a 
screw dislocation is parallel to the dislocation line. The sites where atoms 
are situated in a b.c.c. crystal are the comers and the centre with 
coordinates !4, Vi, Vi, as shown in figure 2.1c. The closed pack direction 
in b.c.c. structures is along <111>. The burgers vector b defined for a 
screw dislocation in <111> direction is the lattice vector from the origin 
to the centre of the b.c.c. cell with displacements of a/2 each in x, y and z 
directions. The notation used is b = Vi [111] and the length (or 
magnitude) b of the vector is a/? a 12, where ca’ is the lattice parameter of 
the b.c.c. crystal. In Mo and Fe, slip occurs in close packed <111> 
directions and the crystallographic slip planes are {110} {112} and 
{123}[3].<111> slip directions are present for each of these planes and it 
is important to understand that three {110} three {112} and six {123} 
planes intersect in the same <111> direction[4]. These planes can 
determine the behaviour of screw dislocation motion under applied 
stress. {110} is the most densely packed plane and the most common slip 
planes are {110} and {112}, but the slip appears to be macroscopically 
non-crystallographic in b.c.c. metals like iron when it is deformed at 
room temperatures[3].
2.3 Plastic deformation in b.c.c. metals
It has been generally accepted that plastic defonnation in b.c.c. metals at 
low temperatures is controlled to a great extent by lattice friction[5]. The 
tensile test experiments done on b.c.c. metals iron and molybdenum 
proved that the flow stress of b.c.c. metals increased strongly with 
decreasing temperature and at sufficiently low temperatures the b.c.c.
13
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metals failed by brittle fracture[6]. It is reported that the graph of flow 
stress at different temperatures for b.c.c Mo showed a “hump” in the 
curve which is attributed to the dependence of kink-pair formation 
enthalpy on resolved shear stress and has a direct relation to the motion 
of screw dislocations in the metal[6, 7].
“Schmid's law states that in uniaxial straining, extensive plastic 
deformation sets in when the resolved shear stress in the active slip 
system reaches a critical value (the so-called critical shear stress) that is 
independent of the crystallographic direction of the straining axis”[8]. In 
f.c.c. metals, the critical shear stress obeys Schmid's law to a good 
approximation but depends on the perfection of the crystals. In the case 
of b.c.c. metals the low-temperature critical shear stress appeal's to 
strongly violate Schmid's law[l]. The elastic theory can correctly define 
the long range strain fields of a dislocation with respect to the dislocation 
line and the Burger’s vector, and therefore cannot be the reason for the 
violation of Sclnnid’s law. Therefore the core of the screw dislocation 
must have the ability to affect critical shear stress and thereby influencing 
the deformational properties of the bcc metal as a whole.
It was shown by the atomistic calculations done by Takeuchi and 
Kuramoto[9] that for some type of the interatomic force a screw 
dislocation in the b.c.c. lattice can take a core configuration which results 
in a camel-hump Peierls potential[7]. This concept has been confirmed 
by atomistic simulations from other research works. It is now accepted 
that the plasticity in b.c.c. metals is governed by the movement of screw 
dislocations overcoming Peierls potential and the velocity of screw 
dislocations is dependent upon the nucleation of kink pairs under applied 
stress. This causes the change in the flow stress behaviour for bcc metals 
like Mo and Fe.
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The plastic flow stress rc measured at different temperatures T, as 
reported by Suzuki et.al[7] are shown below for Mo and b.c.c. Fe.
Kuramoto et al. ('79)Aono et al. ( 94)
600-1
“ 200
Fig2.2. Plastic flow stress rc for Mo and Fe crystals in 30° orientation 
with different periods of Peierls potential (o') and temperatures, T.[7]
2.4 Screw dislocation core
The centre of the dislocation is called the dislocation core and is an 
important factor that controls the movement of dislocations under applied 
stress. It was reported that the core of screw dislocation has a non-planar 
character as revealed in computer simulations[3]. Screw dislocation cores 
in b.c.c. metals are responsible for very high flow stress at low 
temperature[6]. It was shown by many research groups that the screw 
dislocation core is distributed in several non-parallel crystallographic 
planes of the <111> zone[5, 10, 11]. A concise and descriptive 
explanation of various findings from experimental and theoretical 
calculations was given by Vitek et.al in their 2004 publication[4]. The 
results of two atomistic calculations for screw dislocation core in Mo 
were compared. One of them was calculated with Finnis-Sinclair type 
many-body central force potentials while the other was calculated with
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bond order potentials that include angular dependence of interatomic 
interactions. They have demonstrated that both core structures vary in 
symmetry but led to very similar responses of the dislocation to applied 
stresses since the strained crystal loses the original symmetry, and thus 
the distinction between the two types of cores vanished[4]. It was found 
that the core structure of V^lll] screw dislocations in b.c.c. metals like 
Mo and Fe was not only responsible for the unusually high lattice friction 
stress (also called the Peierls stress) but also for the orientation 
dependence of the yield stress. This seems to apply in common to all 
b.c.c. metals and the reason was explained to be the mismatch of atomic 
columns at the core of screw dislocation. This asymmetry causes 
significant changes in the overall energy of that localised core region.
Two basic types of core structures found to exist after studying screw 
dislocations in Mo by different computer simulation methods are the 3 
fold and 6 fold core structures. The use of Finnis Sinclair potentials and 
pseudo-potentials for simulations resulted in 3 fold core structure while 
the 6 fold stiucture was observed when tight-binding and density 
functional theory (DFT) methods were adopted. These two types of core 
structures were compared by Futoshi Shimizu et.al [12] while calculating 
core properties and Peierls stress using first principles based on DFT 
method. A 6 fold core stiucture and a Peierls stress of 1.8 GPa were 
reported for a simple shear strain along (-110)<111> direction.
For many years, two types of screw dislocation core configurations were 
predicted by computer modelling research groups, called easy core and 
haift core [11, 13]. The main difference between the two types of 
configurations was the stacking sequence with reference to the perfect 
crystal. Easy core was found to have ABCBCA.., while hard core had 
ABCCAB. The stacking sequence for the two types of screw cores with 
respect to perfect crystal is shown in Figure 2.3.
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<in>
<no>
Stacking sequence
Kb}(c)©(c)#
Stacking sequence
<112>
(
Screw dislocation easy core Screw dislocation hard core
Figure 2.3 Easy and hard screw dislocation core configurations.
In an attempt to understand the screw dislocation core and its behaviour 
on the flow stress, atomistic calculations have been carried out by several 
research groups and some of them included density functional theory 
(DFT) methods[10]. Such calculations have reported that the core does 
not confine itself to one atomic plane and is non-planar with the 
possibility of motion through the planes by forming kink pairs[14]. “In 
materials with strong dislocation-lattice coupling, dislocations are known 
to move by forming double kinks and having them extend (spread) 
laterally along the line”[14]. Left kink and right kinks that allow the 
motion of screw dislocation in b.c.c. Mo are shown in figure 2.3.
“Fig.2.3. LK (left kink) and RK (right kink) in XA [111] screw dislocation 
in b.c.c. Mo. Only the atoms nearest to the geometric centre of the
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dislocation are shown, connected by arrows representing relative atomic 
displacements in the direction of b with breaks (kinks) in the helical 
sequence. Helix period is equal to Burgers vector b and the arrows are 
scaled by their maximum length of b/3. LK appears as a step with W~ 
shaped pattern of arrows, with two extra atoms in the helical sequence, 
whereas in RK, only one extra atom appears”[14].
“Ductility is controlled at the atomic level by dislocation kink motion. 
Band structure energy controls kink motion, so valence electrons control 
shearing motions involved with ductility’^ 15], This idea was supported 
by results from cyclic deformation experiments done on high purity 
molybdenum crystals of different crystal orientations under different 
strain rates and temperatures[6].
It was also reported that the ^[l 11] screw dislocation core in b.c.c. 
metals spreads into three {110} and {112} planes of the [111] zone and 
does not split into partials like f.c.c metals[16]. Based on interatomic 
potential calculations, two core configurations were reported, easy core 
and hard core. The easy core dislocation was found to be stable and to 
have smaller core energy than the hard core dislocation for Mo both in 
DFT calculations and interatomic potential calculations [10, 17]. These 
calculations have also shown that larger displacements along the 
dislocation line created larger bond angle difference between atoms of 
different <111> planes and the strain energy variation at the core was 
dependent upon bond angles between atoms.
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Figure 2.4 A non-degenerate screw dislocation core in <111> calculated 
using bond order potentials; circles are atomic positions and the 
magnitude of arrows indicate the magnitude of displacement of atoms 
along <111>. Image source[4].
The criterion for studying screw dislocations in b.c.c. molybdenum 
varied from one research group to the other in terms of the fundamental 
potentials and the boundary conditions that were employed to generate 
core structure. Similarly screw dislocation cores have been studied in 
b.c.c. Fe by using various computer simulation methods. In the case of o 
Fe, a comparison was done by Ventelon et.al.[\S] between the cluster 
and dipole approaches for core structure and Peierls potential calculation 
from first principles using Mendeleev potentials. It was observed that 
both approaches confirmed the presence of a non-degenerate core in 
agreement with Duesbery-Vitek criterion[l]. “In both cases the 
degenerate core is found to decay to the non-degenerate structure. The 
hard core is metastable with an energy less than 50 meV/b above that of 
the easy core in the cluster approach’ll8]. The relaxed easy core 
according to their calculations using both approaches did not show a sign 
of broken symmetry along <110> axes or splitting along <211> direction, 
thereby confirming that easy core structure exhibits non-degenerate 
configuration[18]. Edge components of less than 0.1 A were noticed at
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the relaxed core. However, in similarity to Mo[19], the motion of a 
dislocation with a non-degenerate core in b.c.c iron seems to occur by 
glide at low temperatures through nucleation and propagation of kink- 
pairs in a {110} glide plane[20]. The differential displacement (DD) map 
obtained by Ventelon et.al for a relaxed easy core using cluster approach 
is shown in figure 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5(a) Differential displacement map of relaxed easy core (b) 
Displacement field vectors in the {111} plane or edge components 
magnified by a factor of 50. Image reference[18].
<b)
Fig.2.6. Dislocation core structures in c*-Fe: a) DD map for non­
degenerate core obtained using Mendeleev interatomic potentials and b) 
degenerate core obtained using Simonelli et al. potential, as reported by 
Chaussidon et al. [20].
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In this research work, the dependence of energy on the bond angles and 
bond lengths was considered as one of the factors for the expected 
difference in electronic structure at core. However, Mendeleev 
interatomic potentials were used for core structure simulations due to 
their availability and their tested credibility towards easy core 
calculations although they do not account for magnetism and bond angle 
dependence to a great extent. Furthermore, the reason for electronic 
structure change occurring at cores was assumed to be due to partially 
filled ‘d’ band in transition metals and their sensitivity towards local 
atomic environment. Their variable occupancy due to excitation of core 
atom sharing a different atomic environment with respect to perfect 
crystal can alter the density of states and hence change the electronic 
structure. This aspect is not considered in the above reported atomistic 
calculations. Electron microscopy analysis involving high resolution 
electron energy loss spectra can provide the answer by recording the 
changes in electronic structure at the dislocation cores in transition 
metals.
2.5 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy has evolved into a powerful science for 
characterising materials over a wide range starting from simple 
crystalline solids and extending to complex biological materials. High 
resolution microscopes equipped with spectrometers that can analyse 
materials at atomic level generated interest to study the electronic 
structure at the cores of dislocations in transition metals. Structural 
defects in the materials were thought to change the electronic structure 
because of the variation in bond lengths and bond angles. This change in 
electronic structure can be noticed by comparing it with the electronic 
structure of perfect crystal. While semiconductors are an example for this
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kind of electronic structural change, highly deformed metals also have 
the potential to exhibit this varied behaviour.
Screw dislocation cores in b.c.c metals have been studied using electron 
microscopes by a few research groups mainly with an interest in core 
configurations and to measure the displacements at the core. The study of 
V2[111] screw dislocation in Mo done by Sigle[21], using high resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) revealed the non-planar 
dissociation of the screw dislocation core which is responsible for the 
high flow stress of bcc metals at low temperatures. It was shown that 
image contrast is dominated by surface relaxations induced by the 
Eshelby twist. Eshelby twist is the torsional deformation experienced by 
a material that contains end-on screw dislocations in order to make the 
surface of the foil stress-free. This twist induces relaxation to the atoms 
at the surface and at screw dislocation core. The upper and lower surfaces 
have opposite relaxation directions due to which small edge components 
result and can be noticed at atoms close to the core. These relaxations 
reported by Sigle[21] were attributed to the influence of non-planar core 
dissociation rather than theoretical relaxations described by Eshelby and 
Stroh[22]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used by him to 
interpret HRTEM images of defects which lead to shear stress 
components on the surface. The HRTEM image of screw dislocation in 
Mo and the Eshelby twist from MD simulations presented by Sigle in his 
work are shown in figure 2.5.
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Fig.2.5. a) Screw dislocation core in Mo. b) Eshelby twist calculated by 
MD simulations. {Images reference^ 1 ]}
The in-plane displacements of atoms around screw dislocation core were 
calculated by Hemker et. a/. [23] from high resolution electron 
microscopy HREM images expecting the displacements to be of the 
order of 10 picometres or less. However, the atomic displacements were 
found to be due to the surface relaxation by Eshelby twist thereby 
masking the finer atomic displacements of the screw dislocation core. 
Methods like removal of large displacements from Eshelby twist and Nye 
tensor plots that map the resultant Burgers vector at each point of 
distorted crystal were used by Mendis et. al [24], but the signal from core 
could not be observed from the HREM images. The images of screw 
dislocations in Mo described by Mendis et.al. in their work are shown in 
Figure 2.6.
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Fig.2.6. HREM images of screw dislocations in molybdenum as 
presented by Mendis et.al.[2A\.
The characterisation of dislocation cores in single crystal Mo through 
HREM experimental approach by Hemker et. a/. [25] confirmed the three 
fold screw dislocation core previously reported by Sigle, but did not 
report the use of EELS as a method to study the electronic structure. It 
was briefly described that the problems associated with the position of 
energy edges and the instrumental noise did not favour the experimental 
EELS analysis by HREM. Therefore they adopted a much simpler image 
simulation approach using Nye tensor plots for the removal of Eshelby 
twist[26]. However they concluded that a mottled contrast existed in Nye 
tensor plots arising from experimental noise that masked true structure of 
dislocation core[25]. This reported problem aroused an interest to study 
dislocation cores at atomic resolution using EELS and hence paved the 
way for experiments conducted in this research using instruments like 
SuperSTEM that can provide 1.0 A resolution, spherical aberration 
correction and reduced noise levels equipped with an atomic resolution 
electron energy loss spectrometer. It has to be noted here that the HREM 
image analysis methods like geometric phase analysis (GPA) adopted by
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Hemker et. a/.[25] have been used in this research work with a similar 
objective to identify screw dislocation cores.
2.6 Electronic structure of transition metals
The electronic structure of a material can be explained through band 
structure which describes occupied and unoccupied states and the Fenni 
energy Ef that divides them, in an ideal case. The occupied states lie 
below the Fermi energy while the unoccupied states lie above it. Fermi 
energy, occupied and unoccupied states for an infinite system are shown 
in figure 2.7.
Unoccupted
states
Occupied
Fig.2.7. The Eigen value spectrum (or band structure) depicting the 
Fenni energy Ef, occupied and unoccupied states for an infinite ring of 
atoms with atomic spacing V and energy ol k is the wave vector lying 
between -7r/a and x/a. The band structure outside this wave vector period 
is a repetition of this period.
Fenni energy, by definition is the energy of the highest occupied state at 
0° K and is determined by the number of electrons per atom. The Fermi
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energy of molybdenum determined from experimental data was reported 
to be 6.5eV[27] and 4.5 Ry_1[28]. Ef of iron was reported to be 21 Ry'1 
[28], but the value was found to vary depending upon the impurity level 
and the conditions under which structure calculations were performed.
The electronic structure is interpreted in terms of the density of states 
(DOS) and hence it is important to understand them with reference to k 
space. The density of states in /t-space is the number of states that can fit 
in a unit distance along the k-axis in an Eigen value spectrum Density of 
states in k-space, d(k) = N<2/27T, where N is the finite number of atoms in 
the ring with atomic spacing a.[29]. The density of states for each atom 
or local density of states can also be expressed as a function of energy E 
rather than wave vector and for each atom they are given as
d(£) = - (4(32_(B_a)2)i/2 (2-l)[29]
where a and (3 are the Hamiltonian matrix elements and can be useful in 
calculating the overall Fermi energy of a given system. The total density 
of states D(E) is simply a multiple of this entity by the total number of 
atoms N. It is important to determine the local density of states as to the 
total density of states since local density of states vary with local 
environment and inequivalent atomic sites will have different densities of 
states[29-31]. This is a significant aspect in the study of electronic 
structure at dislocation cores since the core atoms can occupy 
inequivalent sites for a given core configuration. Hence, the DOS for 
each atom in the dislocation core can vary depending on its local 
environment.
In semiconductors and insulators there exists a bandgap between the 
unoccupied (i.e. conduction band) and occupied states (i.e. valence band) 
while in metals there is no gap between occupied and unoccupied states,
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but are distinguished by the presence of Fermi energy between them. 
Under the influence of external electromagnetic field, the electrons in 
occupied states can make transitions between different energy levels of 
the occupied states or can make a transition to the unoccupied states[32, 
33]. hi order to conserve the momentum and energy of the transition the 
excitation process results in various post-processes that could be recorded 
out of which the electron energy loss is a significant one that provides a 
signature of the local environment of the metal atom. The electron energy 
loss (EELS) signal that corresponds to transitions from core levels into 
empty states in the valence band probes the density of unoccupied states 
and therefore is useful in determining the electronic structure from highly 
spatially resolved features in a sample.
Transition metals are considered to be interesting materials to study for 
their electronic structure since they have d-bands different from the rest 
of the metals. “Their densities of states are characterised by a partially 
filled narrow d band, superimposed on a broad free electron-like s-p 
band”[29]. This is schematically shown in figure 2.8.
dband
s-p band
Fig.2.8. Schematic diagram showing narrow d-band superimposed on s-p 
band in the density of states for a transition metal.
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The filling of the d-band measured by its width is responsible for most of 
the properties exhibited by transition metals as recognised by Friedel[30] 
in his d-band model. An example of such property is magnetism 
occurring among 3d transition metal series, attributed to the changes in 
spin alignment due to the narrowness of d-band. Friedel’s model 
considered that filling of the d-band has an effect on the cohesive energy 
across the transition metal series and the properties of transition metal 
series were calculated using second moment approximation. Cohesive 
energy of a transition metal is a sum of attractive bond energy and overall 
repulsive pair potentials.
Ecoh “ Ebond Erep (2*2)
The calculated and experimental cohesive energies calculated by 
Friedel[30] and Pettifor[34] were found to have shown a significant 
variation for all 4d transition metal series. The experimental d-band 
width for Mo was lOeV and the cohesive energy was approximately 6eV 
per atom while the theoretical calculations have shown the cohesive 
energy to be 2eV higher[29]. This variation between experimental and 
theoretical cohesive energies was the smallest for Mo in comparison to 
other metals of 4d series. The sp and d-band hybridisation that can 
increase cohesive energy was attributed for the observed change although 
its effect on the overall cohesive energy was neglected[29]. The relation 
between bond length and cohesive energy is shown in figure 2.9.
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Fig.2.9. Cohesive energy plotted as a function of bond length.
In figure 2.9, ECOh is the cohesive energy for the d-bandwidth, R is the 
bond length, Ro is the equilibrium bond length where the repulsive 
potentials balance the attractive bond energy and Ee-coh is the 
corresponding equilibrium cohesive energy.
The change in cohesive energy includes the contribution from bond 
energy which again depends on the local atomic environment with 
respect to interatomic distance, bond length and bond angles. This is an 
interesting aspect since the bonding energy variations occurring due to 
bonding of different atoms from inequivalent sites at a distorted 
symmetry region like dislocation core, can vary the density of states and 
hence can also alter the electronic structure.
2.7 Electronic structure at dislocation cores
The theoretical study of electronic structure at dislocation cores in b.c.c 
metals Mo and a-Fe was previously done by J. Th. M. De Hosson in 
1978 and 1980 using a self consistent field multiple scattering model. 
However, these calculations were done for <100> edge dislocation in 
both Mo and ce-Fe[35, 36]. Screw dislocation cores were difficult to
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analyse with the experimental and theoretical techniques available at that 
time since the dislocation line direction for screw is along the axis of the 
electron beam, whereas atomistic simulations required lot of 
computational power. This could be the reason for a significantly less 
number of investigations done on the electronic structure of screw 
dislocation cores both experimentally and theoretically. Although the 
electronic structure of <100> edge dislocation was presented for Mo, a 
review of the results can provide an insight into the changes that could be 
predicted from a screw dislocation core. A small difference in orbital 
energies of Mo was reported for edge dislocation core as compared to 
perfect crystal[35]. Electron density redistribution around the dislocation 
was obseived which was due to a small change in electronic occupation. 
This was observed even in the case of a-Fe and the electrons seem to 
shift away from the extra half plane[36]. Edge dislocation core being a 
region with major displacements of atoms when compared to screw 
dislocation core, was reported to have exhibited minute changes in the 
electronic structure with reference to perfect crystal. Therefore the 
microscope and the EELS spectrometer have to be highly sensitive to 
record these minute electronic structure changes at the screw core.
Electronic structure at screw core in b.c.c. Fe was reported by Juan et, al, 
2001 using atom superposition and electron delocalization orbital cluster 
method (ASED-MO) and no changes in DOS from screw core were 
reported[37]. However the experimental comparison was never done with 
pure b.c.c. Fe. The density of states at edge dislocation cores were 
reported to contain localised electronic states in b.c.c. Fe when the 
calculations were done using discrete variational method with in density 
functional theory DFT[38]. The localised electronic states in Fe were 
attributed to the decrease in the co-ordination number around the central 
atom, local symmetry arrangement of the core and the contribution of d
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electrons to the localised electronic states. The changes that occur in the 
d-band in transition metals due to local symmetry destruction at the core 
were scarcely considered in the atomistic models used for studying the 
changes in density of states (DOS). It is therefore, a very interesting topic 
to research the changes due to transitions in the d band that occur in b.c.c. 
transition metals taking into consideration the localised asymmetry at the 
screw dislocation core.
2.8 Near Edge Structure changes
Energy Loss Near Edge Structure (ELNES) changes can be expected at 
the screw dislocation core due to high lattice strain observed at the screw 
dislocation core. At the screw dislocation core the bond lengths and the 
bond angles are different to that of perfect crystal because the atoms from 
different planes bond together at the core, in other words screw core 
tends to be non co-planar. The easy core was reported to have less core 
energy in Mo making it stable[ll]. Murray et.al [39] found the hard core 
in Fe to be 0.12 eV/Angstrom higher in energy than the easy core. In 
their calculations for Mo, the hard core was found to be unstable. Hence 
it would be more interesting to know the type of core configuration 
exhibited by screw dislocations observed through experiments.
The ELNES near core loss edges M^s for Mo and L23 for Fe will be 
presented in this thesis for perfect crystal and at dislocation cores. 
Molybdenum M4 edge is the resultant of 3d3/2 electron transition while 
M5 is the resultant of 3d5/2 electron transition to unoccupied states above 
Fermi energy. The p states dominate in the energy range of M2,3. 
Electronic configuration for molybdenum and the electron binding 
energies for different orbitals are shown in figure 2.10. The dipole 
selection rule dictates that the transition could happen from d states to 
either p or f states[33]. This was true if the 3d dipole transitions were
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thought to occur, resulting in the M4 5 edge. However the non-dipole (At * 
±1) 3d to 4d transitions were also reported to show sharp peaks before the 
M4,5 edge (227eV) in molybdenum[40].
GDC HD
QDODQD
Label Orbital eV
K Is 20000
L, 2s 2866
L. 2pw 2625
L. 2p3/i 2520
M, 3s 506.3
Mi 3Pl/2 411.6
M hi 3Pj 2 394
M w 3dj/2 231.1
Mv 3d5/2 227.9
N, 4s 63.2
N, 4Piv2 37.6
N m 4P3/2 35.5
Fig.2.10. Ground state electronic configuration of molybdenum and the 
electron binding energies for different energy states are shown.
It was suggested that the non dipole transitions gain importance when 
there was a high density of dipole-forbidden states in the near threshold 
region and that these monopole (i.e. non-dipole) excitations were 
dependant on the scattering wave vector q. The monopole transition 
(3d-Md) with final angular momentum (f =2) increased significantly with 
</, while the dipole allowed (3d->4f) transition decreased with q [40]. “In 
general strongest non-dipole features will be seen where a (At * ±1) 
transition reaches empty states in a shell which is just being filled and 
therefore has a high density of states just above the Fermi level”[41].
Ground state electronic configuration of iron is [Ar] 3d 4s~ and its 
variable oxidation states are +2 and +3. The metallic behaviour is 
exhibited by iron due to the transfer of one 4s electron into d-band while 
the remaining 4s electron couples with similar 4s electron from the 
neighbouring atom. Fe 1.2,3 core loss edge corresponds to the energy lost
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when a transition occurs between the spin-orbit split 2p level and 
unoccupied states in the 3d-band. L2 edge consists of transitions from 
2p1/2 to 3d3/2 and L3 edge is the result of transitions from 2p3/2 to both 
3d3/2 and 3d5/2. The electronic configuration of iron and the transitions 
relevant to EELS core loss edges are shown in figure 2.11. The electron 
binding energies of different energy states are also shown.
-i-t Is
Shell Orbital
Binding
energy(eV)
K Is 7112
i-i 2s 844.6
Ln 2Pi/z 719.9
Lm 2P3/2 706.8
M [ 3s 91.3
M„ 3Pi/2 52.7
Mm 3P3/2 52.7
Fig.2.11. Schematic of the electronic configuration of metallic iron 
showing the filling of d-band from other energy levels and their 
corresponding core loss edges. The dotted line indicates dipole-allowed 
but energetically unfavoured transition. EELS signal which probes 
unoccupied states can be used to complement the occupied states and the 
sum of occupied and unoccupied states gives the number of electrons in 
d-band, also known as occupancy. It was shown by Leapman et.al. that 
the area under L2 and L3 white lines can be used to interpret the d-band 
occupancy[42]. In the later year’s, Pearson et.al has shown that the sum of 
all unoccupied energy states is directly proportional to the sum of the 
areas under L2 and L3 white lines [43, 44]. Therefore the white line 
intensity ratios will be calculated for screw dislocation core and 
compared with perfect crystal as well as experimental values.
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Screw dislocation core, a region of different energy configuration with 
respect to rest of the crystal may either increase or decrease the 
transitions from core states (3d for Mo-IvL^ and 2p for Fe-L2,3) to 
unoccupied states. The higher the number of transitions the larger would 
be the difference noticed in the difference spectrum. Hence comparison 
of (p+f) DOS plots of screw dislocation core and perfect crystal will 
reveal the change in density of states in Mo while (s+d) plots reveal the 
DOS changes in oFe. Theoretically simulated ELNES spectra can be 
compared directly with the experimental ELNES for different core 
configurations with respect to perfect crystal. This approach makes it 
possible to identify the practically preferred dislocation core 
configuration and interpret the differences in terms of electronic 
structure.
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Chapter 3
ELECTRON SCATTERING AND EELS
When fast moving electrons travel through a thin specimen that is 
transparent to electrons, they either scatter or remain unaffected by the 
specimen. Scattering of fast electrons can be classified into two types: 
elastic and inelastic scattering. Elastic scattering refers to the scattering 
of electrons with negligible energy loss but may deflect from their 
original travelling path. Such electrons are coherent. This means that the 
energy loss to the sample due to coherent elastically-scattered electrons 
may be negligible in the experiment. Scattering is defined to be inelastic 
when the fast electron loses a measurable amount of energy. Inelastically 
scattered electrons are usually incoherent.
In this chapter, electron interaction with the sample and the inelastic 
scattering which gives a spectrum of measurable energy loss will be 
considered. The dependence of inelastic scattering on differential cross 
section will be discussed while taking into account other factors like 
specimen thickness and scattering angles. Different regions in the 
electron energy loss spectrum which are a resultant of different processes 
during the electron-sample interaction will be discussed. The techniques 
and the devices used to measure the energy loss are also considered.
3.1 Introduction to electron scattering
When fast electrons with high energy are incident upon thin solid 
specimens like metals, they can scatter at different angles due to 
electrostatic attraction of the positive nucleus. This kind of scattering is 
known as elastic scattering and is dependent upon the atomic number of 
the metal. The distance between the travelling electron and the nucleus is
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an important consideration which will decide the scattering angle. The 
amount of energy that is transferred can be negligible for an experimental 
result from this kind of scattering. Yet it is important to understand it as a 
process which indirectly contributes towards the measuring of the 
electron energy loss. The process of interaction and the resulting 
scattering is shown in figure 3.1.
Electrons that undergo inelastic scattering as well as elastic scattering 
will result in a non-unifonn angular and spatial distribution which will 
provide the chemical and structural information about the specimen. 
Angular distribution of such scattering gives diffraction patterns while 
spatial distribution provides the contrast for the image in an electron 
microscope.
^ e
.
\
\\
-
i
/
/ l/
Fig.3.1.High energy electron scattering due to attraction from the 
nucleus.
Elastic scattering usually is loosely defined as a scattering process with 
no energy loss and the collective intensity of such scattering gives 
information about the specimen’s atomic number. The sample used in
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this research work is a single crystal of pure molybdenum rather than any 
interface and hence the interference of numerous electron scattering 
events from different materials is not considered in this thesis.
3.2 Theory of inelastic scattering
When a high energy electron interacts with an atom in the specimen, it 
loses energy by penetrating into the inner shells after passing through the 
loosely bound outer shells. The resultant scattering due to this interaction 
of incident electron with inner and outer shell atomic electrons is known 
as inelastic scattering. Inelastic scattering can result in a distribution of 
electrons scattered at high scattering angles and wide range of energy 
losses. Hence the processes of inelastic scattering are classified into 
processes that generate x-rays, secondary electrons and processes that 
can be a result of collective interaction of many atoms.
The electron energy losses that result due to inelastic scattering process 
can be measured over a wide energy range and are often displayed as 
electron energy loss spectra. The elastic scattering process including the 
unscattered electrons is responsible for the zero loss peak in the spectrum 
while inelastic scattering process contributes to the rest of the spectrum. 
These spectra give local chemical and structural information about the 
material. They are also useful in understanding the bonding between 
atoms. Any changes observed in the fine structure above the edge 
threshold can be understood as a result of local symmetry or structural 
changes like changes in bond angles and interatomic distance. The study 
of dislocations presented in this thesis hence considers the electron 
energy loss changes at the dislocation core in molybdenum and iron as an 
important result. It gives an efficient guidance to understand the local 
symmetry and structural changes at the dislocation core. In this research 
work, electron energy loss near edge structure at IVL^ edge of 
molybdenum and 1,2,3 edge of iron will be discussed.
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3.3 The inelastic scattering cross section
Interaction cross section, a is an important factor that determines the 
probability of any electron to undergo any kind of interaction. The 
difference in interaction cross section is dependent upon energy of the 
incident electron. Beam energy thus has a very significant role in 
determining the possibility of particular type of interaction as well as 
scattering process. Larger cross sections can lead to better chances of 
scattering. Apart from this, scattering angle and the atomic number of the 
specimen can affect scattering process, as discussed before. The figure 
3.2 shows the electron scattering and the illustration of scattering 
semiangle 0, and the incremental solid angle, dQ.
Incident beam
Specimen
q Scattered 
electrons
Unscattered electrons
Fig.3.2 Image showing electron scattering by semiangle 0 and 
incremental solid angle dlh
Scattering is less at high energies and high angles while it is more for 
heavier atoms than lighter atoms. The angular distribution of scattering 
from an atom is given by differential cross section (da / dQ).
It can be written as:
dff / dfi = (1/ 27rsin0) (do/d0) [3.1]
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From this equation it can be said that the value of interaction cross 
section increases with decreasing semiangle 0.
Now, the total cross section for all angles up to 0 can be calculated by 
integrating equation 3.1. This gives
(7$ = In^—^sinOdO [3.2]
Thus by knowing the differential cross section, the values of interaction 
cross section, a can be calculated easily for any atom in the specimen.
Fig.3.3.Wave vectors of an incident electron; ko is the wave vector before 
scattering; ki is the wave vector after scattering; q is the scattering vector.
According to Bethe [1] theory, for inelastic scattering processes, the 
[do- / df2] must describe the transition for each atomic electron as the 
transition from initial (\|/o) to final (v|/n) states of wave function. From the 
figure 3.3, if ko is the pre-scattering wave vector, ki the post scattering 
wave vector and q, the scattering vector, then using first Bom [2] 
approximation, the differential cross section for a transition n can be 
written as,
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d<Jn
d£l
r mo ^ 
\27tTc
—I f V{r)y/oy/n exp(z^.r)<ir'
/co'J [3.3]
If we consider energies less than 300 keV, the above equation becomes,
d<Jn 4y2i^ ki .
------------- = —i—=------------- fn(q)
dQ Enq2ko [3.4]
where fi(q) = defined as the generalised oscillator strength
R (qao)~
(GOS), R is the Rydberg energy; E„ is the energy loss during transition.
The electron energy loss spectrum can be considered as a continuous 
function of energy loss, E, by using the GOS per unit excitation energy
df(q*E) y|ie dependence of scattering on angle and energy can then be 
dE
specified by a double differential cross section which is given by,
d2cr 4y2R h df
dQdE Eq2 ko dE^’ J [3'5]
In order to understand the angular distribution of inelastic scattering, 
scattering angle 6 must be related with scattering vector q. Upon 
approximation, where scattering angle 0 «1, E«Eo, and ki/ko =1, the 
scattering vector q can be written as
q2 = k02 (tf+ei) [3.6]
and the characteristic angle of scattering is given by,
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Oe
E
{E + m^c2 ){v I c2) [3.7]
Using above, the double differential cross section can be written as,
d2(J
dEldE
Sao2R2 ( 1 ^
Emo2v2 \02 + Oe j dE [3.8]
v is the velocity of the incident electron. The above equation shows the 
angular dependence of scattering at low angles as well as the energy loss 
measured in the electron energy loss spectrum.
3.4 Dielectric formulation:
Inelastic scattering in a solid that occurs from inner atomic shells can be 
described by Bethe [1] theory, while the inelastic scattering from the 
outer shell electrons can be complex due to the changes induced in the 
chemical bonding by the valence electrons. An alternate approach to this 
problem is to use the interaction of a transmitted electron in the whole 
solid, explained in tenns of dielectric response function e (q, co).The 
electron scattering power of an infinite medium was given by Ritchie in 
1957[3]. The relation between double differentiated inelastic cross 
section and the dielectric response as explained by him is given by,
d2(j s{q,E)]f 1 >
dQdE jv2mmav1na \92 + Of1 ) ^3'9-*
The imaginary part of the function is known as energy loss function and 
provides complete description of the medium through which the fast 
electron passes. Equations 3.8 and 3.9 can be shown to be equivalent 
provided,
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df (q,E) = -^Vlm
dE nE
1
e(q,E) [3.10]
Ea, the plasmon energy which corresponds to one free electron per atom 
is given by =
f +2 i\ n ne
v SQmQ J
Due to little variation of 6 {q, E) with q for spectra that are acquired with 
small collection angles, it can be replaced with optical permittivity of the 
specimen e(0, E) at an angular frequency, co = E/h. With this relation, the 
electron energy loss spectra can be compared directly with the optical 
information. Other information about the energy dependence on real 
(6i) and imaginary (62) parts of e(0, E) can also be studied.
3.5 Multiple Scattering:
The dependence of scattering on the thickness of the specimen can be 
used to understand the probability of scattering events. In a thin specimen 
(t/l < 3) the scattering probability (either elastic or inelastic depending on 
the process lambda was chosen to represent) is low and the chance of 
having more than one scattering event becomes negligible. In a thick 
specimen {t/X >5), the probability of having more than one scattering 
event (multiple scattering) is high, and thus individual peaks may not be 
clearly distinguished in the EELS spectrum.
A Landau distribution is produced due to combination of multiple inner 
and outer shell processes, and is recognised by the broad peaks near the 
high energy loss region in the spectmm[4]. The specimen thickness can 
be nearly proportional to the maximum probable energy loss given by 
(t/X) Ep where Ep is the main energy peak in a single scattering 
distribution.
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3.6 Dislocation contrast
When dislocations in a material are studied using the electron 
microscope, it is often required to know the dislocation density in the 
sample and whether they are edge, screw or mixed dislocations. If a 
dislocation of particular type is studied, the parameters that can be 
determined are the dislocation line direction, and the Burgers vector’s 
direction and magnitude.
Theoretically, the dependence of the contrast on the type of dislocation 
can be understood using the displacement field equation[5]. The 
displacement field in an isotropic solid is given by:
R 2k b<f) + 4(1
. \
{bc + b x u(2( 1 - 2v) In r + cos 2q>)}
/ [3.11]
Where r is the distance of the displaced atom from the dislocation core at 
angle O, v is the Poisson’s ratio, b is the Burgers vector, be is the edge 
component of the Burgers vector and u is the unit vector along the 
dislocation line. Consider the two cases, edge and screw dislocation.
1. Screw dislocation: be = 0; b is parallel to u, so b x u = 0. Using this
R = by-
criterion, equation 3.11 can be written as [3.12]
From equation 3.12 the displacement field is dependent upon the angle 
that the dislocation makes with a column of atoms under incident beam 
far from the dislocation i.e. in a perfect crystal region. Since the angle is 
a variable of the depth at which the dislocation core is present below the 
crystal surface, the displacement field is present both above and below 
the dislocation and so it affects the whole column of atoms that are 
considered here. From the above two equations we can express that g.R
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is proportional to g.b, where g is the diffraction vector. Therefore 
contrast from a dislocation is always interpreted in tenns of g.b,
2. Edge dislocation: b = be and g.R has two terms g.b and g.bxu. The Bragg 
diffracting planes associated with g bend because of the displacement 
field R. The introduction of the second term implies the buckling of the 
glide plane due to edge dislocation[6].
In both these cases (screw and edge) g.R is responsible for contrast from 
the dislocation and therefore is important while imaging dislocations in a 
TEM. A general formula involving the Burgers vector then would be g.b 
= n. If g is determined from the experiment, and the value of n is known, 
then the Burgers vector b can be easily found.
By theory, if g.b = 0 then there should not be any contrast because the 
diffracting planes will be parallel to displacement field vectors. This is 
termed as invisibility criterion. But practically, dislocations can still be 
visible when the beam is nearly parallel to their line direction. This is 
true in the case of screw dislocation where g.b= 0. The reason for this is 
the Eshelby twist and the relaxation of the surface[7]. One more rule that 
dictates the contradiction to invisible contrast from dislocations when g.b 
= 0 is that g.bxu >fr.64[5].
Important factors that affect the dislocation contrast are:
1. Sign and magnitude of the deviation parameter, the spatial distance at 
which the dislocation core is situated from the column of atoms under the 
probe[8].
2. The depth of the dislocation core from the surface of the sample, and the 
thickness of the sample.
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3. The sign and magnitude of the Burgers vector b, (g.b) product as well as
(g.b) x u.
Contrast from an edge dislocation is due to bending of the diffracting 
planes on either side of the dislocation with variable intensity. Screw 
dislocations with line direction parallel to the beam appear with faint 
intensity as sharp projections from the surface of the foil and with no 
projected length along the surface of the foil. An example for this is 
shown in image 3.4. This contrast can be observed even in the atomic 
resolution images which will be presented in the results chapter.
Fig.3.4. TEM image of screw dislocations nonnal to the foil in 
platinum[8]. Left image shows the anticlockwise (left-handed) screw 
character while the right image shows clockwise (right-handed) character 
and contrast change can be seen in comparison.
3.7 Instrumentation
This section will discuss instrumentation involved in electron microscopy 
with specific reference to imaging dislocations in TEM, aberration 
corrected STEM and challenges associated with electron microscopy of
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magnetic samples. Transmission electron microscope and Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscope used in this study will be discussed 
with reference to the study of dislocations and their limitations with 
respect to the requirements of the project. Electron energy loss 
spectrometers and the features of EELS spectrum will be discussed with 
reference to theory. The need for high resolution aberration corrected 
microscope equipped with electron energy loss spectrometer 
(SuperSTEM) as a tool to study dislocation cores in this research will be 
explained, followed by its own advantages and limitations.
3.7.1 Electron Microscopes
The transmission electron microscope is an important tool for studying 
dislocations in materials. When an electron beam interacts with a crystal 
containing a dislocation in a TEM, it produces alternative bright and dark 
contrast from the dislocation region in the image. This is due to bending 
of the lattice planes near the dislocation which cause a change in the 
diffraction conditions. Dislocation character can be understood by 
studying the contrast in the TEM image.
Fig.3.5. Bending of diffracting planes at an edge dislocation[5].
Figure 3.5 shows the bending of the lattice planes near an edge 
dislocation that could result in change of diffracting conditions.
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By definition contrast is the change in intensity between two adjacent but 
similar* areas[5]. Scattering by the specimen changes the uniform electron 
beam intensity into a non-uniform distribution and the presence of 
dislocations in the sample adds to a further change in intensity. A 
diffraction pattern records the non-uniform intensity after scattering by 
differentiating the transmitted beam from the scattered beam as per 
Bragg’s diffraction conditions. An important parameter in understanding 
the contrast arising from a dislocation is “deviation parameter” denoted 
by “s”. Deviation parameter is a vector in reciprocal space that measures 
the deviation from exact Bragg condition[5]. Planes near a dislocation are 
bent into Bragg diffraction condition, where deviation parameter of the 
incident beam, s=0. Regions far from dislocation are tilted away from 
Bragg condition (s^O). This would cause the image contrast to be 
displaced from its projected position. Therefore it is important to 
understand the ways of imaging a dislocation in an electron microscope.
The two common methods of imaging in an electron microscope are 
bright field (BF) imaging and dark field (DF) imaging. BF uses the direct 
beam to form the image while DF uses one of the diffracted beams. The 
selection of the beam is done by an objective aperture in a TEM while it 
is done by bright field (BF) and high angle annular dark field (ADF) 
detectors in a STEM.
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Fig.3.6. Bright field and dark field imaging in a TEM and BF and ADF 
imaging in a STEM.
The darker areas in a bright field image will appear bright in a dark field 
image. Dislocation contrast in a TEM can be understood by tilting the 
specimen to two beam conditions. In this condition one of the diffracted 
beams is made strong by tilting precisely. This can give information 
about the specific orientation of the region of interest in the sample. The 
best contrast from dislocations can be obtained by tilting the specimen 
close to Bragg condition with a small positive deviation parameter s, but 
not to exact Bragg condition where s=0. Further tilting increases the s 
value and the contrast starts to diminish along with narrowing of 
dislocation features in the image. Other important points to take care of 
that can help improve contrast from a dislocation in a TEM are a parallel 
beam (i.e. small convergence angle), two beam conditions and a single 
strong direct or diffracted beam reaching the objective aperture.
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3.7.2 Electron Energy Loss Spectrometer
When an electron beam travels through a thin specimen, the fast incident 
electron may undergo various processes as described in the previous 
sections 3.1 and 3.2. Inelastically scattered electrons contain information 
which if collected separately can provide spatial chemical and structural 
information about the specimen. A spectrometer is the device which 
collects the inelastically scattered electrons which undergo energy loss of 
different magnitudes and scattered at different angles. Two common 
types of spectrometers are spectrometer by GAT AN which is designed 
for use with energy loss measurement and the other one is omega filter 
which is mainly used for energy filtered imaging. Both are magnetic 
spectrometers, GATAN in post-column and omega filter usually in­
column. The spectrometer used for the work in this thesis is a magnetic 
prism spectrometer by GATAN fitted to the aberration corrected 
SuperSTEM. A schematic diagram of how a GATAN spectrometer 
works is shown in the figure 3.7.
projective len: .
aperture of 
spectrometer
magnetic
prism
Fig.3.7. Principle of EELS spectrometer[5].
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Fast travelling electrons are allowed into the spectrometer using apertures 
of various sizes. These electrons travelling through a drift tube get 
deflected by more than 90° by a surrounding strong magnetic field. High 
energy loss electrons get more deflected than electrons with low energy 
loss. This results in the formation of a spectrum with the distributed 
counts of electrons (commonly referred as intensity) as a function of 
energy loss in electron volts. The spectrometer focuses off axis and on 
axis electrons onto the dispersion plane where the spectrum image can be 
recorded. The spectrometer is an asymmetric lens and hence needs 
adjustment with focus. Electrons which lose no energy form the zero loss 
peak and this peak can be adjusted for focus using the quadmpoles until 
it becomes sharp.
There are two methods in which the spectrum can be collected, namely 
serial collection system and parallel collection system. In a serial 
collection system the focus is done using the slit in the dispersion plane 
while in parallel system, the quadmpoles can be directly used for focus. 
The acquisition of the spectrum in serial system (SEELS) is done by 
building up one channel at a time, while in parallel system (PEELS or 
commonly EELS) it is done by acquiring all channels at the same time. 
The parallel collection spectrometer consists of a scintillator coupled to a 
semiconductor photodiode array which show individually varying 
responses. PEELS has more advantage than SEELS in being more 
efficient in collection over given integration time and detects whole 
spectrum at one time rather than one channel at a time.
The EEL spectra presented in this thesis were collected by a Gatan 
parallel EEL detector, with the spectrometer fitted on the top of the 
SuperSTEM. A thermostatically cooled scintillator-charge coupled 
device (CCD) with greater sensitivity tharr a photo diode array is used in 
this spectrometer. The advantages of using such a device are achieving
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better resolution measured as point spread function, quicker acquisition 
times and high sensitivity. Some important factors which may be 
optimised are collector aperture, acquisition time, energy dispersion and 
the number of channels used. These optimisations will be discussed in 
detail in chapter 5 which will describe the experimental techniques used.
3.8 Theory of electron energy loss spectrum
The electron energy loss spectrum can be classified into three main 
regions as shown in the figure 3.8. The region I shown in the figure is the 
zero loss peak which consists of the information about elastically 
scattered electrons. Inelastically scattered electrons form the rest of the 
spectrum. Region II is known as low loss region and region III is known 
as core loss region. When incident electrons interact with the shared 
(nearly-ffee) electrons in the outer-shells, the resultant region is the low 
loss region and plasmon peaks are the most important feature of this 
region. When the incident electron interacts with the inner shell atomic 
electrons, the resultant region is the core loss region.
zer< kIoss peak
] ow-loss region
Core loss region
Fig.3.8 Electron energy loss spectrum showing its three main regions.
It can be observed in the spectrum that the background reduces as the 
energies increase gradually along the spectrum and the edges correspond 
to different scattering processes. The core loss region contains
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superimposed ionisation edges while there could also be contribution of 
the noise from the instrument to the background. To avoid this, 
background from a spectrum taken in vacuum can be subtracted from the 
real spectrum. The remaining background could be the effect of many 
scattering events. In the low loss region the intensity is shown to decrease 
as jE" by integrating the equation 3.9, and assuming |3 >Qe
da ( S']
— oc Im In
dE l * J l&d [3.13]
As there is a low probability of many scattering events in the high energy 
loss region, a single electron approach is taken and hence the intensity 
dependence is governed by a power law, for which the intensity do / dE, 
becomes,
do-
~dE oc E~s, [3.14]
where s depends on the size of the collection aperture. The intensity of 
the core loss region is found to be concentrated at smaller scattering 
angles than the background, as the inner shell electrons are more tightly 
bound than the outer shell electrons. Hence by choosing smaller 
collection apertures, the edge signal to background energy ratio can be 
altered to better values. Background removal is one of the initial and 
important steps when analysing the information recorded in the EEL 
spectrum.
3.9 Features of an EEL Spectrum
The various types of energy losses in a typical EEL spectrum have been 
discussed in the section 3.8. This section focuses on the specific regions
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of EEL spectra that will be used for analysis in this thesis. A specimen 
with thickness of less than about 100 nm studied in a 100 keV 
microscope for electron energy loss, will produce a sharp and intense 
feature called the zero loss peak at 0 eV which contains information 
about elastically scattered electrons collected from the specimen. The 
resolution of the spectrum is often affected by the energy spread of the 
electron source which results in broadening the characteristic features of 
the zero loss peak. Phonons in solids produce the lowest electron energy 
losses of the order of 10 to 100 meV and are often not resolved within the 
zero loss peak.
The often-delocalized outermost atomic shell electrons extending over a 
multiple atomic distances are responsible for the low loss region of the 
EEL spectrum which typically extends from a few (~5) eV to about 50 
eV. This region has predominantly aggregate effect of excitations from 
valence electrons known as plasmons. The energy of plasmon peaks can 
reveal the valence state and the density of valence electrons while the 
width of the peak informs about the decay rate. Low loss region can also 
reveal the all important feature known as interband transitions in 
insulating materials, which are defined by valence electron excitations to 
low energy unoccupied states above the Fermi level. The main use of low 
loss region in general is the determination of specimen thickness and also 
to measure the dielectric response function of the material which in turn 
is helpful in determination of band gap.
As shown in figure 3.8, the high loss region extends anywhere above 50 
eV to thousands of eV and edges in this region are a result of electron 
excitations from localised orbitals to unoccupied states above the Fermi 
level of the specimen material. High loss region contains edges which are 
called ionisation edges and are caused due to excitation of inner shell 
electrons. This region can provide vital atomic information about the
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solid. This region is useful for quantitative analysis as the number of 
atoms present is directly proportional to the intensity under the ionisation 
edge. Hence these edges are recorded for various materials and are used 
as a standard reference for most materials studied by EELS.
Specific edge shapes can be attributed to the excitation processes from 
different shells and the interaction of electrons with one another. In the 
case of solids, chemical bonding may change the unoccupied electronic 
states near Fermi level and may lead to complex density of states (DOS). 
Such changes in basic atomic shape up to several tens of eV constitute 
the fine structure on inner shell ionisation edges commonly termed as 
energy loss near edge structure (ELNES). The ELNES region can 
provide information about atomic bonding, coordination number and the 
local electronic structure associated with very specific atomic regions in 
the specimen. In the work presented in this thesis the ELNES region of 
the EEL spectrum is used to analyse metals like molybdenum and iron 
for any associated electronic changes near the dislocation core regions.
As the energy loss region increases gradually beyond the ELNES region, 
a region of weaker and extended energy losses known as extended energy 
loss fine structure (EXELFS) is observed. The amplitude of these 
excitations helps in determining the coordination number while the 
period helps in deducing the bond distances. The basic difference 
between the ELNES and the EXELFS region is the kinetic energy of the 
ejected electron. The near' edge region produces a low kinetic energy 
electron which interacts with a larger volume leading to multiple elastic 
scattering. EXELFS region electrons are ejected with high kinetic energy 
resulting in single elastic scattering event and hence providing only 
limited information.
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The application of the dipole rule to different transitions near core loss 
edges becomes necessary if the electrons are collected at small scattering 
angles. The angular momentum then defines the probability of observing 
a specific electron transition. This means different edges of the same 
metal can have different symmetries of the final state, for example an 1,2,3 
edge can access both unoccupied s and d like DOS. Transition metals 
have partially filled d-band superimposed on s-p bands and are 
interesting materials to study for electronic changes. In this thesis, the 
transition metals molybdenum and iron will be analysed for any changes 
in electronic structure near dislocation core using EEL spectra.
3.10 Spatial localisation of EELS signal: (low loss and core loss)
Screw dislocation cores are extremely localised regions of the order of a 
few angstroms. The variation in interatomic spacing at the core can give 
an idea of the location of the core, but the more important contrast 
variation is helpful in identifying it from the dark field image. The atomic 
displacements near the core have been reported to be less than 10 
picometres[9]. The typical electron wavelength in a TEM is of the order 
of 0.02 A, yet the spatial resolution of such a microscope is 1-2 A which 
is not sufficient to probe dislocation cores[10]. Therefore only atomic 
resolution imaging with aberration correction can solve the problem of 
noise that was reported by HREM experiments. In this context, the 
identification of electronic structure at the core can be done by a high 
energy resolution energy loss spectrometer which is sensitive enough to 
record the variations from atoms that vary their atomic positions by a 
fraction of an angstrom. Moreover only core loss edges can be used to 
detect the differences in EELS signal from dislocation core since low loss 
signals should have been delocalised over 1 mn scale and hence are less 
sensitive.
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The delocalisation of inelastic scattering process limits the spatial 
resolution of EELS due to the extension of electronic field effects 
characterised by the angular distribution. The degree of delocalization 
decreases from a few nanometers to sub-nanometer order with increasing 
energy-loss[11]. This is because the spatial decay of the electronic fields 
is faster at high energy losses. In the scale of energy losses from 300- 
lOOOeV, localization can reach 1-2A[12]. The characteristic 
delocalization length can be larger than the interatomic spacing at lower 
energies thereby effecting the image resolution and making the 
interpretation difficult[13]. Hence, the electronic structure differences 
from a localised core can only be interpreted by the variation in the 
ELNES region at the specified core loss edge.
It should also be noted here that the time for EELS acquisition should be 
around 1 to 10 seconds taking account a typical sample drift rates of 
about 5A per minute[10]. The noise levels should be less than the signal 
in order to identify the significant changes in the signals. “For EELS 
work, the main benefit of correctors is likely to be the very large 
increases in signal at a resolution of 1-2 A rather than deep, sub­
angstrom spatial resolution”[10]. This is one of the key advantages of 
having aberration correctors in the STEM.
3,11 Magnetic samples in microscopes
Magnetic samples can be troublesome to use in an electron microscope. 
Ferromagnetic materials have been interesting materials for microscopy 
but the magnetism from the sample affecting the beam is a major 
problem. The electrons used for imaging after they pass through the 
magnetic sample can be deflected from the optic axis because the 
electron beam is deflected as it passes through the sample. Ferromagnetic 
materials produce deflections through their internal magnetisation and
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surface leakage fields[14]. The images will be recorded with severe 
aberrations and will cause big shifts in the features in the recorded image.
In particular the astigmatism in the microscope cannot be corrected 
effectively than when compared to non-magnetic samples. Setting the 
eucentric height for a magnetic sample is another problem. When the 
sample is tilted, it will be pulled onto either side trying to align itself 
parallel to the beam, and can rotate, flip out of the holder or change its 
position and height. If the sample is allowed to flip or rotate, it can fall 
out of the holder and stick to the pole piece in which case the microscope 
has to be disassembled. The ways in which the effect of magnetic field 
from the sample could be corrected will be discussed in the experimental 
techniques chapter.
e- beam
Fig.3.9. Deflection of incident beam into A and B at the domain 
boundary due to Lorentz deflections.
Aberration corrected electron microscopes can help solve the problem to 
a certain extent by correcting some of the aberrations introduced by the 
sample. There are other important steps to make the analysis of magnetic 
samples in electron microscopes easier. One of the possible ways is to 
prepare the sample as thin as possible with the smallest possible magnetic 
material in it. This will help reduce the total magnetic field strength of
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the sample that perturbs the electron beam. The sample should have 
sufficient support to resist the torque from the interaction of the sample 
field with the objective lens field.
Correcting astigmatism in the area of interest could also help but 
translation or tilting of the sample will change the astigmatism again. 
This is because the magnetic field varies depending upon the position of 
the sample. This local correction can be done with considerable 
experience in using the microscope with magnetic samples. The magnetic 
samples discussed in this thesis are used for experimental analysis both in 
TEM and SuperSTEM.
3.12 Aberration corrected STEM (SuperSTEM)
Aberrations are common in all practical lenses and electron microscope 
lenses are no exception. They are crucial factors that limit the resolution 
of the instrument. Better design and alignment of the lenses in the 
microscope can reduce these aberrations to a significant extent.
The two common types of aberration in electron optical lenses are 
chromatic and spherical aberrations. Different possible approaches of 
reducing these aberrations in the electron microscopes have been 
proposed while the use of multipole lenses was accepted. The two types 
of multipole lenses were quadmpole-octupole (QO) and hexapole 
correctors. The SuperSTEM-1 used for the work described in this thesis 
contains a quadmpole-octupole corrector[15]. Figure 3.10 shows a 
schematic cross-section of an aberration corrected STEM. The 
components of the aberration corrected STEM are electron source, a 
stable electron optical column, sample stage, aberration correctors, optics 
for beam control and a high resolution EELS spectrometer.
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Fig.3.10. Cross-section of an Aberration corrected SuperSTEM with 
essential components.
3.13 Features of the SuperSTEM instrument
The SuperSTEM consists of a base microscope VG HB 501 PEG STEM 
with a cold-field emission source. This instrument located at Daresbury 
laboratory was used for the high resolution imaging and EELS 
experiments described in this thesis. This is due to its capability to 
perfonn imaging and EELS at high energy resolution. The performance 
of the instrument is dependent on its cold field emission source with an 
energy spread of 0.3 eV. This reduces the chromatic aberration caused by 
the energy spread of the source.
Condenser lenses
Electron source
If/
III
X X
X X
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SuperSTEM-1 has a spherical aberration corrector fitted to the objective 
lens which allows the formation of a sub-Angstrom probe. This is 
essential for characterising materials atom by atom for their chemical 
geometrical and electronic information. Ultra-high resolution high angle 
annular dark field (HAADF) imaging combined with atomic resolution 
EELS is best suited for analysing the dislocation core region in metals. 
The SuperSTEM operates at 100 kV and requires a thin sample of 20-30 
nm thickness with clean surface free from oxides and any possible 
contamination. The current density is 0.1 nA in a 1.0 Angstrom beam 
which is 106 A/cm2. It is equipped with Gatan Enfina spectrometer with 
90° magnet prism. It is supported by ultra-high vacuum system with a 
typical column value of 5 x 10'8 mbar and a typical gun vacuum of 
3 x 10'11 mbar. SuperSTEM is fitted so that it is free of mechanical 
movement and is sensitive to external vibrations.
3.14 Dislocation core study using SuperSTEM
Dislocation cores are atomic misfit regions generating a lattice strain in 
the surrounding areas of the crystal. The miniature displacements or (tiny 
edge components) of the atomic planes in the case of an end-on screw 
dislocation can collectively produce visible dislocation contrast on the 
surface and are a remarkable tool to identify the core region. The Eshelby 
twist masks some of the lattice contrast that can be obtained from a high 
resolution microscope. Resolving the atomic columns in the HAADF 
image therefore becomes necessary to identify the core of a screw 
dislocation. This is the reason why SuperSTEM was chosen as an 
experimental device that can help studying the dislocation cores. 
Moreover high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy is a useful 
tool to identify the possible transitions involved in Mo and Fe due to 
excitation process and any changes to the electronic configuration of the
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atoms near the core. These reasons justify the use of SuperSTEM for 
studying the electronic structure at dislocation cores in transition metals.
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Chapter 4
THEORETICAL SIMULATION MEHODS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the theoretical simulation methods used to generate 
theoretical ELNES spectra are presented. The background to different 
atomistic simulations will be reviewed briefly and the results obtained 
with different models will be critically discussed. The emphasis is on the 
theoretical explanation of spectra generated from the software and also 
on the application based variations. Different formalisms like band 
structure (BS) and real space multiple scattering (RSMS) methods that 
are available for atomistic calculations are discussed. Theoretical 
background of XAS (x-ray absorption structure) is described including 
the approach taken to calculate EELS from XANES (X-ray absorption 
near edge structure). Calculations that can be perfonned using FEFF 
software are discussed considering the practical aspects required for this 
research. FEFF is named after the effective scattering amplitude and 
can calculate effective scattering phase shifts Ok> effective scattering 
amplitudes Jeff, structure factor % (/c), and most importantly absorption 
coefficient p.
There are advantages and limitations of using multiple scattering 
calculations in FEFF over other methods. Theoretical spectra are used to 
observe local electronic changes in the ELNES of various periodic and 
non-periodic systems including pure metals and complex compounds. 
Optimisation of parameters like path distance, radius of the cluster and 
the electronic configuration of Fe-L2,3 and Mo-M^s edges which play an
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important role in calculating the fine structure is explained. Important 
steps taken in EELS data fitting, adjusting for peak broadening and 
energy shift have also been discussed with respect to theoretical and 
experimental spectra.
4.2 Atomistic Simulation Methods
A significant number of atomistic calculations have been done to 
understand the screw dislocation core structure and its behaviour under 
applied stress. The core configurations and the methods used have been 
reviewed in Literature Review chapter.
In early years, the atomistic simulations done by using potentials such as 
Finnis-Sinclair[l] and Johnson[2] have revealed the non-planar nature of 
the screw dislocation in bcc metals and that the screw dislocation can 
dissociate into three {110} planes associated with the dislocation line 
vector. The finite displacements of atoms along the dislocation line when 
projected onto {111} plane perpendicular to the dislocation line were 
found to have small components of less than 10 picometres in 
magnitude[3]. The interatomic potentials like Finnis Sinclair were known 
to have the limitation for not accounting the bond angle changes at the 
core and that they represent only the radial force of the interacting atoms. 
Bond order potentials which consider the bond angle variations have 
been employed to study dislocation cores[4], The core was found to be 
compact in this case while the core dissociated in the case of Finnis- 
Sinclair potentials. These atomic simulations have shown that the 
resultant screw core configuration is dependent on the type of potentials 
used but both agreed that screw cores have the ability to control the low 
temperature deformation properties in bcc metals.
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In this research the co-ordinates which serve as input for theoretical 
ELNES simulations are obtained from the dislocation cores generated 
using Mendeleev interatomic potentials. It is also important to briefly 
discuss the other kinds of EELS modelling methods available in the 
context of theoretical ELNES simulations.
4.3 EELS simulation methods:
Theoretical simulation of EELS is a good way of understanding the fine 
structure of materials that is a fingerprint of their electronic states. This is 
a significant tool in material science because of the option to choose 
parameters that closely compare with real experiments. A suitable 
example for this would be the theoretical ELNES study of a well defined 
cluster of Mo atoms with no carbon edges, but practically carbon 
contamination is a problem in microscopes. Various simulation methods 
for EELS simulation are available with their own advantages and 
limitations but can suit the need for a given problem in material science.
The theoretical approaches widely used for calculating electronic 
structure are band structure method, multiple scattering approach, 
molecular orbitals approach, and multiplets method. The band structure is 
applicable to periodic structures where a repetition of the given unit cell 
is preferred. Multiple scattering methods are used for a given number of 
shells (3 to 7 shells) within a definite radius(~5 A) while molecular 
orbitals methods become much more precise in defining the local 
electronic structure with only a few shells (lor 2 shells to a radius ~2A). 
Multiplet calculations are generally done for a single atom and its crystal 
field. Band structure and multiple scattering methods are preferred for 
metals and semiconductors to study their valences, bonding changes and 
structure changes in the presence of a defect. The study of dislocation 
cores, the regions with damaged symmetry, can be done using multiple
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scattering calculations since band structure calculates periodic structures 
with symmetry. Some of the widely used codes to perform band structure 
calculations are Density Functional Theory (DFT), AB-INIT, CASTEP 
and WIEN2K. Most multiple scattering calculations are done using 
FEFF, CONTINUUM and ICXANES. FEFF calculates site-specific 
symmetry projected local density of states in a crystal with no symmetry. 
DFT calculations using pseudo-potentials can also be done for extended 
defects in a large crystal with 100’s of atoms but they need intensive 
computation and time. In the case of a screw dislocation core where the 
defect does not extend a few atomic shells (although the strain field 
extends), multiple scattering calculations are the best methods for 
calculating ELNES. The additional benefit of using multiple scattering 
calculations using FEFF is that it can take core hole into account while 
calculating ELNES, although the core hole in metals is screened by 
valence electrons.
4.4 Multiple Scattering Calculations
Theoretical EELS spectra are calculated to identify near edge structure 
above the M^ and L2i3 edge threshold for Mo and Fe respectively. These 
spectra are used to interpret and analyse the local chemical, geometrical 
and electronic information from a range of few angstroms to an extent of 
a whole crystal and sometimes as a complete complex compound. The 
theory and practice of x-ray absorption techniques were used by many to 
calculate the fine structure from both periodic and non-periodic 
crystals[5]. Synchrotron experiments were carried out over the years to 
calculate the fine structure of many metallic and non metallic systems[6]. 
They are also working to explain the reason for the variations in the near 
edge structure in transition metals[7]. The work described in this thesis 
aims to explain the structural changes in the near-edge region of
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calculated EEL spectra of transition metals, when they are deformed and 
contain screw dislocations along <111> dislocation line direction.
4.5 X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
XAFS experiments measure the x-ray absorption spectrum and study the 
structural infonnation present in the spectrum. A typical XAFS spectrum 
of most common metals contain sharp peaks that represent the ionisation 
edges followed by a decreasing wiggly part with an increasing energy 
scale in eV. Given below is an example of copper metal data that has 
been taken from the reference provided with the FEFF software[8]. The 
wiggly part contains wealth of information about detailed electronic, 
geometric and vibrational characteristics of each individual material in 
the crystal with their unique signature. This is the reason why most x-ray 
absorption experiments are followed by a careful examination of this 
well defined structural region. This region of interest in the x-ray 
absorption spectrum has been classified into two well known and 
theoretically explainable parts known as XANES (x-ray absorption near 
edge structure) and EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine structure).
o ■
wavenumber (A1;Energy (eV)
Fig 4.1 (Left) Typical x-ray absorption spectrum for Cu metal K-edge. 
(Right) Wiggly part which contains the structural infonnation, where fine 
structure is plotted as a function of wave number.
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X-ray absolution process defines the various regions observed in the x- 
ray absolution spectrum. The next section describes x-ray absorption, 
scattering and physical formalism of the involved processes.
4.6 X-ray absorption process:
When an x-ray of energy E is absorbed by a tree atom, it may destroy a 
core electron with energy Eq and emit a photo-electron of kinetic energy 
(E-Eq). The life time for the core hole being short and finite, it can be 
said that this state does not exist long and gets filled quickly which 
initiates the release of a fluorescent x-ray or an Auger electron. In other 
words, absorption is promoted by the availability of an empty final state.
The amount of x-ray energy can be influential in increasing the 
probability of promoting the core electron to a continuum eventually 
leading to a sharp increase in absorption. The physical process can also 
be said as the excitation of core electrons to the continuum states or high- 
energy requiring unfilled states. This excitation of deep core electrons 
above their binding energy accompanying the absorption of photons from 
the source can be measured as a function of energy. This is the x-ray 
absorption spectrum p (E), which contains sharp steps at the core level 
binding energy followed by a declining smooth function of energy above 
the edge. Figure 4.2 shows the core level electron excitation process and 
subsequent events arising from it.
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Core level
Absorbing Atom
Fig 4.2 X-ray absorption process and XAFS spectrum
The sharp step in an experimental data can be broadened by instrument 
resolution and the life time of the core hole. The oscillatory fine structure 
(XAFS) is the contribution from XANES and EXAFS. The extended 
region which is about 50 to 2000 eV above absorption edge is the 
EXAFS region and provides information about the local geometry like 
the periodicity of the atoms in the crystal, distance to the nearest 
neighbours and their orientation[9]. XANES region (0- 50eV above the 
edge) consists of information about the free energy states above the 
Fermi level and the local electronic structure information like density of 
states (DOS). The electronic configuration data as well as spin and 
orbital momentum infonnation can be deduced by carefully analysing 
this region. This region is of importance to this project as it can give 
detailed infonnation about the fully unoccupied states with in a localised 
region; say from a few atoms in the cluster of definite radius. Knowledge 
of these occupied states will help the calculation of remaining occupied 
states from £-DOS and vice versa. This can eventually predict the d-band 
transitions that are occurring in the transition metal samples due to core 
electron excitations at chosen energy edges. Comparison of transitions 
between a pure transition metal and those from a dislocation core region
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in that transition metal will give detailed information about the electronic 
structural dependence of bulk properties in transition metals. The 
dependence of flow stress on the presence of screw dislocations and the 
effect of core symmetry on the properties of transition metals as a whole 
can be interestingly investigated with this approach.
4.7 Interpretation of XAS:
XAS process can be simplified for understanding in two processes. The 
first is the propagation of excited electron wave through the crystal and 
then getting scattered by the neighbouring atoms on its exit path. The 
second is the interference between the exiting excited-electron wave and 
the backscattered waves from the neighbouring atoms. The constructive 
or destructive interference caused due to variation in amplitudes of 
reflecting electron waves will be responsible for the strength of the 
transition between initial and final states.
This EXAFS process is explained by J.J. Rehr and R.C. Albers in their 
paper, as similar to waves in a pond of water being propagated when a 
central source of propagation was created, like throwing a stone in still 
water and when these propagating waves reach an obstacle on their way 
they get reflected, causing interference between outwardly propagating 
waves and reflected waves from obstacle[9]. A better description of the 
EXAFS process is shown in figure 4.3.
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• R •
Fig 4.3 Pictorial description of EXAFS process; Interference between 
propagating and scattered electron waves.
Interatomic distance R can vary the total inelastic mean free path, X, of 
the scattering waves significantly, leading to a phase shift and allowing 
for interference to occur between propagating and scattered electron 
waves. This interference is qualitatively interpreted to be the reason for 
the oscillatory fine structure in the x-ray absorption spectrum. Semi- 
quantitative agreement of XANES data from experiments with 
theoretical calculations have led to the development of an ab initio code 
FEFF8 intended for interpretation of XANES in terms of DOS. The 
theory of x-ray absorption fonnalism and XANES with equations will be 
discussed in the next section.
4.8 Theoretical Background:
4.8.1 Fermi's Golden Rule and Green’s Function:
Fundamental multiple scattering (MS) theory of XAS is well established 
with published results (Rehr&Albers, 2000) using different 
approaches[9]. It is given by the Fermi’s golden rule:
/X (£) * ZyK/l«• r I /) 12 <5(£ - Ef) (4. n
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The above equation explains the dipole-mediated transition of an electron 
in the core state I1) into an unoccupied state ^ due to the interaction
A
between the incident photon and the core-state electron. ^ is the
polarisation vector of the incident electromagnetic field. is the x-
ray absorption coefficient which will provide information about the 
interaction and the resultant inelastic losses. Equation 4.1 is solved by 
using multiple scattering theory and Green’s functions based on 
propagator formalism. This approach using Green’s function is given by:
/i(/i) ec — 1m (i|e* • v E?)
(4.2)
This forms the basis for multiple scattering theory and the computation of 
Green’s function will have to be done in order to predict the fine 
structure.
The theoretical calculations of fine structure are based on dipole 
approximation and the Fermi’s Golden rule being limited to one electron 
approximation. The final-state rule is assumed to be true for these 
calculations, where the final states are calculated in the presence or 
absence of a core hole. Ionisation edges such as M4 or M5 and transition 
metals like Fe in particular are believed to show better adherence with 
experimental data when they are calculated as if the effect of core-hole is 
negligible[10, 11].
4.8.2 RSMS formalism and FEFF function
The approach taken for calculations in XAFS theory is often referred to 
as real space multiple scattering (RSMS) formalism or real space Green’s 
function (RSGF) formalism. Band structure methods often tend to 
calculate the final states explicitly and are very computationally 
intensive. Moreover, the final states calculations are done efficiently for
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highly symmetric systems like crystalline materials and periodic 
molecules. However when system like a dislocated crystal is considered 
they often tend to be ineffective in calculating the final states and 
particularly in the case of a transition metals where the final states have 
contribution of possible transitions. Using Green’s function formalism, 
the x-ray absorption coefficient p can be expressed in terms of a 
propagator in real space, as shown in equation 4.2. The term £ is the
polarisation vector, while ^'' is the propagator term which can be
shown as the sum of different contributions from the environment 
through which the electron propagates.
Using the equation 4.2, absorption coefficient p can be expressed as,
(4.3)P = MnU + X)
Where po is the atomic background and % is the multiple scattering 
signal, x gives the fine structure changes with respect to the atomic 
background and is commonly known as structure factor. This can be 
understood by rearranging the terms in equation 4.3 into,
(4.4)X = O -/-tcW o
where is the jump in the smooth atomic-like background
absorption which also includes the contribution from other nearby edges. 
It is the normalized value of total atomic background absorption at the 
primary edge for which the calculations are done. Fine structure is 
generally described as the sum of scattering contributions from all 
multiple scattering paths with in the radius of the atomic cluster. This can 
be generally expressed by the following equation:
(4.5)
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Equation 4.5 which indicates scattering matrix formalism, calculates the 
effective scattering amplitude for curved wave calculations using
the Green’s function ideology of propagator G(E) and the resultant 
scattering. The important terms in the equation include amplitude
reduction factor ^5, attributed to many-body effects, Ok the phase-shift, 
^k, the mean free path of the incident electromagnetic radiation, a, the 
r.m.s variation in the effective path length or bond length R= Rpath/2, and 
k = [2(£ — ? the wave number measured from the threshold energy
Eq. The term esp(~2rr/c^) describes the Debye-Waller factors which 
include the dependence of the structural changes in the spectra to the 
temperature and disorder (for example, aperiodic systems and amorphous
materials). The exponential term exp(—2/?/Afe) ? \s the damping factor r, 
which indicates the finite life time of the photoelectron including core­
hole life time.
In this research, ELNES spectra from atomic cluster with screw 
dislocation is being calculated and considering the similarity between 
XANES and ELNES spectra (which will be discussed in next section), 
the factors included for calculation of XANES spectra are generally 
applicable to the calculation of ELNES spectra. Debye-Waller factors 
[since /t2 « 1/ (a2) and constant T] contribution is negligible for XANES 
and the core-hole life time contribution to the XANES is considered not 
to a great extent for this research work, owing to the fact that the metals 
being considered are transition metals Mo and Fe and the energy edges 
being Mo-M^ and Fe-L2,3.
4.8.3 Application of FEFF for EELS
FEFF program was generally used for calculating x-ray absolution 
spectra. With the similarity of processes involved in the calculation of x-
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ray and EEL spectra, updated versions of FEFF are being designed to 
include capability of generating EELS directly[7]. However, it is 
essential to understand the physics in relative terms to justify the 
application of FEFF for generating EELS. It also helps to recognise the 
importance of comparing experimental EELS to theoretical spectra 
produced by FEFF.
Fermi’s golden rule is used again but now in terms of electrons as a 
stalling point to identify the similarity between x-ray absorption spectra 
and EEL spectra. So, core-level electron energy loss spectra are given by 
Fermi’s golden rule as:
d2er
dQdw
id_
I (4.6)[12]
oi) - ]T I(/lei*,rIOl2^ + £i -£f) (4-7)t12^/
The term on the left hand side in equation 4.6 is the double differential 
scattering cross section with respect to scattering angle 0, and energy 
loss co, where y = 1/ (l-n2/c2)1/2, u is the incident velocity, ao = 52.92 x 
10'12 m is the Bohr radius, q is the momentum transfer, {k’/k) is the ratio 
of wave vectors of the fast electron after and before scattering and is 
generally taken as unity. In the equation 4.7, the term S (q, co) is the 
dynamic structure factor where q.r is the dipole operator. Low q 
excitations often tend to account greatly to electron scattering cross 
section and hence the exponential term can be replaced by the dipole 
operator[13]. FEFF computational techniques can be used for both EELS 
and XAS since the formulation of XAS is analogous to EELS as shown 
by the above equations.
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The x-ray absolution cross section in terms of structure factor according 
to FEFF is given by the following equation:
(4.8)[12]
Comparing the equations 4.8 and 4.6, and deducing for the tenns 6 and q, 
the EEL spectra can be generated by multiplying the output x-ray 
absorption coefficient p(E) and %{k) of XAS with a factor f, given by:
y2 kf 4cfi0J ===4-t-----------------rq (4.9)[12]
Aq k\ e*
Most of the tenns in the equation 4.9 are already described before and 
their values given. The value of p will be 2 for dipole terms and 0 for 
quadrupole terms. Energy loss (co) and impulse transfer are interesting 
tenns in this equation and can be useful while doing analysis of the 
generated spectm. Energy loss factor helps compositional analysis when 
the cluster is a complex molecule with different individual atoms whose 
edges vary over wide range of energies. Impulse transfer (q) is dependent 
upon scattering angle and is helpful while calculating cross sections as a 
function of scattering angle[12]. Thus choosing the parameters 
effectively, theoretical EEL spectra can be generated and used for direct 
comparison with experimental spectra.
4.9 Scattering Paths and Multiple Scattering theory
Scattering paths represent the path taken by a photoelectron propagating 
out of the central atom, undergoing scattering by the nearest 
neighbouring atoms and then propagating back to the central atom. A 
scattering event includes the representation of all the paths that could be 
taken by the photoelectron before returning to the central atom. Multiple
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scattering theories used for the calculation of XANES arise from the sum 
of the contribution of all such scattering events.
There are different ways of describing a scattering event. A scattering 
event can include either a single possible path that the propagating 
photoelectron could take or multiple possible paths before returning to 
the central atom. The following diagrams will explain different ways of 
scattering that can happen in a lattice and different individual scattering 
paths.
• • * •
Fig.4.4 Multiple scattering in a lattice with single and multiple scattering 
paths originating from central atom (light), propagating to nearest 
neighbour atoms (dark), getting scattered and returning to central atom.
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Fig.4.5. Single, double and triple scattering paths.
A single scattering path is similar to one scattering event in a single shell. 
A leg is the path between two atoms, so a single scattering event contains 
2 legs; a double scattering event has 3 legs and so on.
3 0 0 0 0
O
o o o o o
Fig. 4.6 Multiple scattering in a perfect bee lattice in [111] direction with 
2 shells of atoms showing single, double and triple scattering paths.
The full spectrum x (£), defined by multiple scattering formalism is 
simply a sum of all the scattering paths and is given by:
Y«) = £>(*•)
r (4.6)
where is the contribution computed from an individual scattering
path and r may denote a single scattering path or a multiple scattering 
path of any order. The equation 4.5 is calculated for a given cluster of 
atoms with in a definite radius and all the essential parameters provided
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as input, by an ab initio code known as FEFF. Finally, it fits these 
parameters into the equation 4.5 and calculates the x-ray absorption fine 
structure (XAFS) % (E), local density of states p(E) and near edge spectra 
(XANES) p(E), for that given cluster.
4.10 FEFF Program
FEFF is an ab initio code for simultaneous calculations of x-ray 
absorption spectra, electron energy loss spectra and electronic structure 
based on self consistent real space multiple-scattering fonnalism[14]. It 
permits the interpretation of the spectra in terms of structural and 
electronic properties of a material. FEFF8.4 is used for calculation of 
spectra in this thesis. Self consistent potentials are used and iteratively 
run for achieving convergence before full multiple scattering (FMS) 
calculations are done for the given cluster of atoms. The output from the 
calculations include XANES, LDOS and EELS (with additional 
calculations) spectra. The advantage of using FEFF8.4 is that it includes 
polarization dependence, core-hole effects, local field corrections, and 
does not require any crystal symmetry. FEFF is written in ANSI 
Fortran??, and typically requires a memory (RAM) of 500Mb for 
XANES calculations with a cluster of 100 atoms[15].
Apart from XANES p (E) which can be used to calculate EELS spectra, 
FEFF8.4 calculates real space, site-specific, symmetry projected local 
density of states which will help identify the electronic configuration 
which affects the structure in the spectrum.
4.11 Features of FEFF
FEFF8.4 program is written with almost all complex parameters already 
included and is mostly parameter-free while the source code can also be
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changed if needed to include any additional parameters like spin- 
dependence and the size of the cluster. Additional changes like Fermi 
energy Ef corrections, experimental broadening and Debye-Waller factors 
can be included as required. FEFF uses a self consistent field approach to 
electronic structure calculations. In this context, it is important to 
describe the self consistent approach.
FEFF stalls calculating the potentials of free atoms po (E) for each atom 
type as specified in the input file, using relativistic Dirac-Fock atom code 
considering as if the atoms are isolated in space[ 16] .These potential 
calculations are iterated until the potentials function p(E) stops changing 
in value. The following equation explains the process of the self- 
consistency approach in calculating potentials and determining accurate 
Fenni energy:
Pi{E) — + AT(-k)) where {/ = 0,1,2,3..} (4.7)
Once the above function achieves consistency in values, the iterations are 
finished and the final function p(E) is then integrated in energy. This 
integral will determine the Fermi energy and the charge transfer among 
the cluster of atoms. The energy where this integral equals the total 
number of valence electrons among the free atoms in the cluster is 
reported as the Fermi energy (with core-hole by default). The flow chart 
indicating the iterative procedure for achieving self consistent potentials 
is shown in figure 4.7.
Po{E) ------ > F{E)ME) ------ > *(£)
I’N tI i
converged? «------- p{E)
Figure 4.7 Flow chart of self-consistency iterative procedure.
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For most systems, the Fermi energy is accurately estimated in both cases 
of the presence a core-hole and without a core-hole. This removes the 
necessity of fitting Fermi energy to an accurate energy scale, an 
important parameter that needs to be correct for the calculation of density 
of states without error. Moreover, the atomic configurations of most 
elements (Z<99) and their core-hole life times are included in the FEFF 
program by default, which increases the ease of use while calculating 
disordered structures with vacancies, dopants, or complex systems like 
molecules or metallic oxides. The electron mean free paths, self energy 
shifts, life-time contributions are all calculated automatically by FEFF 
using built-in atomic configurations and core-hole life times. The self 
consistency loop is important to make sure the calculations are correct 
and the convergence must be examined after every FEFF calculation.
4.12 Advantages and limitations of FEFF program
To summarise the features, FEFF can be used to calculate both electron 
energy loss and x-ray absorption spectra to interpret local electronic 
structure. It can be used to calculate XAFS, XANES, EELS, ELNES, 
EXELFS by full multiple scattering calculations and local projected 
density of states LDOS. FEFF can be altered to account for spin 
dependence in the calculation of spectra from magnetic materials like bcc 
iron. It is widely used for non-periodic systems like materials with 
defects and interfaces. It takes care of core-hole effects, instrumental 
broadening, Fermi energy and matches to experimental accuracy[9]. 
High spatial and energy resolution experimental spectra (ex: ELNES with 
0.1 eV) acquired with aberration corrected sub-angstrom probe can take 
the comparisons between FEFF spectra and experimental spectra to a 
much better precision, for the spectra can be compared to angstrom level 
and hence are more interpretable than ever.
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Although FEFF can calculate electronic structure to a good agreement 
with experimental data, it does have its own limitations. While EEL 
spectra include both low loss and core losses, FEFF can generate spectra 
limited to core level spectra above lOeV. The other limitation is that it 
cannot handle any fractional occupancy of atomic positions. 
Furthermore, it needs high computing power depending upon the cluster 
size. The various aspects of electron energy loss calculations using 
FEFF8 program and the key parameters used in those calculations are 
described in chapter 6. The results from theoretical ELNES simulations 
are presented in chapter?.
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Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
In this chapter, sample preparation techniques used for making thin foil 
specimens for electron microscopy will be presented. Electron microscopy 
techniques used for analysing thin specimens in TEM and SuperSTEM 
will be discussed with relevant examples and figures where necessary.
The samples studied for the work presented in this thesis are high purity 
molybdenum and iron. The samples used for the initial work with TEM 
were polycrystalline while the later work with TEM and SuperSTEM 
include single crystal samples of molybdenum and iron.
5.1 Molybdenum sample preparation
Two types of material are used for the work described in this thesis.
1. Pure polycrystalline molybdenum.
2. Highly pure single crystal molybdenum.
5.1.1 Initial preparation
Polycrystalline molybdenum samples were prepared from thin metal foils 
provided by ADVENT RESEARCH MATERIALS®, based in Oxford, 
UK. Single crystal samples are grown specifically with an ultra high purity 
of 99.99% and are deformed under low temperatures (~ 40°C) at high 
strain rates (compressed 10% along [-2 9 20] at 480/sec) using a 
Hopkinson bar for the generation of screw dislocations in <111> 
directions. The single ciystal Mo was defonned at Lawrence Livermore
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National Laboratory, University of California and supplied by John 
Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S. This method was chosen for the 
reason that orientation-dependent deformation at low temperatures and 
high strain rates is a preferred way of generating screw dislocations in a 
pure single crystal molybdenum[l]. The single crystal sample is carefully 
cut by a thin diamond wafer blade, into two sections of large area with 
their surface perpendicular to a <111> direction. This is to ensure that the 
sample has screw dislocations end-on to the surface. The following figure 
shows the sectioning direction of the crystal and the screw dislocation line 
direction.
z
V
x
Figures.1 AB is the <111> screw dislocation line direction; Sectioning of the 
samples is done so that sectioned surface is perpendicular to AB.
The sectioned bulk single crystal is further cut into thin foils of thickness 
1mm using a slow speed cutting machine with a circular copper blade 
impregnated with diamond particles over its edge. The cutting speed is 
typically 200 rpm and the sample is cut for such a thickness that the 
damage done by cutting (~ 200pm) has to be added to the intended 
thickness of the sectioned specimen. This allows the damaged region to be 
removed first while grinding and polishing and preserves the deeper areas
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of the specimen. A sectioned sample of 1 mm thickness might have 
200pm of damage on either side below surface[2]. Once these foils are cut 
with required thickness, they are used the same way as any other thin foil 
for punching 3mm disc.
Polycrystalline and single ciystal thin samples of 3 mm diameter and 1 mm 
thickness are prepared from thin foils by mechanical punching using a disc 
punch. The disc punch can introduce deformation effects such as twinning 
if not used properly and hence care is taken by ensuring that the edges of 
the punch are sharp and the foil is supported with a soft material (couple of 
rubber O rings) underneath it. This is important because the sample might 
be affected by the deformation introduced by mechanical punching if 
proper care is not taken.
A hole is made at the centre of the disc in the final steps of sample 
preparation by electropolishing and is discussed in the next sections. Since 
electropolishing removes only the central region of the disc by chemical 
attack, no major mechanical deformation is introduced in the areas that are 
to be observed in the electron microscope. The sample cutting was done 
carefully so that tire extent of deformation experienced by the sample is 
kept to a minimum.
It is important to know the composition of the bulk samples that are being 
sectioned into thin foils because the atomic level resolution EELS obtained 
from SuperSTEM can be affected by the presence of impurities in the core 
region of the dislocation. It is often reported that the dislocation cores 
serve as regions for segregation of lighter elements like carbon, hydrogen 
and nitrogen. These are called Cottrell atmospheres[3]. Hence the bulk 
sample materials are chosen such that they are of high purity (99.99%). 
The typical compositional analysis data (in ppm) for a polycrystalline 
molybdenum sample as provided by the company is given in Table 5.1.
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Mo C Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni,
Pb, Si, Sn, Ti
99.95% <20 ppm <10 ppm per each element
Table5.1 Typical composition of elements in polycrystalline Mo sample.
5.1.2 Mechanical Grinding
In this research, all TEM and SuperSTEM samples of molybdenum were 
prepared as thin foils of 3mm diameter as described above, followed by 
subsequent thinning techniques involving mechanical grinding and 
electropolishing.
Samples punched as discs of 3mm diameter and limn thickness were 
mounted onto a grinding rig with the damaged surface open for grinding. 
The grinding rig was heated on a hotplate to about 110°C for about 5 
minutes, removed from the hot plate and transparent wax was melted onto 
it. The samples were placed on the surface of the molten wax, levelled 
using a plain glass slide and left for the wax to cool and set. Once the wax 
was set, the specimens got firmly embedded in wax and were strong 
enough to resist mechanical vibrations during grinding. The set samples 
were then mechanically ground from 1200 through to 4000 grit SiC paper 
for removing any surface oxides, damage and roughness.
When a fine finish was observed, the samples were washed with ethanol 
and examined in an optical microscope for surface roughness and 
measured for thickness. The samples were then polished on a fine 
polishing wheel from 5p through to Ip following standard metallographic 
polishing technique. Once the surface was shiny and scratch-free, the 
samples were soaked in acetone, turned onto other surface, stuck onto the 
rig with wax and mechanically ground and polished to a fine level of 1 p
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and to a final thickness of 20|am. The fine-polished specimens were 
removed off the rig by soaking them in acetone, cleaned in ethanol and 
were finally thinned using twin jet electropolishing equipment.
5.1.3 Electropolishing
Electropolishing removes the surface layers of the sample, reduces the 
thickness uniformly and polishes the surface without causing mechanical 
deformation. The removal of metal from the surface is caused by slow 
dissolution of the metal when the sample is used as an anode and placed in 
an electrolytic solution operated under suitable conditions. Throughout this 
research, Struer’s Tenupol Twin jet electropolishing equipment was used 
to electropolish molybdenum samples. Finely polished samples were 
carefully placed in the Twin Jet holder and the holder is placed in the 
electropolisher containing 12% sulphuric acid in methanol. Standard risk 
assessment and safety methods were followed during experiments with 
chemicals. Sulphuric acid is exothermic, corrosive and can damage skin or 
eyes upon contact. Care was taken not to contact any acids or harmful 
chemicals. The electrolytes used for electropolishing were prepared always 
by mixing acid slowly into methanol under continuous stirring. Liquid 
nitrogen was used to cool the electrolytes and care was taken while 
handling and disposal. Fume cupboards were always used during 
electropolishing to let the acidic fumes and nitrogen escape while working 
with them. Used electrolytes were always neutralised before disposal.
Sample Electrolyte Temperature Voltage Flow rate
Pure
molybdenum
12% H2SO4 in
methanol
-5 to -10°C 8 Volts 40 ml/min
Table5.2 Operating conditions used for electropolishing Mo samples.
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Electropolishing creates thick viscous layer on the specimen surface and is 
responsible for removing large surface irregularities. A thin layer is formed 
under the thick layer which polishes the surface of the specimen to a finer 
scale and helps attain a lustrous and smooth surface finish. These layers 
are mainly controlled by the above parameters and the polishing time is 
dependent on the thickness of the sample. A molybdenum sample of 1mm 
thickness takes approximately four minutes to electropolish while a sample 
with 30pm thickness takes about a minute.
Very thin samples are prone to bend and curl during electropolishing due 
to the flow rate and such polished samples have a profile with sharp 
thickness change. The electropolisher is equipped with a sensor that 
measures the light from a laser which passes through the tiny hole created 
in the specimen and insfructs the process to stop once a set transmitted 
light intensity is reached. This helps the creation of uniform thin areas with 
a tiny hole in the cenfre of the specimen.
The molybdenum samples were electropolished using the optimised 
parameters as given in table 5.3 to obtain thin shiny samples with a tiny 
hole in the centre. Care was taken to avoid surface deposits and creation of 
oxide layers on the polished sample. The polished samples were stored in 
membrane boxes placed in nitrogen-purged desiccators before being 
fransferred to TEM or SuperSTEM.
Molybdenum samples can easily form oxides (M0O3) when in contact with 
atmospheric oxygen and so polished samples were immediately used in 
TEM in order to obtain better results avoiding the problem of molybdenum 
oxidation.
The above discussed specimen preparation for molybdenum is shown as a 
process flow chart in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of sample p repaiat ion x echniques for molybdenum
5.1.4 Electropolishing results
The effect of electropolishing on the samples was studied when the 
samples were prepared by different electropolishing recipes. This was an 
important aspect taken into account since this research was involved with 
atomic resolution imaging and EELS. The chemical effect of electrolytes 
on the sample was an important consideration that could affect the results 
in this research work.
For example, if the EELS results were reporting the contribution of 
another element to the spectrum, they had to be confirmed by perfonuing 
multiple EELS from other similar areas of the sample. If the contribution 
was confirmed by the EELS from other areas, then two questions had to 
be answered.
1. What was the effect of surface layers (like thin layer of oxide) to the 
overall EELS spectrum?
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2. Where and how much in proportion was the contributing element 
present in the sample?
The possibility of answering the first question lies in the EELS spectrum 
itself. Careful EELS analysis by quantification would answer the first 
question. The second question if answered would confinn that the 
contributing elements were present in the bulk sample and were not from 
the surface layers or from other types of contamination. Hence it was 
important to prepare the samples with no surface contamination and this 
meant the use of appropriate electrolyte with optimised characteristics.
Initially polycrystalline samples punched out of the thin Mo foil were 
electropolished using 15% nitric acid in water in twin jet electropolishing 
equipment. Many samples were prepared with different values of 
parameters like voltage, temperature and flow rates. Their effect on the 
sample was assessed for the purpose of optimisation.
The samples electropolished by this electrolyte when observed in the 
TEM were found to have a strange texture on the surface. It was often 
observed in these samples that the electrolyte had deposited colonies of 
contaminants on the surface. The EELS from these samples often 
reported the existence of oxygen K edge at 532eV. The possibility for 
this could be that the surface of the sample was oxidised just after 
electropolishing. It has to be noted here that the samples were examined 
in the microscope within 2 days of sample preparation and stored in 
nitrogen purged desiccators avoiding contact with atmospheric oxygen 
that could lead to oxidation. Since the samples were also polycrystalline 
there were more favourable places in the sample like grain boundaries for 
enhanced oxidation. These samples were discarded due to contaminants 
and oxides over their surface. Therefore the electrolyte used for
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electropolishing Mo samples was changed from 15% nitric acid in water 
to 12% sulphuric acid in methanol.
12% H2SO4 in methanol worked well with molybdenum samples as the 
surface finish was found to be much better with no contamination or 
oxidation. Hence this was used for both polycrystalline and single crystal 
Mo samples. The ELNES from molybdenum M4,5 and M2,3 edges were 
clearly visible than before and the contribution from oxygen has reduced 
to almost negligible extent. This was an important step in the research 
work that helped better EELS statistics. The optimised parameter values 
for the two types of electrolytes used in this research were shown in the 
table 5.3.
Sample Mo (polycrystalline) Mo (polycrystalline) Mo (111 single crystal)
Electrolyte 15% HN03 in water 12% H2S04 in Methanol 12% H2SO4 in Methanol
Voltage(V) 21.0 8.0 20.5
Current (mA) 270 - 300 45-65 220-240
Temperature(°C) -5 toO -9 to -5 -5to0
flowrate (ml/sec) 25 40 38
Polishing time (min) 1-2 6-8 <1
Table 5.3 Optimised electropolishing characteristics of different samples
These parameters were important to obtain right surface finish and to 
ensure that the sample does not oxidise.
In general the following observations were helpful for optimisation. High 
voltage reduced the electropolishing time but the samples were heavily 
oxidised. The oxidation of the sample was identified by the change in 
surface colour from metallic to light blue. Increased flow rate reduced the 
current and hence increased the time for completion. When examined in 
TEM, samples prepared with high flow rate often revealed curly edges 
near the hole. Temperatures above 0° C would cause nasty surface with 
the hole created at the edge of the sample. Subzero temperatures were
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often the key characteristic in the preparation of contaminant free Mo 
samples with shiny surface and tiny hole in the centre.
5.2 Iron Sample preparation
Two types of iron samples were investigated in this research work. The 
two samples were magnetic (bcc) iron, but one was polycrystalline and 
the other was [111] single crystal. The samples were checked with a 
magnet before they were prepared into thin specimens in order to 
estimate the direction of the magnetic field of the sample. They were then 
prepared into thin samples by techniques described in the following 
sections of this chapter.
The polycrystalline iron samples were prepared from 99.95% pure, 
annealed iron foils of 1 mm thickness. The impurities known from the 
information provided by the supplier were mainly carbon (<20ppm), 
copper (< lOppm), chromium (< 8ppm), and manganese (<10ppm). Fe 
single crystal was specially grown in [111] direction and was highly pure 
with 99.99% purity. The impurities information however was not 
provided by the supplier of iron single crystal. Polycrystalline Fe samples 
were discarded for EELS analysis due to their relatively high impurities, 
random grain orientation, less probability of finding screw dislocations 
and easy formation of oxide layers on the surface.
Iron samples analysed in SuperSTEM were prepared from bcc Fe single 
crystal grown in <111> orientation. It was supplied by Metals and Oxides 
Ltd®, Cambridge, U.K. and was of ultra high purity (99.99%). Due to the 
magnetic nature of of-iron, the volume of iron in the final samples was 
reduced to a minimum. The problem of sample magnetism in the electron 
microscopes was discussed earlier in chapter 3.
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5.2.1 Initial preparation
In order to reduce the effect of magnetic field from iron sample on the 
electron beam, the single crystal was chosen to be only 1mm in diameter 
and 1cm length. The iron single crystal was embedded in a hollow non­
magnetic austenitic stainless steel tube of 3mm outer diameter, 1.03 mm 
inner diameter and 1.5 cm in length by brushing it with epoxy resin. Care 
was taken to allow the metals to be in contact for conduction, which is 
necessary for controlling charging of the specimen in the microscope.
Figures.3 Optical microscope images of embedded iron samples in steel at 
5X and 20X magnification.
The epoxy was allowed to set and the sample material at this stage was a 
non-magnetic steel tube on the outside and magnetic iron in the inside 
stuck with epoxy resin. The steel tube and the iron crystal inside were 
checked for conduction and then sliced into thin discs using a diamond 
wafer blade in a slow speed cutting machine. The samples were then 
ground and polished by the procedure as described in section 5.12 to a fine 
polish size of 1 p.
The sample thickness was measured between the successive grinding and 
polishing steps to ensure that both metals were being removed at a 
moderate level. Since the sample contains two metals with different
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hardness values, the rate of removal of each metal can be different. 
Therefore it is necessary to check the sample for thickness at regular 
intervals while grinding and polishing.
5.2.2 Problem with electropolishing embedded iron sample
6% perchloric acid in methanol was used as an electrolyte and a low 
temperature of -60° C was maintained throughout the electropolishing 
process. The operating voltage was 8 and the flow rate 40 ml/min. The 
samples were then cleaned in methanol at -60° C to avoid thermal variation 
from a cold electrolyte bath to room temperature which might enhance the 
formation of iron oxides on the surface. The samples were then left in 
room temperature methanol for a few seconds followed by ethanol. The 
electropolished samples were stored in anhydrous ethanol for further use. 
The electropolished samples prepared by this process were not good 
enough to be used in SuperSTEM for high resolution imaging and EELS.
Sample Electrolyte Temperature Voltage Flow rate
Pure iron 6% perchloric
acid + 94%
methanol
-55 to -60°C 8 Volts 40 ml/min
Table5.2. Optimum operating conditions used for electropolishing Fe 
samples.
Electropolishing of finely polished iron samples embedded in austenitic 
steel did not offer much success with the twin jet electropolisher. It was 
observed that the samples were attacked by the electrolyte near the contact 
region between iron and steel during electropolishing. As a consequence, 
the hole was created in the iron-steel interface region rather than at the 
centre of the iron.
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In most of the samples, the hole was created at die interface between iron 
and steel and was far away from the centre of the sample. In some cases 
the outer steel ring was electropolished leaving the iron simply attacked by 
the electrolyte chemically. This created an oxide layer on the iron and did 
not provide a good surface finish. Therefore the option of using a 
precision ion polishing system (PIPS) was considered for final thinning of 
the embedded iron samples instead of electropolishing.
5.2.3 Precision ion polishing system (PIPS)
The samples of iron used in this research were thinned using a dual beam 
precision ion polishing system PIPS. Use of dual beam PIPS is a well 
known technique of preparing samples for TEM and SuperSTEM. Thin 
samples of desired thickness for use in electron microscopy can be 
prepared by ion milling.
Embedded iron samples described in section 5.2.1 were reduced in 
thickness uniformly in PIPS till a small hole is made in the centre of iron.
PIPS thins the sample by firing argon (Ar) ions onto the surface and 
removing the surface layer by layer till sufficient thickness is reached. It 
was operated at 5 kV and at an angle of 5 degrees for thinning and 3 
degrees for polishing. The ion beams were aligied prior thinning so that 
the hole is made only in iron at the centre of the sample. Due to the 
flexibility of using the sample again in PIPS to reduce the amount of iron 
to a minimum, this technique was chosen for preparing thin samples from 
embedded iron in steel.
The samples were thinned until they became electron transparent and the 
amount of iron within the sample was reduced to an extent that the effect 
of magnetic field from an iron sample would not affect the operation of the
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electron microscope. The thinned samples were then removed from the 
PIPS and examined initially in TEM and later in SuperSTEM.
The next sections will explain the techniques involved using a TEM, 
SuperSTEM, EELS and other important techniques used for this research.
The specimen preparation techniques for samples of embedded iron in 
stainless steel are shown as a process flow chart in figure 5.4.
Hollow Steel tube
)
Iron single crystal
I -i )
0
Iron single crystal with 
epoxy lines on surface
d
Slicing direction
GnncUng and 
Polislung
i
Ion Milling
Thin section iron 
single crystal in steel
Embedded iron single 
crystal in steel tube
Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram ofsamplepi eparation techniques for iron
5.3 Electron microscopy
The initial part of the research work was carried out on polycrystalline 
samples which were studied using TEM, STEM and SuperSTEM while 
the latter part was on dislocations in single crystal Mo and Fe using TEM 
and SuperSTEM. The reason for changing the study from polycrystalline 
to single crystal specimens during this research will be discussed along 
with results.
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One of the primary objectives of studying dislocations using TEM and 
STEM was to identify the character or type of the dislocation i.e. edge, 
screw or mixed. The other objectives included the verification of the 
grain orientation, thickness of the specimen near a hole, surface 
contamination and recording the amount of tilt required for orientating 
the sample to the [111] zone axis. The final objective was to locate and 
map the dislocations using a series of low magnification micrographs 
from TEM. This mapping was important because the areas with screw 
dislocations recorded using TEM can then be easily identified in 
SuperSTEM for imaging and EELS analysis.
5.3.1 Transmission Electron Microscope
The TEM that was used for experiments earned out on both molybdenum 
and iron was a JEOL 2000 FX transmission electron microscope operating 
at 200 kV. It was used to examine the final molybdenum samples prepared 
by electropolishing and iron samples prepared by ion milling. The 
specimen is illuminated with a parallel beam of electrons by adjusting the 
first two condenser lenses typically at a magnification of 12K — 20K. The 
microscope was aligned using the standard operating procedure provided 
by JEOL and then the sample was adjusted for the eucentric height. The 
features in the sample were resolved at this stage and all possible higher 
magnifications were used to observe dislocations in the samples. The 
transmission micrographs of dislocations were recorded using the camera 
below the phosphor viewing screen in the TEM.
5.3.2 Imaging screw dislocations in TEM
The techniques that were discussed in chapter 3 like two-beam technique 
were used to record a series of images of dislocations at different angles of 
X and Y tilts. A 14 [111] screw dislocation is faintly visible under parallel
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beam because of the invisibility criterion (g . b = 0) and to record the 
contrast from the screw dislocation, the sample was tilted to a lowest 
possible angle close to zero tilt. A series of images were taken at possible 
different magnifications to confirm the line direction and Burgers vector. 
A low magnification image of the area with screw dislocations was taken 
in the TEM for identifying the same area when analysing the sample in 
SuperSTEM. These images will be presented in the next sections.
5.3.3 Electron diffraction
Electron diffraction patterns were important to align the sample along the 
[111] zone axis and to analyse the crystallographic information. The grains 
with <111> orientation were identified using electron diffraction patterns 
in polycrystalline samples and the patterns were recorded from the regions 
of interest at a specific camera length. These diffraction patterns were 
indexed to identify the crystallographic orientation of the sample. In iron 
samples, they were used to correct astigmatism caused due to tire magnetic 
field from the sample. In addition they were helpful in identifying the 
presence of any oxide layers or carbon contamination in both Mo and Fe 
samples.
5.3.4 Grain orientation in poly crystalline samples
The first samples to be investigated using TEM were polycrystalline 
samples consisting of grains with random orientation. The orientation of 
interest for the work described in this thesis was [111] and the grains 
with such orientation were studied for the presence of any screw 
dislocations which were end-on (i.e. the dislocation line direction is 
parallel to the electron beam). The relative number of [111] grains in 
these polycrystalline samples was smaller than that of [110] grains. This 
was confirmed by the observation of diffraction patterns of most of the
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thin grains while [111] grains were being searched for in the sample. It 
was also observed that grains close to [111] orientations were found in 
the thicker areas in most of the samples. Hence they were not effective 
for carrying out EELS analysis in SuperSTEM due to the possibility of 
plural scattering. Thicker sample also meant that the resolution in 
SuperSTEM would be affected consequently. It was thought that the 
manufacturing of thin foils from bulk materials by rolling could be the 
reason for the texture associated with the presence of a greater number of 
[110] grains[4]. Some of these samples were examined in TEM and 
STEM to study dislocations parallel to the surface of the foil in [110] 
grains as well as [111] grains and EELS was recorded from them.
5.3.5 TEM technique
The micrograph that shows dislocations inclined from top to the bottom 
surface of the foil with the grain orientation parallel to the beam direction 
[001] is shown in figure 5.5. The convergent beam diffraction pattern 
from this grain in shown in figure 5.6 and the electron diffraction pattern 
is shown in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.5 Bright field TEM micrograph showing dislocations inclined to 
the surface of the foil.
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It can be observed from the image that the foil is bent which is evident 
from the contrast change in the image from bright to dark areas. The 
dislocations lie close to the grain boundary observed in the top right 
comer of the image and all of them are having projected length along the 
surface of the foil.
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Figure 5.6 on the left shows a convergent beam electron diffraction 
(CBED) pattern of [001] zone axis; Figure 5.7 on the right is an electron 
diffraction pattern from the same grain showing bcc pattern.
Figure 5.8 Low magnification bright field image showing thin grain 
containing dislocations with respect to the other regions of the sample.
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The best probable areas for locating screw dislocations in these samples 
were near bend contours with their projected length perpendicular to the 
fold-directions arising from the bend contour. Dislocations of such kind 
are shown in figure 5.9 where a threefold symmetry is evident from the 
Kikuchi pattern and the dislocations are distributed along the length of 
the contours.
Figure 5.9 TEM bright field image showing screw dislocations near bend 
contour in a 111 grain.
Polycrystalline molybdenum samples were found to be complex ones for 
investigating the !4[111] screw dislocations since the number of [111] 
grains were minimal and the dislocations were mostly having length 
along the surface of the grains rather than being end-on. The problem 
often discussed in the case of end-on screw dislocations is the faint 
contrast from them in TEM bright field images since the dislocation line 
is parallel to the beam direction (g.b =0)[3, 5]. The g vector in the case of 
a screw dislocation is parallel to the line of no contrast, i.e. the line that
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separates the darker and brighter areas of the contrast from screw 
dislocation^]. This criterion was used to identify the character of the 
dislocations in the sample in TEM.
A quick method to identify the [111] grains in the sample was followed 
in which the CBED patterns from different grains were checked for the 
preferred <111> orientation by alternate translation and tilting. The JEOL 
2000 FX has a limitation of 30 degrees of positive and negative tilt on X 
and Y axes. This was useful in tilting through different angles for 
identifying the reflection in which the dislocation becomes almost 
invisible and also in determining the Burgers vector. The tilt limit that 
was set for identifying the screw dislocations in this research work was 5 
degrees which is similar to the available stage tilt range in SuperSTEM.
In summary it can be said that the TEM work involved with 
polycrystalline Mo samples was identification of the screw dislocations 
which are end-on or near to [111] zone axis within 5 degrees of X and Y 
tilt freedom in a thin, surface contamination-free 111 grain near the hole 
in the sample. Once a grain meeting these criteria was found it was 
mapped using low magnification bright field TEM images. The 
procedure followed for dislocations with screw character as explained 
above is shown in the figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 respectively.
»
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Figure 5.10 CBED pattern (A) with [111] zone axis and the respective 
Kikuchi pattern (B) indicating that the grain is in thicker area of sample.
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Fig 5.11 a) TEM bright field image showing a screw dislocation at the 
centre of a thick 111 grain at a positive tilt angle of 5 degrees.
Figure 5.11 b) Screw dislocation vanishes when the grain is tilted to zero 
degrees or when then dislocation line is parallel to the beam direction.
When the sample is tilted from 0 degrees through to 5.5 degrees in the 
other direction (negative tilt), the dislocation starts to appear again in the 
bright field image. This is shown in the figures 5.11c and 5.1 Id. At an
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angle of 2 degrees, it appears with the ends becoming visible and at 5.5 
degrees the dislocation appears as it was in figure 5.1 la.
Figure 5.11c) TEM bright field image showing faintly visible ends of the 
dislocation.
Figure 5.11 d) Screw dislocation reappears when the sample is tilted to 
5.5 degrees in the opposite direction to that of 5.1 la.
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Figure.5.12 Low magnification bright field images of dislocation 
mapping.
5.3.6 STEM experiments
The samples with suitable thinner areas were analysed using STEM. 
They were checked for any possible surface contamination including 
molybdenum oxides. Molybdenum samples are readily oxidised when 
left in open atmosphere and form molybdenum trioxides which give a 
mottled surface finish to the samples.
In order to obtain best information from the dislocation core regions at 
high resolution, the oxide formation on the samples was avoided by 
storing the samples in gaseous nitrogen atmosphere. Apart from this it 
was possible to identify the near to end-on screw dislocations among 
other dislocations within a selected area of the polycrystalline sample. 
The density of dislocations in polycrystalline samples was also calculated 
using the images from STEM.
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Figure 5.13 STEM bright field image of dislocations in [110] grain with 
projected length along the surface of the foil.
Dislocation density can be calculated by the number of dislocation lines 
intersected by a plane of unit area normal to them in cases where most of 
the dislocations are straight and parallel[6]. Consider figure 5.13 with 
dislocations where most of them are straight.
Approximate number of dislocations = 32
Area of consideration (from the image) = 800 x 800 (nm) ,
= 64 x 10'8 mm2.
Dislocation density therefore is, [(32) / (64 x 1 O'8)] mm'2,
= 5 x 10 7 mm'2.
It can be observed in figure 5.13 that there are two screw dislocations 
with negligible length but clearly visible. Observations such as this lead
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to the conclusion that the density of near end-on screw dislocations is 
small compared to that of other dislocations.
Another area of the sample with dislocations straight and along the 
surface of [111] grains is shown in figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14 STEM bright field (left) and high angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) image of dislocations parallel to the surface of foil.
The dislocation density from this figure 5.14 is.
[12 / (16 x 10'8)] mm'“ = 7.5 x 107 mm'2.
This is close to the value of the prior calculation, which suggests that the 
distribution of dislocations is reasonably unifonn in most of the areas. 
There were certain areas in the samples that were heavily defonned and 
the dislocations were too complex to analyse for any useful information. 
Examples are shown in the figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Bright field STEM images of dislocation networks near grain 
boundary (left) and in a heavily defonned (bend contour) region (right).
The polycrystalline samples were initially analysed in STEM for any 
changes in low loss spectrum and thickness variations along the regions 
with near end-on screw dislocations before they were transferred for 
SuperSTEM experiments. Bright field and annular dark field (ADF) 
images of a screw dislocation in a [111] grain are shown in figure 5.16.
Figure 5.16 STEM bright field (left) and annular dark field (right) images 
of end-on screw dislocations (in circle) recorded at lOOkX magnification.
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It can be observed that the screw dislocation shown in the circle in ADF 
image of figure 5.16 is faint and almost invisible in the bright field 
image. This dislocation was chosen specifically for collecting EEL 
spectrum due to that reason. All other dislocations in the field of view 
were either close to the grain boundary or were clearly visible at the 
specified magnification which meant they had a considerable projected 
length. If the dislocations were close to the grain boundary, thickness 
variations and any seggregants near grain boundary could contribute to 
the recorded EEL spectrum making analysis difficult to interpret. 
Dislocations with significant projected length are not end-on and were 
not the type of interest for this research. A higher magnification 200kX 
ADF image of the screw dislocation with the region of interest (ROI) of 
the acquired spectrum image (SI) is shown in figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17 STEM ADF image (200kX) showing the ROI for EELS SI.
The contrast from the ADF image recorded at 500kX was used to 
measure the approximate area over which the dislocation region is 
distributed as shown in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18 STEM ADF image showing screw dislocation and the line 
profile measuring the extent of dislocation region.
It can be observed from figure 5.18 that the extent of dislocation region 
measured as the contrast change from bright to dark in the ADF image is 
approximately 5 nm. This was calculated by the difference between the 
maximum and minimum intensity from the profile, the maxima occurring 
at 1 nm (brighter region of dislocation) and minima at 6 nm (darker 
region). The EELS SI image acquired at 0.001 seconds per pixel from the 
dislocation is shown in figure 5.19. All EEL spectra presented in this 
thesis were acquired in parallel dispersive mode with 0.3 eV per channel 
dispersion.
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Figure 5.19 Low loss spectrum images from screw dislocation in STEM; 
original SI (left); energy slice (5 - 80 eV) applied to it (centre); intensity 
variation shown with colours (right).
The spectrum images collected from the screw dislocation were for low 
loss region which included zero loss peak, plasmon peaks. Apart from 
these, any other elements, if present, reveal their characteristic peaks at 
their respective energy loss edges. The number of counts variation is 
shown in the image 5.19 (right) with the colour at the top representing 
maximum number of counts and the colour at bottom representing 
minimum. The central image in figure 5.19 shows the distribution of 
intensity over the SI according to these colours. The dislocation region 
was at the centre of this spectrum image.
In figure 5.21 the low loss spectrum shown in red is the spectrum from 
the centre of SI containing the dislocation and the spectrum in black is 
from a region far away. The locations of the pixels in SI from which the 
spectra are generated are shown in figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20 Spectral images showing the selection of spectra used for 
comparison in figure 5.21.
Low loss EEL spectra acquired from the dislocation and from a region 
far away were compared and are shown in figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison between low loss spectra from screw dislocation 
region (red) termed as “On dislocation” and from region away from 
dislocation (black) termed as “Off dislocation” in the figure.
It can be observed from figure 5.21 that the two spectra appear to be 
essentially same and no significant changes are apparent in the low loss 
region of the spectra. Although only two individual spectra are presented
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here, all the spectra were compared during analysis of the SI and no 
changes were observed. The relative thickness from each spectrum is 
computed using the option provided in Digital Micrograph® and is found 
to be between 1.3 and 1.4 X, where X is the total inelastic mean free path.
The changes in bond lengths and angles at a screw dislocation core in 
transition metals were thought by many researchers to affect the fine 
structure near the characteristic energy loss edges. Hence ELNES region 
instead of low loss region was studied from cores of screw dislocations 
and mixed dislocations using high resolution EELS at SuperSTEM.
5.3.7 SuperSTEM
SuperSTEM based at Daresbury laboratories was used for ultra-high 
resolution electron microscopy involving high angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) imaging with a sub angstrom probe (< 1.0 A) and atomic 
column resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (~0.5eV). It 
satisfies all requirements essential to do lattice imaging and high resolution 
EELS of a dislocation core, and therefore was used to study dislocation 
cores in Mo and Fe.
HAADF imaging at atomic resolution in a SuperSTEM characterises the 
structure around a dislocation core and is an efficient method for studying 
electronic structure at defects in transition metals. The reciprocity principle 
governs the relation between image characteristics of a conventional TEM 
and STEM. Although the BF images in TEM using the direct beam are 
similar to on-axis detector BF image in STEM by the reciprocity principle, 
HAADF intensity is low in STEM due to large scattering and in proportion 
to Z of the elements present.
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BF and HAADF lattice imaging methods were used to identify the screw 
dislocations in molybdenum and bee iron. Bright field and high angle 
annular dark field images were recorded from a region of the sample with 
no dislocations (termed as perfect ciystal in this thesis) and from a region 
with a dislocation core in proximity. EEL spectra were recorded from both 
perfect crystal and from the dislocations, the spectral features of which 
were used to connect them with inter-band transitions and density of 
unoccupied states.
The EEL spectrometer fitted to SuperSTEM has a magnetic prism with 90 
degrees bending angle and was interfaced with post-specimen detector 
chamber. A schematic diagram of an EEL spectrometer used in the STEM 
is shown in figure 5.23. The scintillator charge coupled device (CCD) 
detector in SuperSTEM was approximately 30 times better and more 
sensitive than previously used photo diode array detector.
The resolution of EELS is detennined by the collection semi-angle of the 
spectrometer (3 given by:
$ = d/2h (5.1)
where h is the distance between the specimen and the aperture, while d is 
the diameter of the spectrometer’s entrance aperture (shown in Fig 5.22).
Collection angle affects the signal to noise and signal to background ratios 
in EELS and hence is an important factor for EELS analysis. The 
collection angle of SuperSTEM is 19 milli radians and is different to 
STEM at Liveipool, due to the presence of post-specimen lenses. Due to 
this reason, the effective diameter of the spectrometer’s entrance aperture 
(deff) projected onto the diffraction plane detennines the value of (3 in 
STEM diffraction mode.
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The scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) based at 
Liverpool, was a VG HB601 UX operating at 100 kV with approximately 
8 Angstrom diameter spot size and cold field emission gun as electron 
source.
To EELS spectrometer
I
Entrance Aperture
Incident Beam
Figure5.22 Schematic diagram of collection angle in STEM assuming no lenses 
between specimen and spectrometer[7].
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Figure5.23 Schematic diagram of an EEL spectrometer in a STEM [7]
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5.3.8 Electron Energy Loss Spectrum acquisition
The electron energy loss spectrum is a plot of the electrons detected after 
they pass through the microscope column. The features of an EEL 
spectrum were discussed in chapter 3. An EEL spectrum contains 
contributions from inelastically scattered electrons, elastically scattered 
electrons and from those electrons that retain their energy[7]. A general 
EEL spectrum with its three main regions can be useful tool before the 
actual spectrum image is acquired (as shown in figure 5.24). Zero loss 
peak (ZLP) is essential for knowing the resolution (by Full Width Half 
Maxima- FWHM) of the spectrometer before EEL spectrum can be 
acquired. Since the acquisition of the spectrum including the zero loss peak 
can saturate the detectors, the spectra were collected without ZLP. When 
an electron from the beam interacts with a core electron in the sample, it 
can transfer energy and lose energy up to 25eV, but interaction with 
molecular orbitals can cause characteristic peaks in the low loss spectrum, 
tire intensity of which can be used for elemental identification.
Electrons that have undergone inelastic scattering with inner shells of an 
atom and have lost energy greater than 50eV constitute the high energy 
loss region of EEL spectrum. The excitation of electrons in the K, L, M or 
N shells by an electron from the beam can result in them being transferred 
to higher orbitals accompanied by significant energy loss to the 
transmitting electron. This process is known as inner shell ionisation of the 
atom and the ionised atom restores itself to tire ground state by releasing 
the excess energy in the form of an x-ray[8]. Thus the x-ray methods and 
EELS techniques are analogous suggesting that measurement is made with 
different aspects of the same process.
ELNES (30 - 40 eV above edge threshold) and EXELFS (100’s of eV 
above ELNES region) are paid of this high energy loss spectrum. The
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edges that are studied in this research include the near edge structure of 
Mo M4,5 and Fe L2.3 which extend up to a few 10’s of eV above the edge 
threshold and are characteristic of the ionisation of those shells. ELNES of 
perfect crystal region and dislocated crystal region are collected and 
interpreted using techniques which will be discussed in the next sections.
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Figure 5.24 EEL spectrum collected at SuperSTEM with 100 keV electron beam 
showing different energy loss regions in molybdenum.
5.3.9 Background subtraction
The outer shell interactions are attributed to the plural scattering events 
that cause the background intensity in the EEL spectrum. The background 
in an EEL spectrum is a continuously changing continuum with maximum 
at 20-30eV just after the plasmon peak to a minimum at 0 eV. The 
background subtracted signal starting at 35 eV after background 
subtraction is shown as a part of the EEL spectrum in the figure 5.25.
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Figure5.25 Background (bkgd in red) and background subtracted signal (green) in 
an EEL spectrum showing decrease in intensity from maximum to minimum.
5.4 Contamination affecting Mo - ELNES
Carbon contamination is a common hindrance for analysis of samples in 
microscopes, particularly in STEMs. This is noticed during the EELS 
analysis of Mo M4.5 edge as intense carbon K edge starts at 285eV shown 
in figure 5.27. The intensity of the focused electron beam on the sample 
can increase the carbon contamination and often tends to build-up carbon 
over the regions which are being analysed. Hence, during the EELS 
acquisition and while images are being collected, samples are always 
monitored for carbon contamination. Carbon contamination can occur as 
a result of poor vacuum in the electron microscope, untidy sample 
holders or surface contaminants on the sample. Carbon content in the 
sample may also be an affecting factor for contamination to a certain 
extent. Most precautionary measures were followed while handling, 
storing and transferring the samples between different microscopes. 
Additional procedures like plasma cleaning and baking the sample were 
followed as and when the need was felt. Carbon contamination on the 
sample after EELS acquisition from a dislocation is shown in figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26 Pre-EELS (left) and post-EELS (right) HAADF images of 
mixed dislocation showing carbon contamination as white feature.
Solution: The energy window was chosen typically between 150 to 800 
eV and dispersion was 0.3 eV per channel. The on-set for molybdenum 
M4.5 edge is 227 eV with a delayed maximum of about SOeVabove the 
edge threshold. The carbon K-edge starts at 285eV and can interfere with 
Mo M4 5 ELNES spectrum if there is carbon contamination. Typical 
energy loss spectrum for molybdenum is shown in figure 5.27
Figure 5.27 Energy Loss Near Edge Structure (ELNES) spectrum for 
pure molybdenum showing M shell edges and background subtracted.
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The energy loss region for Mo shown in dashed line box (227 - 275eV) 
is the energy window of interest for the work described in this thesis.
5.5 Magnetism in iron samples
Thin iron samples were examined in the microscopes with supporting 
grids and anti-twist washers in place to prevent flipping and ensure that the 
sample had enough support when it experiences magnetic field from 
lenses.
The dislocations in iron samples were examined by TEM (JEOL 2000 FX) 
and then in SuperSTEM. The magnetic field effects were reduced as much 
as possible by careful correction of astigmatism for every angle of tilt and 
translation in the TEM after which the images were recorded. The 
objective lens strength was reduced to as low as possible and the eucentric 
height change was taken care of for every tilt. Tilting of the sample 
necessary to identify the Burgers vector was done so that the tilting range 
was set to one side of zero position. Other standard techniques for 
magnetic correction[7] were used to image dislocations in the iron sample.
The effect of magnetic field from the sample on the beam was noticed by 
tire random shift of the electron beam in SuperSTEM. The sample 
experienced strong magnetic effects from the lenses and the change in tilt 
angle was observed after every translation and so care was taken to 
maintain sufficient z-height between the pole pieces and the specimen in 
SuperSTEM.
After the aberration corrections were done, atomic resolution image from a 
perfect crystal region of pure iron sample was taken. Although the 
corrections for astigmatism were made as good as possible, the images 
were still affected by some residual astigmatism. The images of
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dislocations were taken at appropriate z-height followed by EELS at high 
resolution. An alternative method to extract useful information from the 
dislocation core was the use of spatial difference technique. It was used to 
reveal spectral changes in the ELNES obtained from a dislocation core and 
a perfect crystal. The next section will deal with spatial difference 
technique and its application for this research work.
5.6 Spatial difference technique
Electron microscopy equipped with high resolution EELS can provide 
detailed information from a localised region of the sample to a few 
nanometres scale. Spatial difference technique is a method of obtaining 
essential information from near edge structure by subtracting ELNES 
spectrum of a perfect ciystal region from ELNES spectrum of a dislocation 
core or vice versa. This technique provides a resultant spectrum that can be 
used to monitor the changes in intensity of ELNES with respect to changes 
in spatial coordinates.
Spatial difference technique is often used to study defects, interfaces and 
grain boundaries at high spatial resolution. It can reveal changes in tire 
local bonding as well as chemical composition. EEL spectrometer fitted in 
SuperSTEM is able to resolve spectral features to an atomic level in the 
EEL spectrum. The spatial difference spectrum of high resolution spectra 
can provide vital information about electronic structure from each atomic 
column. The use of scanning probe for acquisition results in overlap of 
ELNES information from adjacent atomic columns, hr order to reduce the 
percentage error in quantitative information, ELNES regions are selected 
so that a maximum number of spatial coordinates are included the ROI.
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In this research, the spatial difference technique is used to identify the 
ELNES changes by determining the difference between spectra collected 
from a dislocation core and a perfect crystal.
Spatial difference (SD) technique can be written simply as follows:
IsD — Icore — til X Iperfect (5.2)
where Isd is the ELNES intensity from spatial difference spectrum, Lore is 
the ELNES intensity from dislocation core, and Iperfect is the ELNES 
intensity from perfect crystal. Since the two spectra are collected from 
different spatial coordinates which could affect the background 
contribution, factor m provides allowance for background of Icoie. A 
schematic diagram of the spatial difference technique is shown in figure 
5.28.
The effects of thickness and surface variations were taken into account 
while choosing the areas for perfect crystal region to acquire EELS. Apart 
from the factor that decides how well the two spectra can be used for 
spatial difference techniques under identical experimental conditions, the 
changes observed in the difference spectrum can provide vital information 
about the bonding and density of states.
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Figure 5.28 Schematic diagram of spatial difference technique for ELNES at a 
dislocation core. SD spectrum has fewer counts since it is a difference spectrum 
but has same energy loss points.
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5.7 TEM and STEM analysis
The study of dislocations in TEM revealed their character (edge, screw or 
mixed). Dislocations perpendicular to the foil surface were identified by 
the faint contrast from them when viewed in the dislocation line direction 
[111]. The texture of the surface for some molybdenum samples 
examined in the TEM showed the presence of thin oxide layer. The 
dislocation line direction and g vector were determined from the TEM 
micrographs as shown in figure 5.11. Low magnification images were 
used to identify the dislocation regions in the sample. <111> screw 
dislocations were identified and recorded. TEM study was helpful in 
observing the thickness of the sample to be used for EELS analysis. It 
was also observed that the dislocations moved within the single crystal 
sample due to small deformations caused by handling of the sample with 
tweezers or during transferring. This was not experienced in 
polycrystalline samples and the reason could be the presence of grain 
boundaries that would pin the dislocations and avoid their further 
movement.
STEM images revealed the presence of complex dislocation networks 
that could interfere with the screw dislocations in polycrystalline 
samples. Dislocation density for different kind of samples was 
determined using the images from STEM and TEM and was found to be 
in multiples of 107mm‘2. This agrees approximately with a general value 
of dislocation density reported in defonned metals (109 mm'2) [9, 10] . 
The values of dislocation density calculated by the methods discussed 
earlier could be less than the actual dislocation density. This is because of 
the non-consideration of dislocations that lie perpendicular to the foil that 
show no contrast in the image and the dislocations that exist under the 
surface of the foil that do not have their ends projected on to the surface 
of the foil. A schematic diagram of such dislocations is shown in figure
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5.29. The complex dislocation networks revealed in STEM images (refer 
to figure 5.15) along with the impurities present in polycrystalline 
samples were the key reasons for switching to single crystal Mo samples 
with Vi[ \ 11] screw dislocations.
e* beam
Figure 5.29 Schematic diagrams of two types of dislocations that cannot 
be accounted in dislocation density calculations. A is the dislocation 
perfectly perpendicular to the foil surface; B is the dislocation parallel to 
the surface but lying inside the crystal.
The low loss spectra of screw dislocations collected in STEM did not 
show any changes in the spectra as shown in figure 5.21. Hence the 
ELNES at M.4,5 edge for molybdenum was chosen to investigate changes 
from a screw dislocation core.
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Chapter 6
THEORETICAL TECHNIQUES
This chapter presents detailed discussion about all the parameters that 
were used to simulate ELNES spectra for both Mo and Fe bulk crystals. 
The simulated theoretical ELNES of perfect crystal is then compared 
with experimental ELNES results of perfect crystal to assess and confirm 
the accuracy of the modelling technique for both Mo and Fe systems. The 
parameters that have been used for simulations and their values are then 
justified in conjunction to the requirements of experimental setup and the 
processes involved in practice. The presence and absence of certain 
parameters on the final ELNES spectra will be presented and discussed.
6.1 EELS calculations with FEFF8
The comparison of experimental EELS with theoretical calculations had 
been very challenging for over a decade. Band structure methods used for 
calculating electronic structure were dependent upon crystal symmetry in 
reciprocal space. Real Space Multiple Scattering (RSMS) approach can 
be used to calculate EEL spectra theoretically and compare with 
experimental spectra.
While experimental spectra suffer from peak broadening due to the core­
hole lifetime and instrumental resolution, theoretical spectra from RSMS 
approach could be less precise due to spherical muffin-tin potentials and 
defined cluster size[l]. Since the total density, Fermi energy and charge 
transfer do not vary with fine details in the DOS, and are accurately 
calculated by FEFF, the comparison between experimental and 
theoretical spectra is justified to a preferable level of accuracy. Hence the
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electronic structure measured from the experiment can be compared with 
FEFF8 EEL spectra and quantitatively interpreted in tenns of DOS.
6.2 FEFF8 Procedure and Strategies
This section discusses the practical procedure of FEFF calculation and 
the strategy to be adopted with prerequisite parameters in the input to 
yield an error free output. It will also explain necessary and optional 
input commands which can generate ELNES spectra from a given central 
atom in the cluster.
A sample input is presented and the parameters used in the calculation 
are discussed. The output files generated are also listed. Further sections 
refer to the technique of making a calculation converge, and to check for 
important parameters like Fermi energy and core-hole effects. A more 
detailed discussion on the each of the parameters used for FEFF 
calculations is presented.
6.2.1 FEFF Input
An example of the input file that was used in FEFF for calculating ELNES 
of a perfect crystal is shown in figure 6.1. The commands and the 
parameters used in the input file are explained with reference to the 
selected cluster of atoms.
1. TITLE: This card contained the label of the metal cluster that was used 
as input in FEFF. In this example a molybdenum cluster with 300 atoms 
was used. Any other relevant information about the cluster can be added 
into this card.
2. EDGE: This instructs FEFF to calculate molybdenum M4 edge. If a core 
hole was intended, an instruction for it can be included in this card.
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TITLE Molybdenum 
EDGE m 
NOHOLE
CONTROL 111111 
PRINT 000000
POTENTIALS
0 42 Mo 3 3 
1 42 Mo 3 3
IORDER -70202 
SCF 11,0
XANES 3 0.07 0.0 
LDOS -20 50 0.3
EMS 11.0 
RPATH 0.1
ATOMS
2.725302
Mol 2.725418175
1 Mol 2.72531897
1 Mol 2.72531897
-2.725302
-0.9085389
-0.9085389
0.9035389
0 0 
-2.5695255 
1.2846054 
-1.2846054
MoO 0
1 Mol
0 1
-2,2252437 
-2.2252437
Fig.6.1. Sample FEFF input file for Mo perfect crystal system listing the 
commands, parameters and their values.
3. NOHOLE: This was an optional advanced card intended to perform 
multiple scattering calculations in the presence of a completely “screened” 
core hole (preferable for metals due to the presence of highly mobile 
valence electrons screening the core-hole)[2, 3].
4. CONTROL: This card instructed FEFF to run the modules that were 
necessary for error-free calculations. It was altered to choose the sequence 
of the modules that were intended to run for each calculation.
5. PRINT: The output files generated by FEFF calculations were dictated 
by this card and the input into this card was chosen so that required output 
files were written separately with appropriate names to them.
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6. POTENTIALS: A unique potential index was designated to each type 
of atom specified in the cluster. In this example both the absorbing atom 
(potential index 0) and scattering atoms (potential index 1) were Mo with 
Z = 42. Angular' momentum cut-offs were also given ( a value of 3 for s, p, 
d and f states)
7. IORDER -70202: This is an optional advanced card used to perform 
calculations without error in the case of shells above M3[4]. The absence 
of this card generated an error “Lambda array overfilled” and since the M4 
shell was calculated this was added into input.
8. SCF: This car'd instructed FEFF to perform calculations of potentials, 
Fenni energy, charge transfer and LDOS using self consistent field loop 
within a radius of 11.0 Angstroms.
9. XANES: This was an important car'd necessary to perform near* edge 
structure calculations at molybdenum M4 edge and beyond until a value of 
& = 8 A'1. The remaining values were necessary for grid specification. 
Default XANES parameter values specified in FEFF user manual are taken 
for calculations in this thesis as they suit the requirements.
10. LDOS: Angular momentum projected density of states were calculated 
when this card was used with an energy range of -20 to 50 eV, with 0.3 eV 
energy step. Fermi energy was also calculated with in this calculation. 
Finite cluster size may broaden the ^-DOS for crystals and has to be taken 
into account while comparing.
11. FMS: Full multiple scattering calculations were done within a radius of 
11.0 Angstroms (4 atomic shells in cluster) around the central absorbing 
atom.
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12. RPATH: This card restricted the FEFF to perform only ELNES 
calculations and avoid any path expansion calculations for EXELFS. The 
value 0.1 makes the path expansion negligible and even the use of any 
negative number (like -1) would perform the same calculations[5].
13. ATOMS: Atomic positions (first three columns in example) in the 
cluster with their x, y and z coordinates were listed. The potential index 
value (0 or 1) for each atom type (MoO for absorbing atom; Mol for 
scattering atoms) and the distance between the central atom and each 
scattering atom (last column) was given as input for FEFF.
14. END: Any instructions or CARDS present after this card were not to 
be included for FEFF calculations and this card was used to indicate the 
end of input for all calculations.
6.2.2 FEFF output
FEFF calculations were done for both perfect crystal Mo and Fe as well as 
dislocated crystal Mo and Fe. FEFF output files were generated in the 
same folder which contains the input files and the executable. Each 
calculation was done in a different folder to avoid overwriting of the 
output files.
Two important files generated by FEFF calculations were called “xmu.dat” 
and “IdosOl.dat”. The first file contains all the information about the 
ELNES data p (E), smooth atomic like background po(E), the number of 
atoms used for calculations, Fermi energy Ef, wave number (/t), the energy 
loss (co) and structure factor (%). The second file contains the angular 
momentum projected density of states data for each orbital(s, p, d and f).
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6.3 FEFF program modules
FEFF calculation follows six sequential steps as follows:
1. A self-consistent field approach is applied to the atoms in the cluster and 
self-consistent scattering potentials are calculated using an automated 
loop. At the end of this module (called pot module), absolute edge 
energies are estimated.
2. The second module called as xpsh, calculates absorption cross-section, 
dipole matrix elements ad scattering phase shifts. This module can also 
calculate the angular momentum projected density of states in addition, 
but is optional and will be run if LDOS card is specified in the input file.
3. The third module called as fms module performs full multiple scattering 
Near Edge Structure calculations for a cluster of atoms within a given 
size in angstroms.
4. hi the fourth module called path, the leading multiple scattering paths 
for the cluster are listed for further calculations.
5. Fifth module calculates the effective scattering amplitudes /cft; and other 
fine structure parameters for each scattering path listed by the above 
module. This module is called genfmt.
6. ff2x is the final module which combines the fine structure parameters 
from all the paths to calculate a total ELNES or EELS spectrum.
DOS and ELNES data obtained from the calculated spectrum will help 
connect spectral features to transitions to particular states. Furthermore 
they can give direct information about the unoccupied states and 
occupied states which can be used to obtain the oxidation states of the
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metal as well as the electronic configuration. In the next sections, 
important parameters that are useful in obtaining error-free EEL spectra 
will be discussed.
6.4 Convergence checklist
An important list of checks has to be performed before proceeding from 
one calculation into another. The first one of importance is self-consistent 
well-converged potentials. After the potentials are calculated the output 
file must be checked to examine how well the SCF loop has converged. 
A small cluster of about 20 atoms around the absorbing atom could yield 
well-converged potentials. Depending upon the radius of the cluster and 
the interatomic distance, more number of atoms can be used for 
achieving convergence, but it will not affect the output from potentials 
module and the final EEL spectrum.
The second important check to be done is the value of Fermi energy at 
the end of the first module. The SCF loop must converge the Fermi 
energy to a constant value in the last iteration. It can also be compared by 
plotting LDOS against energy E and checking if the lowest value of DOS 
with respect to energy is the same as the reported Fermi energy by the 
calculation.
The third optional check that can be done is the population density of 
different angular momentum states like s, p, d, f orbitals. The values of 
electronic configuration produced at the end of the first module for both 
the absorbing atom and the scattering atoms can be checked for justifying 
the orbital occupancy for the elements that are labelled as absorbing atom 
and scattering atom. If the absorbing atom is different in Z from the 
scattering atom then the orbital occupancy at the end of potentials
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module can give an idea of the reasonable values of DOS for each atom 
type.
There are angular momentum cut-offs for calculating potentials and full 
multiple scattering. The probability of partially filled states in some 
systems as a result of hybridisation will affect any FEFF calculation. 
Hence additional angular momentum states have to be provided in the 
input for such systems. It is helpful also for other systems to have an 
additional angular momentum state as it doesn’t affect the DOS if there is 
no contribution from it. Apart from these the charge transfer can be 
checked that gives a rough estimate of the oxidation state though it will 
be a fraction of the formal valence state. Charge-transfer transition is 
described as the transfer of an electron from the absorbing atom to the 
excited central metal atom. The transition will not involve the real 
transfer of an electron, but only a considerable reorganization of the 
charge density distribution around the excited central atom.
6.5 Fermi Energy
The corrections to be done for observed errors also have to be described 
in the event of any incorrect values being reported at the end of potentials 
calculations. If the potentials do not converge satisfactorily, the 
convergence accelerator “ca” parameter can be reduced to achieve 
convergence. The other option is to run potentials module for a known 
system and check with convergence and then re-run potentials module till 
well-converged potentials are obtained. As reported by FEFF software 
user’s guide, Fermi energy could have an error of about 1 eV due to large 
changes in Ef, especially in semiconductors[5]. For most metals, this is 
not a problem and accurate Ef is reported by FEFF8. If there is an error in 
Fenni energy, it can be corrected using CORRECTION or EXCHANGE 
card in the input file. The next section will discuss the effect of self
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energy and core-hole on the EEL spectra calculated by FEFF. It will also 
discuss the use of EDGE and HOLE cards for computing the EELS at 
specific energy edges.
6.6 Self Energy and Core-hole
EEL spectra arise from inelastic interactions of a beam of electrons with 
a thin sample in the electron microscope[6]. FEFF calculates EEL spectra 
using SCF approach which is based on final state rule. According to final 
state rule, the initial states are those calculated for the ground state and 
final states are those that are calculated with a screened core-hole. FEFF8 
uses a self-consistent fully screened core-hole[4]. Self energy £ {E) arises 
from the inclusion of inelastic losses in the calculation of final EEL 
spectrum and is energy dependent. It can shift the fine features in the 
spectrum by a systematic amount of energy and hence is an important 
consideration at energies above 30 eV[7]. This is the reason why it has to 
be integrated into the automated program for calculating excited final 
states for EELS. FEFF8 uses Hedin-Lundqvist[8] (H-L) self energy by 
default and results in good spectral match with experimental data for 
solids except a minor setback of having more peak broadening as 
compared with experiment. In the case of complex systems, other models 
for self energy like Dirac-Hara[5] can be used which are integrated as 
options in FEFF8.
6.6.1 Application of core hole for calculations
The effects of core-hole and self-energy attain significance because of 
the interpretation of EELS through LDOS from excited final states rather 
than ground state configurations. Hence the effects of self energy and 
core-hole have to be included in the calculations and FEFF8 does it by 
default. Optionally EELS can be generated by FEFF even without a core-
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hole. The work described in this thesis was computed with default FEFF 
(i.e. with core-hole) and also without core-hole to assess its importance 
and no change in the shape of the spectra was observed for Mo M4 5 and 
Fe L2,3- However the intensity in the spectra has varied in the selected 
energy edge region (228-280eV for Mo and 720-780eV for Fe). This is 
shown in the figure 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.
Perfect Mo NoHole — Perfect Mo Corehole
Perfect Mo,
Mo Coreiole
Fig.6.2. Comparison between Mo-M4,5 ELNES spectra calculated with 
and without core hole.
The intensity decrease in the presence of a core-hole although appears in 
both Mo and Fe systems, the comparison between perfect crystal and 
screw core ELNES still holds good. This is because same parameters will 
be used for ELNES calculation for both perfect crystal and dislocation 
core i.e. either core hole or a screened core hole. Therefore any changes 
observed in the ELNES of dislocation core would be characteristic of the 
core configuration and not due to the presence of core hole.
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Fig.6.3. Comparison between Fe-L2,3 ELNES spectra calculated with and 
without core hole.
This holds well even in the case of comparison of white line intensities 
for Fe L2,3 edges. Hence the intensity ratio changes observed in the FEFF 
calculations for a dislocation core with respect to perfect crystal would be 
primarily due to the contribution from the electronic structure difference 
at the core.
An EDGE card is introduced in the input file for specifying the edge that 
has to be calculated by FEFF. Its arguments include edge or the core 
level (ex: “EDGE M4” calculates M4 edge with M4 hole). Instead of 
using EDGE card, HOLE card can also be used but the result is same as 
using the EDGE card. Calculations involving no core-hole should have 
NOHOLE card in the input file along with the EDGE card. Core-hole is 
important for EELS calculations of insulators and semiconductors.
In metals with EELS edges below 1000 eV, the core-hole potential can 
be completely screened out by the highly mobile electrons. This may be 
the reason NOHOLE often gives better results for such metal edges. The
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metals to be discussed in this thesis are transition metals Mo and Fe and 
the edges of interest are Mo-M^s and Fe-L2,3 both of them well below 
lOOOeV. Transition metals have extra available (unoccupied) states 
which make them good conductors which mean the mobility of electrons 
is quite high. Hence the core-hole may be completely screened at these 
metal edges and so EELS have to be calculated with NOHOLE card in 
the input file. Moreover, it is reported that better results with white line 
intensities were obtained for L2 and L3 edge when NOHOLE card is 
used[5, 9], With core-hole in effect, the spectrum is shifted increasing the 
intensity near the edge and as a result the peaks appear sharp.
6.7 Calculation strategies
FEFF calculations need a prior plan for a desirable EEL spectrum to be 
produced. There are several options to choose from FEFF to get required 
output and therefore needs a calculation strategy. The prior information 
needed is the edge that is of interest and the atomic coordinates for the 
cluster to be used. The next step would be choosing all the necessary 
modules and output files from the standard cards. When these essential 
steps are finished, depending on the chosen energy range FEFF can 
calculate ELNES.
6.8 ELNES calculations
Near' edge structure calculations can be highly time-consuming as 
discussed in theory. Full multiple scattering techniques are often 
preferred for ELNES over path expansion as the latter shows slow 
convergence near the edge. The cluster of atoms within a specified radius 
(in Angstroms) is used for ELNES calculations with the absorbing 
atom’s position defined in it. All of the effective multiple scattering 
paths from the cluster are integrated into an infinite order by matrix
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inversion. Given below is an example of the cards that are used for near 
edge structure calculations with in a finite cluster size:
SCF 6.0
XfiNES 3 0.07 0.0 
LDOS -20 50 0.3
FMS 6.0 
RPATH 0.1
The SCF card will allow the self consistent approach for potential 
calculations along with Fermi energy using atoms within a radius of 6.0 
Angstroms.
The second card (XANES) instructs FEFF to calculate near edge 
structure up to k = 8A'1, while the other two parameters in this card are 
used for specifying energy loss grid, with the size of the output h grid 
0.07. The third parameter specifies the energy step of the grid at the edge. 
The default values for this card in FEFF are the same as shown above.
The density of states relates to the electronic structure of the metal and 
can predict the intrinsic properties of localised regions with in the 
sample. Therefore it is an interesting aspect studied in comparison with 
EELS experiments. FEFF8 calculates angular momentum projected 
density of states along with FMS.
The LDOS card specifies the minimum (-20eV) and maximum (50 eV) 
energies for £-DOS calculation and the third parameter is the imaginary 
part of the potential (0.3) used in calculations. This card is useful when 
analysing the density of states for interpreting ELNES and when the self- 
consistency loop fails to converge. Angular momentum projected density 
of states calculated by FEFF in this example will have Lorentzian
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broadening of about 0.3 eV and additional broadening due to effect of 
finite cluster size.
The FMS card will tell the FEFF8 program to perform full multiple 
scattering calculations for a cluster of radius of 6.0 Angstroms 
surrounding the absorbing atom. The radius of the FMS card can be 
different to SCF radius but cannot be less than the SCF radius. 
Instruction to avoid multiple scattering path expansion from being used 
in the FEFF calculations will be given by the last card RPATH.
6.9 Cluster size and convergence
Convergence is important factor even for ELNES calculations and is 
greatly dependent upon the cluster size. It is observed that increasing the 
number of shells for low Z materials like Si improves spectral features in 
ELNES and that spectral features contributing from a specific shell could 
be clearly distinguished [6]. This was shown for Mo M^s in figure?. 11 in 
chapter?. Repeated calculations could be perfonned with increasing 
cluster size till satisfactory convergence is obtained and until sharp 
structural features are visible in the spectrum. Comparison of LDOS with 
spectrum can help in attributing spectral features to electronic transitions.
6.10 Debye Waller factors
Thermal vibrations can affect the spectra by shifting the spectral features 
in the extended region of the EELS and broadening the peaks by a 
considerable amount. They have distinctive contribution to the EXELFS 
while their effect on near edge structure is subdued due to the absence of 
path expansion. Higher energy edges were said to be affected by 
temperature for ELNES [6]. When this standard card is introduced, it will 
approximate the effect of temperature by multiplying each free-electron 
propagator by a single scattering Debye-Waller (DW) factor exp (-n2/c2)
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when FMS calculations are done for ELNES. Since the EELS 
experiments are performed at specific microscope temperature and the 
energy edges discussed in this thesis lie beyond 1000 eV, the effects of 
temperature on ELNES calculated by FEFF could be ignored.
6.11 Other Parameters
Though other parameters have not been used for the work presented in 
this thesis, it will be useful to briefly outline the other parameters that 
could be used while calculating EELS by FEFF8. Collection and 
convergence semi-angles have not been accounted for by FEFF8. Only 
the EELS cross-section for forward scattering is calculated. FEFF can 
calculate the EELS for a given orientation of the sample. EEL spectrum 
from experiment shows changes in the fine ELNES features depending 
upon the orientation of the sample. Taking this into account FEFF input 
can be altered for sample orientation so as to match the experimental 
sample orientation. This can be done by introducing POLARIZATION 
card into the input file with the parameter being one of the x, or y, or z 
directions that relate to the beam direction in an electron microscope. An 
example is given below:
POLARIZATION 0.0 0.0 1.0
This card will calculate the EELS as if the beam is parallel to the z-axis 
of the Cartesian coordinate system of the cluster. In addition to all of the 
previously discussed cards, one other important adjustable card is 
CORRECTION. The life time of initial and final states added to the 
instrumental resolution can broaden the experimental spectra. The life 
times are taken care of automatically in FEFF8 while instrumental 
broadening can be added by CORRECTIONS card or EXCHANGE card. 
CORRECTIONS card adjusts Fenni energy and does a convolution that
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tends to make the spectra smooth. EXCHANGE card adds Lorentzian 
broadening to the spectra by adding imaginary optical potential and 
sometimes can help convergence happen quickly. It is a better way to 
match the peaks with broadening by plotting the experimental and FEFF- 
calculated spectra together and then compare them for spectral changes.
6.12 Perfect crystal ELNES
The spectrum generated from a perfect crystal of molybdenum is 
compared with the experimental perfect crystal ELNES spectrum 
collected from a defect-free region of the sample. The spectra are shown 
in figures 6.4 and 6.5. The spectra are shown separately here since the 
tangential increase in intensity of one spectrum is variable with respect to 
other spectrum.
2000 Mo-M.sFEFF ELNES
1400
S1200
1*1000
200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280
Energy loss (eV)
Fig.6.4. M0-M4 5 ELNES spectra for a perfect crystal of Mo calculated 
by FEFF.
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Fig.6.5. Experimental M4 5 ELNES spectra of perfect crystal Mo.
It can be observed from figures 6.4 and 6.5 that M4 edge onset is at 
237eV and M5 onset is at 229 eV. This agrees to the reported values of 
M4 5 onset for perfect metallic molybdenum crystal[10]. In addition both 
spectra have similar changes in the shape in chosen energy windows. In 
the energy window 228 -240, both M4 and M5 peaks exist although in the 
FEFF ELNES spectra they cannot be distinguished clearly. Magnified 
image of this window from both ELNES spectra is shown in comparison 
in figure 6.6. Similarly there is a smeared small peak like region that 
extends between 240 and 250eV. There is a little dip in the intensity 
between 250 and 255 eV and further to 255eV there is a sharp increase 
tangentially until 280eV. The spectra have been limited to 280 eV in 
order to eliminate any contributions from the carbon K-edge at 285eV.
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Perfect crytul ELMS Ctmparisoa (TIFF V Expc.)
---------Expenment ELNES
E 300
Energytoss (tV)
Fig.6.6. Comparison between M0-M4.5 ELNES of perfect crystal calculated by 
FEFF and ELNES from experiment.
Although the intensity is arbitrary in units, the important feature to note 
is the shape of the curves in both spectra that appear to be similar. Even 
though instrument resolution, noise and other factors like core-hole life 
time can alter the width of the peaks to a certain extent in experimental 
spectrum, it can be seen from figure 6.6 that the basic changes in the 
shape of spectra remain very much similar. Therefore the ELNES 
comparison between the spectra calculated from FEFF and the spectra 
obtained from experiment can be justified under the relevance of the 
above similarity. This will make it easy to identify that any changes to 
the spectra can only be from the additional presence of unoccupied states 
or their absence and investigating any big changes in ELNES hence can 
be directed to the changes occurring at screw dislocation core.
6.13 Summary
This chapter presented a detailed discussion of the practical aspects of 
calculating an electron energy loss spectrum by using ab initio code
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FEFF8. The theoretical ELNES results from FEFF and the spectral 
comparison of perfect and dislocated crystals will be discussed in the 
next chapter.
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Chapter 7
THEORETICAL RESULTS
7.1 Calculations using FEFF8.4
This section describes the theoretical calculation of ELNES spectra using 
FEFF8.4. FEFF is an automated ab initio code based on real space 
multiple scattering formalism that can calculate site specific symmetry 
projected local density of states as well as the ELNES spectrum[l]. In this 
research FEFF is chosen for theoretical calculations because of the reasons 
discussed in chapter 4.
The basis for ELNES calculations by FEFF is the inclusion of multiple 
scattering calculations. Full multiple scattering calculations in FEFF 
generate ELNES spectra from a cluster of atoms within a given radius. The 
central atom is the excited atom which initiates the scattering event and is 
surrounded by the neighbouring atoms which are responsible for 
scattering. Hence the calculations are property of local environment of 
excited atom and the surrounding atoms are divided into shells with 
specific orientation. Since the scattering is contained within specific radius 
(typically about 1 nm)[2] 5 only moderate number of shells are required.
A schematic diagram of multiple scattering and single scattering events is 
shown in figure 7.1.
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Fig. 7.1 Single and multiple scattering events from a central (absorbing) atom 
towards the scattering (shell) atoms.
Extensive computing power is necessary for large cluster FMS 
calculations. However, satisfactory results can be obtained by selecting 
optimum number of shells. For the ELNES calculations described in this 
thesis, 300 atoms sufficient enough to fill 4 shells around the central 
absorbing atom were included in the cluster. The number of atoms in the 
clusters of perfect crystal and dislocated crystal was same for both Mo and 
Fe. This was important to make the calculations interpretable and 
comparable.
7.2 Cluster generation
The starting point in FEFF calculations is the generation of a cluster of 
atoms separated by unit distances. They are later multiplied by the lattice 
parameter ot the metal in order to convert them into a cluster of that 
specific metal. The input file of FEFF requires the Cartesian coordinates of 
atoms located at known distances from the central atom of the cluster[3]. 
While most common structures like bcc or f.c.c can be generated by 
ATOMS software[4], complex structures are difficult to generate like 
interfaces and defects. Due to the random distribution of atomic 
coordinates near the dislocation core, it is essential to use models 
generated by well accepted methods. However an already known 
simulated model can provide the coordinates for such a cluster.
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The atoms coordinates used in this research were provided by materials 
modelling group based at university of Liverpool. These were generated 
from molecular dynamics model based on interatomic potentials known as 
Mendeleev (2000)[5] and Ackland (2004)[6] potentials. A description (in 
square brackets) of the procedure adopted by materials modelling group to 
generate co-ordinates is given below:
[A perfect bcc crystal with large number of Cartesian coordinates (in the 
range of a million) was produced and a dislocation was introduced into tire 
crystal at specific coordinates close to the centre of the crystal, hiteratomic 
potentials with periodic boundary conditions were then applied onto the 
crystal and the ciystal was allowed to relax at finite temperature condition. 
The Cartesian coordinates of the relaxed crystal changed due to the 
displacement of atoms near the dislocation core.]
The changed coordinates were provided as input for the theoretical 
calculations described in this thesis. 300 atoms were extracted from a set 
of nearly a million Cartesian coordinates with the dislocation core atom at 
the centre of the cluster. This will ensure the dislocation core is effectively 
included in multiple scattering calculations. The extraction of 300 atoms 
neighbouring the central atom was done using a program written in 
FORTRAN and executed using g77 FORTRAN compiler. This extraction 
program is listed in the appendix.
The extraction program was given an input of total number of atoms, the 
number rows in which they were distributed, the Cartesian coordinates of 
the central atom and the radius of cluster for extinction. An example input 
file for extraction program is shown below:
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2072847 : number of coordinates
12 : number of columns
52.2432098 60.6016006 38.6227798 : origin 
x,y,z ( mustbe in real numberform)
4.0 : range (real number)
300 atoms close to the given central atom were selected from the output. 
They will be referred by the name “skeleton ” coordinates in this thesis.
Skeleton coordinates were multiplied by the lattice parameter of Mo 
(3.147A)[7] and Fe (2.867A)[7] to produce individual ATOMS models 
with dislocation core in the centre. ATOMS models were used to identify 
and alternate the dislocation core atoms for further FEFF calculations. 
Different core models for screw dislocation using different core atoms 
were generated. Apart from the dislocation model, a perfect bcc crystal 
model was also generated by entering tire coordinates manually. ATOMS 
models of perfect crystal and dislocated crystal were checked for any 
missing atoms or repetition of atomic coordinates and were ensured that 
they were in the appropriate <111> orientation. The atomic coordinates 
were then used in the input file for FEFF. The ATOMS models of Mo and 
Fe that were generated using a cluster of 300 atoms with dislocation and 
perfect crystal are presented in the next sections. The FEFF input and 
output files were explained in the previous chapter. The ELNES and 
LDOS data contained in the output files was used to generate theoretical 
spectra.
7.3 Comparison
The plotted ELNES and DOS spectra from dislocation and perfect crystal 
were compared with each other to observe any changes in the spectra. 
ELNES spectra were subtracted the same way as the experimental spectra 
were done using spatial difference technique. This can be written as:
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M-d (E) Jdcore (E) “ Jdperfect (E) (7.1)
where (id (E) is the difference spectrum, jiC01C (E) is the ELNES spectrum 
from dislocation core and (ipertect (E) is the ELNES spectrum from perfect 
crystal. This difference spectrum jid (E) is then compared with the spatial 
difference spectrum from experiments Iso- FEFF calculations were done 
for different atoms around the dislocation core and the results were 
compared for changes in ELNES and DOS. The M4 and M5 edges for 
molybdenum and L2 and L3 edges for iron are calculated independently 
and then integrated into a single spectrum with common energy grid. Thus 
ELNES spectra at and L2,3 edges were calculated theoretically using 
FEFF8.4. The observed changes from ELNES and DOS are reported in the 
next section.
Note: The FORTRAN source code for extraction program written by 
materials modelling group at university of Liveipool is given in the 
appendix section.
7.4 ELNES sensitivity to different core atoms
The FEFF calculations were an important part of this research work that 
helped to understand the effect of the dislocation core on the ELNES of 
various atoms around the core. ELNES calculations were performed for 
different atoms around the core and their results were analysed. It was 
evident from the results that the changes in the ELNES were diminishing 
as the atoms chosen for calculations were getting distant from the core. 
As the distance between the screw dislocation core and the atom chosen 
for ELNES calculations increased, the ELNES changes decreased. 
ELNES also varied from atom to atom around the core. This was shown 
in the series of figures from figure 7.2 to 7.5.
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Figure 7.2 Screw dislocation easy core showing different atoms around 
the core for which ELNES calculations were perfonued.
The ELNES spectra shown in the figures below were with respect to the 
colour of the atoms shown in figure 7.2. El, E2 and E3 were the types of 
ELNES observed at the respective atoms.
All atoms marked El exhibited same kind of spectra as shown in the 
figure 7.3. An atom exhibiting E2 type change was shown in figure 7.4 
and E3 type was shown in figure 7.5. This demonstrated that atoms at the 
same distance from the core and with same configuration undergo similar 
transitions and hence similar near edge structure.
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Perfect xl Mo M4 5- Rod Mo M45
— Red Mo M45
Perfect xl Mo M 15
Figure 7.3 El type spectra showing changes in ELNES from screw core 
atoms. Green, red and blue atoms marked as E1 and connected by arrows 
in figure 7.2 exhibited this type of change in their spectra.
Perfect xl Mo M4S- Pink Mo M4S
Pink Mo M4S 
Perfect xl Mo M I S
E (*V)
Figure 7.4 E2 type spectra showing smaller change than El and was 
exhibited by atoms marked E2 in figure 7.2.
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Perfect xl Mo M4 5- Oonge Mo M45
— Orange Mo M45 
Perfecl xl Mo M ^ 
difference
Figure 7.5 E3 type spectra showing smallest change compared to El and 
E2. This type of ELNES was exhibited by atoms marked E3 in figure 7.2.
The El, E2 and E3 type changes can be studied by closely observing the 
spectra in the energy window of 224-274eV. These changes are shown 
clearly in the figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8. In these figures, it can be seen that 
the extent of changes observed between the screw dislocation core and 
the perfect crystal reduces as the distance between the central atom of the 
cluster and the core increases. The difference spectra for each type of 
ELNES (El, E2 and E3) show a significant change in the shape of the 
spectra from 240eV to 270eV. As the peaks in this region appear sharp 
in the difference spectra for El and gradually reduce till E3, it can be said 
that the smearing of peaks in ELNES of dislocation core causes such a 
change when compared with perfect crystal.
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Dfff Perfect Mo M45 Red Mo M45 - Diff Perfect Mo M45 Green Mo M45
Diff Perfect Mo
Diff Perfect Mo-^145 Rec
difference
Fig.7.9 The difference spectrum of two El type ELNES spectra 
(calculated from red and green coloured atoms in fig.7.2.)
The core atoms marked in red and green colour in figure 7.2 are of 
equivalent configuration and they show similar changes with respect to 
perfect crystal. Figure 7.9 shows the difference spectrum between the El 
type ELNES changes at green atom and red atom. It can be seen from the 
figure 7.9 that the dislocation core atoms with equivalent configuration 
show same type of ELNES change and that the difference between these 
two difference spectra is negligible. The difference spectrum that is 
marked in blue (green atom El) does not appear as it is masked by the 
shape of the spectra marked in red. However, close inspection of the 
difference spectrum of both El type spectra (shown in green in 7.9) was 
done to identify the minute changes of the order of 10'5 units. This 
difference spectrum is shown in figure 7.10. It could also give an 
estimate about the errors in calculations, if same type of spectral changes
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were assumed to be observed from the three core atoms surrounding the 
core.
Diff Perfect Mo M45 Red Mo M45 - DiH Perfect Mo M45 Green Mo M45
o )■
Fig.7.10. Difference in El type ELNES changes observed at different 
core atoms of equivalent configuration. These changes can be attributed 
to the characteristics of each core atom although they occupy equivalent 
atomic sites at the core. These changes are site-specific and unique to 
each core atom.
7.5 Convergence in FEFF calculations
The fine features of an ELNES spectrum calculated by FEFF are 
dependent on the size of the cluster. If the number of shells included in 
the calculations has increased, the fine details in the ELNES became 
much more evident. FEFF calculations were checked for convergence for 
different sized clusters with different number of shells. The spectra 
obtained by calculations with different shells are shown in figure 7.11.
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The fine structural details in the spectrum started to show with the 
inclusion of more number of shells. The number of shells used for the 
calculations presented in this thesis was limited to 4 because more 
number of shells requires more time and better computing memory. A 
future recommendation would be fast parallel calculations using a big 
computing cluster that could generate spectrum with very fine structural 
details.
1st Shell
2 Shells
3 Shells
4 Shells
Fig.7.11 .Comparison of Mo M.4,5 spectra calculated with different 
number of shells.
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7.6 Theoretical calculations: Mo
FEFF 8.4 was used to calculate the theoretical EEL spectra for a cluster 
of 300 atoms of molybdenum. Basically two types of theoretical spectra 
were calculated.
1. EEL spectra for a perfect crystal of molybdenum.
2. EEL spectra for crystal containing dislocation (screw, edge or mixed).
FEFF calculations were done using a cluster of 300 Mo atoms with in a 
definite radius; their atomic co-ordinates and their distances from the 
centre were specified in the input. For the first type of spectra, the cluster 
was generated using standard bcc crystal structure coordinates. For the 
second type, co-ordinates were provided by the multi-scale modelling 
group at university of Liverpool. The crystal generated by these co­
ordinates contains a relaxed dislocation (specifically screw or edge or 
mixed) at the centre of the crystal with different core configurations as 
specified by the modelling group. Dislocation co-ordinates generated by 
two different codes known as Mendeleev and Ackland were provided.
For many years Vi[ \ 11] screw dislocations in molybdenum were studied 
for their core structure using different computer models[8]. Mendeleev 
and Ackland were two different interatomic potentials that were used by 
Materials Modelling Group based at University of Liverpool. The change 
in core configuration was thought to change the scattering conditions and 
hence could result in different ELNES and LDOS for different screw 
dislocation cores.
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Screw Hard Relaied (KVT)
> [11-2J
Differential Disptacament Mendelev
Figure 7.12 Differential displacement maps of screw dislocation core 
configurations provided by materials modelling group at university of 
Liverpool; image on the left was screw hard core generated by Ackland 
potentials and on the right was screw easy core generated by Mendeleev 
potentials. The circles represent the atomic positions while the arrows 
indicate the displacement of atoms along [111] direction.
The dislocation character and the code with which they were developed 
would be specified while presenting the theoretical calculation results in 
this section.
The input cards used for calculations and the calculation strategy were 
already described in the experimental techniques chapter and the input 
file containing the co-ordinates was added to the appendix.
Three types of dislocations were studied in the [111] orientation using 
FEFF calculations, screw (Mendeleev and Ackland potentials), edge 
(Mendeleev) and mixed dislocation (Ackland). Two types of screw 
dislocations were investigated, one with an easy and the second with a 
hard core. The input co-ordinates were sorted so that one of the atoms 
along the dislocation core was at the centre of the cluster. Full multiple 
scattering calculations in FEFF were done with the dislocation core atom 
as the central absorbing atom.
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7.6.1 Screw dislocation Vs perfect crystal Mo FEFF results
FEFF calculations for perfect Mo crystal and dislocated Mo crystal were 
done using the same input cards but with different atomic co-ordinates. 
The changes in ELNES region of the EEL spectra were studied by 
choosing different neighbouring atoms of the dislocation core as the 
central atom in the cluster and comparing their ELNES spectra. Since the 
fine structure seen above the absorption edges relate to site-specific and 
symmetry-projected density of unoccupied states, the LDOS calculations 
were also done. ELNES changes at dislocation core were thought to be 
due to transitions occurring between different shells and were studied 
with respect to density of states in this research work.
£ d d
o o o o o o
o o o o o o a
99999999 
999999999 
99999999 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9
Figure 7.13 ATOMS" model of Mo perfect crystal with 300 atoms in 
[111] direction. The crystallographic axes are shown for [111] 
orientation.
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JJJ JJXJUJJ JJ
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Random
orientation
Figure 7.14 ‘/ifl 11] Screw dislocation in 300 atoms cluster of Mo shown 
in various projections; Screw dislocation line direction was [111], hence 
the displacement of atoms were along the [111].Top left image is the 
[111] orientation which did not show any displacement of atoms. Top 
right projection is [-110] and the displacements are visible but the screw 
helix cannot be identified in this direction. Bottom left is [11-2] 
projection and the bottom right image is a random orientation of crystal
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which shows screw helix. The shear displacements of atoms in the upper 
and lower half of the crystal are visible in this orientation.
J J 0 j ^
J j J j J j 
J U J J j
i‘l&j ji i ijri i
j j j j j j
j j j i j j
0 0 J
J
J
Figure 7.15 ATOMS' model showing the !4[111] screw dislocation in 
bcc Mo tilted slightly towards [-110]. The dislocation core atoms 
connected by black arrows were identified in this projection along with 
other surrounding atoms.
X was the relaxed easy dislocation core and the atoms connected by 
arrows have undergone maximum displacements along [111] direction. 
The green core atom was the centre of the cluster and the absorbing atom 
for FEFF calculations.
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Perfect xl Mo Wl
Screw disln Con
difference
Figure 7.16 Comparison of theoretical ELNES at molybdenum edge 
between perfect crystal (blue) and screw dislocation easy core (red). The 
green spectrum is the difference between perfect crystal M4 5 ELNES and 
screw core M4.5 ELNES. The ELNES energy window used for 
comparison without carbon K-edge interference is located in between the 
marked orange points on the difference spectrum.
The changes observed before 260eV are comparatively small but major 
changes start from 260 eV and continue up to 350eV. However, the 
region of interest was only 227 to 285 eV since 285eV was the onset for 
carbon K edge. The changes observed in this energy range are shown in 
figure 7.17 and the difference spectrum between both spectra is shown in 
figure 7.18.
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Perfect Mo M45 - Green Mo M4 5 (Screw core atom)
Green Mq.
difference
Fig.7.17 Comparison of M0-M4.5 ELNES of a screw dislocation core 
with that of a perfect crystal in the energy window 220-280eV.
The spectrum in blue is the screw dislocation core ELNES obtained from 
one of the three core atoms (atom marked in green) in figure 7.15. The 
red spectrum is from an atom in the perfect crystal. The green spectrum 
is the difference spectrum of dislocation core with perfect crystal.
The changes that occur in the selected energy region are very small and 
hence detailed observation of difference spectrum can help identify them. 
The energy range in which the changes are being investigated is shown 
by the circles at the onset and after the delayed threshold of M.4,5 edge.
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Perfect Mo M45 - Green Mo M45 (Scre»cor®atoni)
Fig.7.18 The difference spectrum of screw dislocation core and perfect 
crystal Mo
The shape changes observed in the difference spectrum shown in figure
7.18 and 7.19 can be used as a reference to check if similar changes are 
observed in experimental spectra on and off the dislocation core. Figure
7.19 is a magnified image showing the region which contains the changes 
in fine structural details of a dislocation core with respect to perfect 
crystal. It can be noticed in figure 7.18 that the Ms peak of screw core 
dominates the perfect crystal thereby showing negative difference 
between 230 and 240eV.
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200 300
E (eV)
Fig.7.19. Mo M.4,5 Near edge structure of a screw dislocation core (red 
curve) with reference to perfect crystal (blue curve). Changes in M4.5 
peaks are observed at 244eV, 262eV and 270eV respectively.
Angular momentum projected density of states (^-DOS) were also 
calculated by FEFF8.4 for each distinguishable atom. DOS and ELNES 
data helps connecting spectral features to transitions to particular 
states[9]. M4.5 edge corresponds to 3d3 2 (M4) and Sd''2 (M5) transitions to 
unoccupied states and hence M corehole. The unoccupied angular 
momentum states probed by EELS for Mo- M edge are p and f and hence 
theoretical (p+f) DOS will be investigated here for dislocation core and 
perfect crystal to estimate the d-band occupancy in either case.
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Molybdenum
M45
------Perfect p+f DOS
------Screw p+fDOS
Difference
0 3
E-Ef(eV)
Figure 7.20 Figure showing the site-specific symmetry-projected density 
ot states (LDOS). Comparison of (p+f) DOS between perfect crystal 
molybdenum and screw dislocation core at edge.
In figure 7.20, significant changes in the LDOS of screw dislocation were 
observed. Perfect crystal LDOS had sharp peaks while the screw 
dislocation curve had short and blunt peaks at most energies. The Fermi 
energies for perfect and screw dislocation calculations (-9eV) were 
corrected from energy scale and then plotted onto the grid for 
comparison. The extended width of the peaks in the case of screw 
dislocation suggest the availability more empty states at a given energy 
level. The loss of symmetry of the shells at the core region also might 
contribute to this effect. The difference spectra in figure 7.20 and figure 
7.19 reveal common features regarding the fine structure and those are 
the changes occurring beyond the edge threshold. The previously 
mentioned changes in peaks in figure 7.19 can be directly compared 
with differences noticed in figure 7.20. The hard core screw dislocation 
model used for ELNES simulations is shown in figure 7.21 in different 
orientations. The screw helix can be clearly seen and is marked.
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Screw dislocation with hardcore 
in Mo viewed in [111] direction
View of screw helix 
in random orientation
Figure 7.21 VSflll] screw dislocation with a hard core configuration in 
molybdenum and the screw helix visible at random tilt towards [11-2].
Perfect crystoi Mo - Mo Screw hard core
“ Mo Screw hard'core 
Perfect crystal 
difference
E (eV)
Figure 7.22 a) Comparison between computed Mo M4.5 ELNES spectra 
of perfect crystal and screw dislocation with hard core configuration.
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Perfect Mo M45 - Screw hordcore Mo M45
1 ' ' I ' 1 r"l 1 ' ■ ' I '
Pttfxi Me M<; - S<>Tw Ue
Screw hori
Fig." ,22b) ELNES observed li om the screw hard core. The diffei ence specti mn is showufor the selected 
energy range.
Careful observation of difference spectra in figure 7.22 revealed that 
small and fine structural changes remain in the energy window 227 - 
270eV while relatively big ELNES changes started after 250 eV. ELNES 
from screw hard core and easy core configurations are compared in 
figure 7.25. A noticeable change was visible at 250 - 270eV energy loss 
for easy core while hard core ELNES appeared to have negligible change 
in that energy window. However, the difference spectrum shows that 
there are considerable amount of changes in the above considered energy 
window but are unnoticeable due to the slope of the curves that rise sharp 
at 260eV for both screw hardcore and perfect crystal Mo.
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------ Screw hard core (p+f) DOS
------ Perfect (p+f) DOS
------Difference
E-Ef(eV)
Figure 7.23 (p+f) DOS comparison between perfect crystal Mo and screw 
dislocation with hard core. The difference curve represents the LDOS 
changes and was helpful in determining the unoccupied states.
The density of states difference between the hard core and easy core can 
distinguish the ELNES changes clearly in each case since partial DOS 
can be extracted from these FEFF calculations. If they are compared with 
each other, like p+f DOS, the contribution of DOS changes to the 
theoretical ELNES changes can be easily determined.
Hence in figure 7.24 (p+f) DOS for both screw dislocation cores (easy 
and hard) are compared to assess the contribution of partial DOS to their 
ELNES respectively for each core configuration.
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-------Screw Easy core p+fDOS
-------Screw hard core (p+f) DOS
E-Ef(eV)
Figure 7.24 (p+f) DOS from screw hard core and easy core were plotted 
with the difference between them showing the existence of unoccupied 
states relative to each other.
In figure 7.24, (p+f) DOS curves are corrected for the Fermi energy and 
are plotted to compare with each other. The hard core was reported to be 
metastable and not energetically favourable to exist by previous atomistic 
simulations as mentioned earlier in literature review[5, 10]. The sum of p 
and f density of states for hard core appears similar to easy core up to 
lOeV beyond Ef and there is a single sharp peak in between 10 and 
20eV.The rest of the curve stays fairly smooth and the peaks are much 
more smeared than the easy core. This is due to the heavy loss of 
symmetry at the hard core than the easy core configuration as explained 
in chapter 2. It is much easier to understand the basic ELNES changes by 
plotting the ELNES of both easy core and hard core with reference to 
perfect crystal in one single plot. This is shown in figures 7.25a and 
7.25b. The ELNES of perfect crystal shows clear peaks and much fine 
structural details all through the curve which can be explained by the 
symmetry and well-defined density of states. The hard core lies 
intermediate between the near edge structures exhibited by perfect crystal 
and screw easy core.
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a)
M45 perfect
b)
----- M45 perfect
Fig.7.25. a) Mo- M4 5 ELNES comparison between perfect crystal, screw 
dislocation easy core and hard core, b) A magnified image of the M4 5 
peaks region for the three different curves.
The easy core shows more changes in near edge structure than hard core 
as noticed in the figures 7.25a and 7.25b. It can be observed in figure7.25 
that the easy core suffers most due to the loss of symmetry near the core
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and hence the peaks are smeared to a maximum in comparison with hard 
core ELNES. In the energy range of 230-240eV, the hard core M4(5 
retains the peaks although they suffer a change, while the easy core have 
the peaks completely smeared and the structure at those peaks looks 
almost like a straight line. The ELNES differences of easy core and hard 
core with respect to perfect crystal are plotted in figure 7.26.
Oiff Perfect — hordcore Mo M45] - [Diff Perfect — Eosycore Mo M45
1 ' l ' '
Diff Perfect
Diff PerfecJ isycore
Fig.7.26. M0-M4 5 ELNES differences observed in the case of screw hard 
core (blue) and easy core (red) with respect to perfect crystal are shown.
In figure 7.26, the near edge structure differences in the easy and hard 
cores to perfect crystal are compared to identify the core structure that 
exhibits major differences. This can be helpful in assessing the 
probability of matching the ELNES changes observed in experimental 
spectra. The changes seen in both the curves above 0 on y-axis signify 
that the perfect crystal had more ELNES than the respective core
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configuration. In other words this means that such a core configuration 
has exhibited more smearing of the peaks in a chosen eV range. Even in 
figure 7.26 the easy core configuration undergoes bigger changes in 
ELNES in the energy range 240-270eV.
7.6.2 Edge dislocation Vs perfect crystal Mo
ELNES calculations of M4 5 edge are done for pure edge dislocation in 
the [111] direction. In practice, pure edge dislocations are not 
energetically favoured to exist in [111] orientation in bcc metals[8, 11]. 
The extra half plane is visible when viewed in [11-2] orientation which is 
the original as-provided orientation of the crystal co-ordinates. This is 
shown in figure 7.27. The ELNES of pure edge dislocation is calculated 
in [111] orientation to understand the spectral changes at edge dislocation 
core. These results were helpful in investigating the contribution of the 
edge component to the overall mixed dislocation ELNES.
1 a j J J
•J ■J W J
J J > J J J
0 0 0 J J
-» J J J J J J 0 0 O 0 « * *
> Jl J J J 3 » * 0 0 O O , * *
JU ^ v v* > J# J
sj O O 0 : f » V
* * 3 J J i
> Jy JUU Mm M3
J J J J J J J * * Jft J* -% 4
J J J J 0 0 J 3 4 4
J J J J j J 3 3 3
Edge dislocation in Mo 
viewed in [111] direction
Extra-half plane of 
the edge dislocation
Figure 7.27 Figure showing edge dislocation in molybdenum crystal and 
the extra half plane.
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It was thought that the edge dislocation core contributes significantly to 
the changes in ELNES as the bond lengths and symmetry vary near the 
core. FEFF calculations were performed using the same parameters used 
for screw dislocation and perfect crystal. The M4.5 ELNES spectra of 
edge dislocation and perfect crystal of Mo were then plotted on the same 
energy grid and examined for any changes in the difference spectrum. 
LDOS was also compared with respect to perfect crystal and any 
observations made were then carried to the study mixed dislocation 
ELNES.
PeHecI *1 Mo M"
Edge disln Core 
difference
E <eV>
Figure 7.28 Edge dislocation core spectrum in comparison with perfect 
crystal spectrum.
In figure 7.28, the edge dislocation core spectrum shows small changes in 
ELNES within the energy range 230-255eV. Another big change is seen 
in the energy range 275-285eV. In comparison to the screw core, the 
changes seem to be fairly small within 250-270eV, mainly because the 
orientation of the crystal used for FEFF calculation does not contain the 
edge dislocation line. In addition, the peaks at 228-240eV also appear to 
have widened and then became smooth as compared to perfect crystal.
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------ Perfect (p+f) DOS
------ Edge disocation p+f DOS
------Difference
30
E-Ef(eV)
Figure 7.29 LDOS comparison between edge dislocation and perfect 
crystal.
The difference spectra as shown in the figure 7.28 revealed that edge 
dislocation core does not contribute significantly to the ELNES in [111] 
when the edge dislocation is in [11-2] direction. This result also 
suggested that ELNES must always be calculated along the dislocation 
line direction in order to study the complete effect of dislocation core on 
the electronic structure.
7.6.3 Mixed dislocation Vs perfect crystal Mo
A 70° mixed dislocation in [111] direction was studied for ELNES by 
FEFF calculations. This mixed dislocation in a cluster of 300 atoms is 
shown in figure 7.30. In [111] direction the extra-half plane is shown and 
the other two orientations are shown to identify the core of the mixed 
dislocation. The randomness of the atomic distribution around the core 
can be observed and hence the edge component vectors attain 
significance in this case.
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j j j ->
j • j j j
■» j j j \ .»
70°Mixed dislocation in 
[111] direction.
J -J -m* VO V'J VO -J J J
>V^OV^OV^«6VM^ViOV^OVv^
70° Mixed dislocation in [11-2]
70° Mixed dislocation in [1-10]
Fig.7.30 ATOMS' model of 70° mixed dislocation with screw 
components along [111] and edge component shown by arrow, projected 
in three different directions.
The mixed dislocation co-ordinates as provided were from relaxed crystal 
model including all the other models in this thesis. This mixed 
dislocation had an easy core configuration, the edge component of which 
was shown in figure 7.30. These results are compared with perfect crystal 
and analysed with respect to edge dislocation. In figure 7.30 the central 
atom (black in left figure and marked in red in the other two) is the 
absorbing atom in the cluster and was from the mixed dislocation core.
The M4,5 near edge structure of molybdenum at the mixed dislocation 
core is compared with that of a perfect crystal in figure 7.31. The 
difference spectrum is shown enclosed in the left comer of the image. 
ELNES changes in the case of mixed dislocation are bigger than either 
screw or edge dislocation cores described earlier. The difference 
spectrum shows major changes in the positive y-axis indicating that the 
peaks and the fine structure details of the mixed easy core have 
diminished extensively with respect to perfect crystal ELNES. The 
symmetry loss at the core and its surroundings is believed to have caused 
the change in the structure of peaks from sharp to smooth.
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Perfect crystol Wo W4-5 - Mixed eosy core Mo M45
Fig.7.31. Theoretical M4 5 ELNES comparison between mixed easy core 
and perfect crystal molybdenum.
Mo Edge dislocation - Mo Mixed Easy core
Mo Mixed Easy :or« 
Mo Edge dislocx lion 
difference
Fig.7.32 Theoretical IVL^s ELNES comparison between edge and 70° 
mixed dislocations in [111] direction in molybdenum.
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The ELNES from mixed dislocation easy core is compared with that 
calculated from edge dislocation core to investigate the effect of edge 
component on the ELNES changes. It can be noticed in figure 7.31 that 
the structural change noticed in screw dislocation core ELNES between 
250 and 270eV also exists for mixed dislocation while this was absent in 
edge dislocation ELNES. Furthermore, the change in this energy range 
for mixed dislocation seems to have increased than compared to that 
exhibited by screw dislocation core.
0 7 n
-------Perfect (p+f) DOS
------ Mined easy (p+f) DOS
------ Difference
0 5 -
ni 04
O 0.3
E-Ef(ev)
Figure 7.33 Mixed dislocation (p+f) DOS for M4,s in Mo compared with 
that of perfect crystal.
The angular momentum projected local density of states (p+f) calculated 
for 70° mixed dislocation are compared with those of perfect crystal. The 
difference spectrum shows that number of unoccupied states in the case 
of a mixed dislocation relative to the perfect crystal.
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7.7 ELNES calculations of iron
Dislocations in iron samples were investigated with reference to perfect 
crystal through theoretical calculations. Electronic structure calculations 
of bcc iron were of interest to this project because iron undergoes plastic 
deformation by a different process (pencil glide) compared to other bcc 
metals[12]. Therefore the ELNES at dislocation cores in iron was thought 
to be influential in predicting the physical properties of iron.
ELNES at Li.s edges was calculated initially for a perfect crystal. These 
results were confirmed by changing the central absorbing atom and 
repeating the calculations using the same input cards. The convergence of 
potentials was taken into consideration for different sized clusters and 
300 atoms were found to be sufficient for Fe L2)3 ELNES calculations.
In the FEFF calculations for iron, spin orbit splitting is taken into account 
and the calculations included a card known as SPIN card. This card is not 
intended for common materials that are not affected by spin. In order to 
perform spin dependent calculations, the source code had to be changed 
with spin inclusion in the header file containing essential parameters and 
was then compiled to generate a new executable FEFF program that can 
perform spin dependent ELNES calculations.
FEFF can automatically take care of most of the spin up and spin down 
calculations and is shown to be accurate with Fermi levels for different 
materials including metals like Fe[3]. The importance of spin in 
calculating the appropriate electronic structure in transition metals was 
explained in chapter 4. While identifying the transitions could play a 
significant role in explaining the changes in electronic structure, the 
ability to differentiate transitions based on spin dependence could make 
the ELNES more precise.
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7.7.1 Screw dislocation calculations
ELNES calculations at L2,3 edge were performed for ^[l 11] screw 
dislocation in iron. The co-ordinates for Fe crystal containing screw 
dislocation as provided by the materials modelling group were relaxed 
but contained about 30,000 atoms and the screw dislocation had an easy 
core configuration. 300 atoms were chosen with the central atom of the 
cluster being the screw dislocation core atom. ELNES and LDOS 
calculations were then performed for Fe Lij edge. Same input cards were 
used for both perfect crystal and screw dislocation. The ELNES and 
LDOS results of both were compared to observe any significant changes 
in the spectra.
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Figure 7.34 ATOMS' model of iron perfect crystal in different 
orientations. This confirmed no irregularity in the crystal.
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Figure 7.35 '/4[111 ] screw dislocation in iron shown in different 
orientations.
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The atoms marked in different colours in figure 7.35 are screw 
dislocation core atoms that have retained maximum displacement along 
[111] direction after relaxation of the crystal. ELNES calculations were 
performed as if the electron beam travels down the crystal interacting 
with <111> atomic columns.
------ P«rf«ctF« 123 spin up
------ P«rf«ctFe L23$pm dotvn
1 2.V
760
Enerpyloss (»V)
Fig.7.36. Spin up and spin down Fe L2,3 ELNES calculated from a cluster 
of 300 atoms depicting the perfect crystal of iron shown in 7.34.
In figure 7.36, spin dependent ELNES calculated by FEFF for Fe-L2,3 is 
shown. The spectra are shown one above the other than overlapping onto 
one another because the two ELNES are exactly similar. It is useful to 
compare the structural changes by overlapping ELNES spectra in the 
case of M0-M4 5, but if the changes happen to be variation in ELNES 
peaks width and intensity then this method can be useful. It can be seen 
from the figure that the ELNES spectra of spin up and spin down 
calculations are similar because of the perfect crystal’s symmetry and no
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variation in fine structure is noticed. This observation can serve as a 
reference for further ELNES calculations for a screw and mixed 
dislocation core models. Another important technique to identify the 
change in fine structure is the variation in L2 and L3 peaks width and 
height. The peak width can be measured by the full width half maxima of 
each individual peak and can be compared with the reference perfect 
spectral peak widths and heights.
As mentioned in the literature review, the white line intensity ratios are a 
direct method to determine the d-band occupancy by estimating the 
unoccupied local density of states and the number of electrons in each 
angular momentum state[13]. The white line intensity ratios detennined 
from theoretical ELNES of a dislocation core can be compared to 
standard ratios in reference and with the perfect crystal ratios. The other 
factors that can affect the width are the core hole and the instrument 
resolution. A general set of core-hole life times and the resultant widths 
are written into FEFF code and it automatically takes care during initial 
calculations as it is incorporated with the complete data of core-hole life 
times for different metals[14].
The instrument resolution is dependent upon the energy spread of the 
electron source in the electron microscope[15]. Effects like channelling 
which can add up to the scattering events among the atoms of the 
material being probed, can further make the structural features appear 
fuzzy in the final spectrum. Nevertheless instrument broadening and the 
core-hole life times can be added to the calculation as corrections to the 
parameters. This will make the final spectra smoother and the peaks 
broadened which make the spectra more appropriate for comparison with 
experimental results. Theoretical Fe-L2,3 spectra presented in the thesis 
are calculated with and without spin dependence and an instrumental 
broadening of leV added to the spectra while the core-hole life times
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were automated and taken care of by FEFF during calculations. The spin 
up Fe-L2,3 spectra calculated of a perfect crystal is taken as a reference 
for comparing the spin up and spin down screw dislocation core spectra. 
The intensity of the peaks from screw core has increased and if the 
difference between perfect spectrum and screw core spectrum is 
considered, this intensity difference lies below zero axis as shown in 
figure 7.37. The changes observed are the increase in intensity of white 
line peaks for a screw dislocation and a shift in corresponding energy 
range of the peaks. The Fe-L2,3 ELNES calculated without spin are 
compared and are shown in figures 7.37 and 7.38.
Spin independent Fe L2,3 Comparison
2.4 units
------ Perfect Fe 12,30.2eV
------ Screweasycore Fe 12,3
----- Difference(P-S)
Changes in Screw spectrum
Energyloss (eV)
Fig. 7.37 Comparison of Fe-L2,3 ELNES of screw dislocation and perfect 
crystal. The difference spectrum relate to the changes in ELNES of screw 
with respect to perfect crystal.
It can be observed that there is a shift in energy peaks along the energy 
axis (0.4eV for L3 and 0.2 eV for L2) that caused the differences noticed 
in the difference spectrum apart from the change in intensity. The 
intensity of the L3 peak had increased significantly by 2.4 units for screw
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dislocation core while the L2 peak showed clear but relatively small 
changes. In order to confinn this shift in peaks both L2 and L3 edges were 
calculated independently. They were then plotted onto a common energy 
grid using a script (refer to appendix) written in MATLAB1 software and 
then compared with perfect crystal spectrum.
The comparison of perfect and screw dislocation ELNES at L2.3 was 
shown in figure 7.38. The L3 peaks were magnified and shown on the 
right side of the spectrum. The spectra appear much sharper in figure 
7.38 in the energy range of 720 -750 eV, where the shoulder peak just 
before L2 edge shows apparent change.
Screw dislocation Fe L23
Perfect crystal Fe L23
Figure 7.38 Variations in ELNES of Fe L2.3 at screw dislocation core as 
compared to perfect crystal, both calculated without specifying spin.
It is interesting to notice that the variations are different when the 
calculations are done using spin. These variations are shown in 
figures7.37, 7.39 and 7.40. In addition to perfect crystal, the spin up and 
spin down calculations for screw easy core are also similar to each other.
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Spinup Fe Us comparison
------Perfect Fe L23 Spinup
------Screw easycore Fe L23 Spinup
(Perfect-Screw easycore Spinup) 
difference
Fig.7.39a. Spin up Fe-L2,3 comparison between perfect crystal Fe and 
screw dislocation easy core and their difference spectrum.
O.leV
715.0 eV714.9 eV
0.94 units
------- Perfect Fe L23 Spinup
------- Screw easycore Fe L23 Spinup
Energyioss (eV)
Fig.7.39b. Variation in intensity and the peak shift of L3 edge for a screw 
dislocation easy core. The peak shifts by O.leV and intensity varies by 
0.9units. L3 peak is magnified from 7.39a to show the differences clearly.
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The lower half of the difference spectrum indicates the changes from 
screw easy core while the upper half corresponds to the perfect crystal 
ELNES. The variations of L2 peak for screw core and perfect crystal are 
shown in figure 7.39c.
728.4 eV__ 5.7
0.4 units
-------Perfect Fe 123 Spinup
-------Screw easycore Fe L23 Spinup
(Perfea-Screw easycore Spinup) 
difference
Energyloss (eV)
Fig.7.39c. L2 peak magnified from 7.39a showing variation in intensity 
of L2 edge for a screw dislocation easy core. The L2 peaks in both spectra 
appear at 728.4eV and peak intensity from screw core increased by 0.4 
units.
The observations made in Fe L2,3 ELNES in figures 7.39a,b and c, 
confirm that for a screw dislocation core, the L2 and L3 peaks exhibit 
increased peak intensity while the L3 peak shifted by 0.1 eV with respect 
to perfect crystal. The spin down Fe L2,3 ELNES spectra are shown in 
figure 7.40.
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Spindown Fe 12,3 comparison
------- Perfect Fe 123 Spinup
-------Screw easycore Fe 123
Spindown
------- (Perfect-Screw easycore
Spindown) difference
730
Energy loss(eV)
Fig.7.40 Spin down Fe-L2,3 comparison between perfect crystal Fe and 
screw dislocation easy core and their difference spectrum.
The analysis of peak positions and the energy shift of spectra in figure 
7.40 revealed that they look similar to the spin up calculation spectra in 
figure 7.39 and no changes are observed between spin up and spin down 
calculations for screw easy core with reference to perfect crystal. The 
spin up and spin down Fe- L2,3 spectra for different core configurations 
with respect to perfect crystal are shown in figures 7.41 and 7.42.
The L3 peaks of screw easy core and hard core are separated by 0.1 eV 
and the easy core L3 peak by itself is 0.1 eV distant from perfect crystal 
L3 peak. It can be observed in figures 7.41 and 7.42 that the L3 peaks of 
both easy and hard core have same change in peak heights of 0.94 units 
with respect to perfect crystal. In contrast, the spin up L2 peak of screw 
easy core varies approximately about 1 unit {i.e. (0.43-0.34)} in height 
with hardcore L2 peak. The spin down L3 peak varies by 0.5 units [0.41- 
0.36]. The energy at which the L2 peaks reach maximum is 728.4 eV for 
both easy core and perfect crystal while the hard core L2 peak shifts by 
0.1 eV to 728.3eV.
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s.s
(s+d) DOS comparison
------ Perfect Fe U.3 (s+d) DOS
------ Screweesycore Fe L2.3(s+d) DOS
------ Screw hardcore Fe 12.3 (s+d) DOS
OS
Fig.7.43 Figure showing changes in Fe (s+gO-DOS at screw dislocation 
cores with respect to perfect crystal. The Fermi energy is corrected by 
-20.25eV and the electron counts for each orbital momentum as reported 
by FEFF calculations are shown in table 7.1.
Electron counts for each orbital momentum
Orbital perfect Fe 12,3 Screw easy core Fe 12,3
Screw hardcore Fe
12,3
(s) 0.617 0.634 0.626
(P) 0.748 0.746 0.747
(d) 6.635 6.62 6.627
(f) 0 0 0
(s+d) 7.252 7.254 7.253
Total 8 8 8
Table7.1 The number of electrons per each orbital momentum for easy
and hard core configurations with reference to perfect crystal.
It can be seen from figure 7.43 that the {s+d) DOS at screw dislocation 
core changes significantly at 1.75 eV. There are less number of 5 and d 
states at dislocation cores than in perfect crystal. The peaks occur at 0.5 
and 1.75 eV (peak maximum) above the edge threshold and the (s+d) 
DOS of screw cores increase between 0 and 1 eV above the edge and 
then decrease at 1.75 which can be noticed by the difference in peak
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maximum. The electron counts for each orbital momentum infer the 
transitions occuning at the screw cores when compared with their values 
for perfect crystal. It can be observed that the s orbitals of screw cores 
have more electron count than the perfect crystal while the electron 
counts for d orbitals have reduced. The charge transfer for all the three 
spectra is OeV and the Lorentzian broadening applied to the curves while 
calculation is 0.3eV. The shapes of the DOS curves suggest that the hard 
core is more perfect-like than the easy core. The total number of states 
remains constant as in general case but there are more (s+d) electron 
counts at the easy core than hard core and perfect crystal. These changes 
are analysed in comparison with experimental spectra to understand the 
changes occurring in the Fe L2,3 ELNES at screw dislocation cores.
7.7.2 Mixed dislocation calculations
Apart from screw dislocation, 70° mixed dislocation in [111] orientation 
was also investigated for its electronic structure at the core calculated by 
FEFF. The mixed core was noticed from the ATOMS model generated 
from a large cluster and 300 atoms enclosing the core were chosen for 
FEFF calculations with core atom at the centre.
D O O O
O o
o J o O j O
■J J J ^ J J o
J O O J O j J
J O J J J J
-J O J v> J
Fig.7.44. ATOMS model of a mixed dislocation in Fe showing the core 
atom (black atom at the centre). The edge component of the mixed
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dislocation can be easily identified from this figure with the black atom 
at the end of the extra half plane. The screw components are in [111] and 
invisible when viewed in [111] orientation
Perfectand Mixed Fe 12,3 ELNES comparison
------Perfect Fe 12,3
------Mixed easy core Fe 12,3
>!-- 05eV
. 730
Energyloss (ev)
Fig.7.45. Fe L23 ELNES comparison between mixed dislocation and 
perfect crystal.
In figure 7.45 the L2 and L3 peaks from mixed dislocation core show a 
consistent change in the intensity by 1.5 and 3 units respectively. There is 
an energy shift corresponding to the energy of perfect crystal peaks by 
0.5 eV for both peaks. It is interesting to note that both L2 and L3 peaks 
showed apparent change in their heights while in screw dislocation core, 
the changes in L2 peak are very small. The relatively big differences in 
energy shift and intensity of mixed dislocation core could help in 
differentiating the screw core from mixed dislocation while examining 
the changes visible in the experimental spectra. The local density of 
states of a mixed dislocation in comparison with a perfect crystal is 
shown in figure 7.46. A difference of about 1.5 DOS/eV between the 
peaks of perfect spectrum and the mixed dislocation easy core is 
observed and the peaks are separated by 0.25eV.
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Perfect and Mixed easy core Fe L2.3 (s+d)DOS comparison
3.S ,
------ Perfect Fe L2.J (s-td)OOS
------ Mixed Eesy Fe L2,3 (s*d)DOS
Fig.7.46. Comparison between (s+d) density of states of mixed 
dislocation and perfect crystal. The difference between the spectral peaks 
(1.5 DOS/eV) and their energy shift (0.25eV) are shown.
7.8. Approximations
The FEFF calculations are done using a single atom at the centre of the 
cluster as absorbing atom and the multiple scattering from surrounding 
atoms is calculated with respect to that absorbing atom. However in 
practice, in an electron microscope there are many number of atoms 
under the probe and the spectrometer records ELNES from column of 
atoms rather than a single atom. The inelastic scattering intensity 
accounts to the signal from the atoms and a contribution from the 
surrounding atoms which causes peak broadening.
The advantage of experimental spectra is that it can increase the signal 
from many dislocation core atoms under the probe, and the changes 
might be more pronounced than the theoretical spectra calculated from a 
single atom. It is important to note here that theoretical ELNES varies
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from one core atom to the other since FEFF performs real space site- 
specific calculations of density of states and ELNES. An example of this 
aspect is shown in figures 7.47 where different core atoms can cause the 
changes in the intensity of peaks in molybdenum.
Another important factor to be considered when attempting to study 
theoretical ELNES with experimental ELNES is the state of the core 
atom. Experimental EELS records the structure from the core atom that is 
excited by the electron interaction, stays in a metastable state till the core 
hole life time and finally returns to ground state.
Theoretical ELNES calculations are done for the crystal that is relaxed to 
a lowest energy structure to allow the core atoms reconfigure and 
stabilise. However the basic differences between the ELNES from 
dislocation core and perfect crystal should provide information regarding 
the transitions that cause the electronic structure to change for different 
core configurations.
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Screw Mo M45 FIFF (El type ELMS)
Perfect Mo M45FEFF
Screw Mo M45 FEFF (E2 typo ELNES)
Perfect Mo M45 FEFF
Screw Me M45 FIFF (LJ npe ELMS)
Perfect Me M45 FIFF
Fig.7.47. Theoretical ELNES of M0-M4 5 calculated from different core 
atoms (El, E2, E3 in fig.7.2) showing variations in peak heights (marked 
cl and enclosed in dotted box) and the relative change with respect to 
perfect crystal (marked c2 indicated by arrows).x axis is energy loss(eV).
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7.9 Calculated Fe L2)3 ELNES
The Fe L2,3 edge is investigated for ELNES changes at the cores of screw 
and mixed dislocation and compared with that of prefect crystal. Fe L2,3 
edges are characterised by two strong white line intensities Fe L2 at 728.5 
eV and Fe L3 at 715.1 eV for perfect crystal from FEFF calculations. The 
ELNES exhibited at these edges is a characteristic of Fe valence state and 
the changes in ELNES of L2>3 edge at screw dislocation core would 
provide information about the electronic structure at the core. Clear 
changes are observed in Fe-L2)3 edge white line intensity ratios as shown 
in figures 7.38 to 7.42. The L3 edge had increased counts at screw 
dislocation core and a chemical shift of 0.1 eV for both peaks was 
observed when compared to prefect crystal. The intensity increase was 
also observed at the shoulder just before L2 edge at 725 eV. L2 edge is a 
resultant of 2p1/2 electron transition to unoccupied 3d states of high 
density while 2p3/2 electron transition causes L3 edge. Therefore L2)3 edge 
provides information about the electron transitions occurring between 2p 
and 3d states. The information contained in the ELNES was reported to 
be sensitive to chemical composition and the local symmetry of the 
region[15]. The white line intensity ratio of L3/L2 was reported to be in 
the ratio of 2:1 for perfect crystal from the x-ray absolution study done 
on transition metals and EELS studies by Leapman etal reported the 
ratio to be 3.4[ 13]. The ratio was suggested to be sensitive to the valence 
state and site-specific[135 16, 17]. This is the reason for the changes in 
the intensities of L3 and L2 at the screw dislocation. The changes noticed 
at core are site-specific because core atoms are at different bond lengths 
due asymmetry prevailing at the core. They are also valence dependent 
because the binding energies between the atoms of the core are different 
with respect to the perfect crystal. Therefore the interaction of electrons 
with core atoms causes transitions that change the electronic structure.
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The maxima of Fe L3 and L2 peaks from screw dislocation core are 
compared with those of perfect crystal.
ELNES
L3 max. Energy 
(eV)
L3 max. Intensity 
(eV)
L2 max. Energy 
(eV)
L2 max. Intensity 
(eV)
L3/L2
ratio
Perfect crystal 715.1 20.07 728.5 14.16
1.417372
881
Screw
dislocation core 714.9 22.89 728.3 14.33
1.597348
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Table 7.2 L3/L2 maxima ratio comparison between screw dislocation core 
and perfect crystal taken fi'om figure 7.38.
The L3/L2 intensity maxima ratio for screw dislocation (1.6) was a larger 
value than for perfect ciystal (1.4) suggesting the changes occurring in 
the ELNES region of screw dislocation core.
The (s+d) density of states of L2)3 edge at screw dislocation core in oi-iron 
are compared with perfect crystal as shown in the figure 7.43. It can be 
inferred from table 7.1 that when compared to perfect crystal, the 
electron population of s and d states at screw cores is more in the bound 
(or occupied) states. In other words, this suggests that at the screw cores 
there are more unoccupied (or freely available) states. This could be the 
reason for the ELNES L2,3 peaks to show an increase in intensity at 
dislocation cores. The unoccupied (s+d) states on an average at screw 
dislocation core were higher than those in perfect crystal, suggesting that 
there are more occupied d states, henceforth confirming that more 
transitions from 2p to 3d occur at the core. The Fe L2,3 edge was showing 
increased intensity at screw dislocation core suggesting that more 2p 
electrons were undergoing transitions at the core than at the perfect 
crystal which agrees with the changes observed in local DOS.
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The EELS spectra taken from EELS ATLAS of molybdenum M4,5 core 
loss edge and iron L2,3 core loss edge are shown below for reference.
EELS ATLAS reference spectra obtained from Digital Micrograph.
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Chapter 8
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: MOLYBDENUM
This chapter includes the results obtained using SuperSTEM from single 
crystal and polycrystalline molybdenum samples. These results consist of 
atomic resolution images of perfect crystal, screw and mixed dislocations 
in grains with [111] orientation. The electron energy loss spectra 
obtained from dislocations and perfect crystal regions without 
dislocations are presented along with the experimental conditions under 
which they were obtained.
The experimental results are compared with theoretically calculated EEL 
spectra for pure molybdenum cluster of atoms, theoretical results from 
!/2[l 11] screw dislocation core and mixed dislocation in [111] orientation. 
The observed differences are discussed.
8.1 SuperSTEM results
Molybdenum polycrystalline samples were examined at SuperSTEM for 
screw dislocations in [111] grains after they have been studied using 
TEM and STEM at Liverpool. Low magnification micrographs recorded 
using TEM were used to quickly identify the regions containing 
dislocations in SuperSTEM as shown in figure 8.1. In figure 8.1 
dislocations can be observed near the centre of the grain and the grain is 
relatively thin with respect to the adjacent grain.
A common aspect observed in polycrystalline molybdenum samples 
prepared by electropolishing was the presence of bend contours at 
relatively short distances near the edges the sample while some thin areas 
were prone to curling. In the bright field image in fig 8.1 these bend 
contours are clearly visible. Heavy bending of the grains in thinner areas
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restricted the use of high angles at which the samples could be tilted for 
analysing the dislocations. This was one more factor added to the 
difficulty of working with polycrystalline molybdenum samples in the 
microscopes in this research.
Fig. 8.1 SuperSTEM bright field (left) and high angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) (right) images of a grain with <111> orientation containing 
dislocations in a polycrystalline Mo sample.
Fig. 8.2 Bright field (left) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
(right) lattice images of perfect molybdenum [111] grain with the 
corresponding FFT image with indexed diffraction patterns.
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8.2 Identification of dislocation core in SuperSTEM
A series of low magnification TEM images are used to identify the 
location of screw dislocations in the sample and the bright field and 
HAADF images of dislocations were recorded in SuperSTEM at different 
magnifications.
8.2.1 Geometric phase analysis by IFFT
Lattice images of perfect crystal region (region without defects) were taken 
at atomic resolution, followed by the images of dislocations. The HAADF 
image gives better resolution of the lattice contrast and can be used to 
identify the crystal orientation by performing a Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) of the HAADF image. The FFT is an analogue of the information 
contained in the image taken in real space converted into Fourier space[l]. 
The FFT of HAADF image generates the diffraction pattern for the crystal 
orientation. The distance between the diffraction spots and the angles 
between them were measured and compared with standard data to confirm 
the <111> crystal orientation. The FFT was also used to identify the 
alignment of the optic axis with respect to the crystal zone axis and was 
helpful for identifying any astigmatism or coma after the initial aberration 
corrections were done.
Each set of the bright spots in the FFT image contains information about 
the corresponding set of planes with specific orientation from which they 
were generated. Therefore each set of diffraction spots in the FFT image 
was studied to check for any distortion or discontinuity in those planes that 
are responsible for generating them. This was done by masking a set of 
diffraction spots and taking an inverse FFT followed by displaying phase. 
The resulting image contains the planes that were responsible for the set of 
diffraction spots. This procedure is repeated for each set of first order
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diffraction spots in the FFT image. This method is shown with images in 
the figure 8.3.
12 3 4
Fig. 8.3 1) FFT of HAADF from mixed dislocation 2) Masking a set of 
reflections 3) Masked image 4) IFFT of masked image showing extra half­
plane in the marked circle.
The resultant inverse FFT image (termed as TFFT’) reveals the distortion 
in the planes with respect to each set of diffraction spots and the presence 
of any extra-half planes in the case of mixed dislocations in 111 crystal 
sample. This was used to identify the core region where there is maximum 
distortion or discontinuity accompanied by the change in contrast.
8.2.2 Geometric phase analysis by Live FFT
Geometric phase analysis is a popular technique used to identify any 
structural change in the infonnation contained in the image taken from 
defects. This is based on the fact that changes in the periodicity and 
orientation of the lattice near defects cause changes in the scattering of 
electron beam from the defect region. This results in the change in phase 
information that can be observed by examining the diffraction spots in the 
FFT image. Geometric phase analysis in this research was used to identify 
the character of the dislocation (screw or mixed dislocation) and involves 
the step by step procedure given below:
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1. A HAADF image of the dislocation was taken at atomic resolution and 
care was taken to fit whole contrast change from the dislocation within the 
image.
2. FFT analysis explained above was done for each set of diffraction spots 
to identify the planes that are responsible for lattice distortion and 
dislocation confrast.
3. A single diffraction spot of that set was chosen in the FFT image using 
ROI marker box with a size of 2nX2n.
4. A first live FFT of tire selection in the ROI was taken. This was 
followed by selection of first FFT and generating second FFT from it. This 
was repeated until a third FFT is generated from the second. The third FFT 
image was changed to display the phase information.
5. The changes in phase were observed by moving the ROI marker box 
slowly around tire diffraction spot in the FFT image that has diffraction 
spots.
6. When the ROI box was located at the centre of the diffraction spot the 
phase information remained constant and when it was moved slightly away 
from the centre of the diffraction spot, a phase ramp was observed which 
provided information about the orientation of the planes corresponding to 
that diffraction spot.
7. The phase changes were expected and observed in tire case of a screw 
dislocation due to Eshelby twist and the distortion of atomic planes 
surrounding the screw dislocation core. A mixed dislocation was identified 
by the presence of an extra half plane in one of the orientations of the 
lattice planes in the image as discussed in previous section. Thus the 
character of the dislocations was identified from atomic resolution images 
using Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA). The GPA for screw dislocation is
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shown in figure 8.4. The identification of dislocation character was 
followed by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) of the dislocation 
core region and perfect crystal region.
Fig. 8.4 A) Live FFT showing the selected diffraction spot B) First, second 
and third live FFT’s of diffraction spot in A. C) Phase display for third live 
FFT with ROI on the diffraction spot D) Phase display for third live FFT 
away from the diffraction spot.
8.3 Drift tube Correction
While the spectra were being collected, the electron beam moves across 
the atomic columns collecting infonuation column by column. It was 
observed that the spectrum moves along the energy axis as the spectra 
was collected. This led to a considerable shift in individual spectra from 
the first pixel in the row of pixels to the last pixel. This was corrected 
using a script specifically written and installed into Digital micrograph 
known as “drift tube correction”.
When this script is used, it controls and corrects the movement of drift 
tube at random using a specific number of channels used for EELS 
acquisition. It also contains the section that allows the removal of dark 
current that arises from noise when the beam is blank. The program code 
for this script is added in the appendix section of thesis and the process 
dialogue is shown in figure 8.5. The spectra were collected using this 
script from the dislocation (termed as DT shift SI) and was followed by 
collecting spectrum image of dark current noise (termed as background
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noise SI). This was done by blanking the beam and collecting spectrum 
image. This background SI was then subtracted from the DT shift SI to 
obtain background removed SI. Then the spectra were realigned to their 
correct energy scale by clicking “SI realign” button shown in figure 8.5. 
The resultant SI was named background removed and realigned SI and 
was used for further EELS analysis. An example of this procedure is 
shown in figure 8.5.
Energy Peak shift
rS
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Fig. 8.5 Drift tube correction and dark current removal and realigning
method followed during EEL spectrum acquisition. Figure A is the DT
shift SI that shows the pixels from which respective spectra are collected
and the shift in energy peak as beam acquires SI from one pixel to its
adjacent one. Figure B shows the DT shift SI with the carbon K-edge at
250 eV rather than its actual value of 285eV. Figure C shows the
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background SI which records the dark current noise. Figure D is the 
background removed SI and it can be observed that the peaks and the 
spectral features become sharp and clear in the spectrum. It can be seen 
that the carbon K-edge still shows maximum at 250eV in this spectrum. 
Figure E is the background removed and realigned spectrum image 
which shows the carbon K-edge at 285eV and the spectral features sharp 
and clear. Figure F is the dialogue that the “drift tube correction” script 
generates in Digital Micrograph. The options to choose the number of 
channels to be used for correction are also shown.
8.4. Identification of spectral changes using Chi squared Image
The spectrum images acquired from dislocation region are analysed 
pixel by pixel for any spectral changes near the molybdenum edge. 
The number of pixels is large in most cases (typically 700 to 900) and 
examining each individual spectrum proved to be a tough task. As the 
spectra were collected, the signal and noise levels varied for each pixel 
and are non-uniform throughout the spectrum image. This can lead to the 
variations in the fine structure observed above the edge threshold and 
could be misinterpreted for changes in near edge structure. This non­
uniformity was taken care of by a script named “chi square” written and 
installed into digital micrograph.
For this script to run, it required background from every pixel to be 
removed in the spectrum image, and creating a background subtracted 
spectrum image. This was done using the option provided in digital 
micrograph for generating a background subtracted SI. It was followed 
by the summation of all spectra with in the background subtracted SI, 
selection of ELNES region from the summed spectra and then 
normalising the spectra with a selected energy window far from ELNES 
region. The result of this script was a “chi squared” image which has the 
same number of pixels as the original SI, but the pixels that contain
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spectral changes in the selected ELNES region were highlighted as bright 
pixels. The rest of the pixels appear dark. The idea of this script was to 
highlight the pixels that correspond to changes in ELNES as compared to 
the rest of the pixels. These pixels were then located in the background 
subtracted SI and were carefully examined for the spectral changes near 
the energy edge.
The chi squared script served two purposes.
1. Reduction of time and effort to examine each individual spectrum out 
of large number of spectra contained in the SI.
2. Identification of pixels that contain variations in near edge structure.
The program code for “chi squared” script is added to the appendix 
section of this thesis. As changes in ELNES were expected from the 
spectra that correspond to dislocation core, they would be revealed as 
bright pixels in the chi squared image.
The position of the bright pixel in chi squared image was noted and the 
spectrum at the same position in background subtracted SI was analysed. 
The spectra from those bright pixels were compared to the average 
background subtracted spectrum. This revealed the changes in near edge 
structure at the dislocation core.
The application of chi squared script for this SI is shown sequentially in 
figures 8.8A to 8.8H. Molybdenum edge was studied for ELNES 
changes from mixed dislocation core in comparison to a perfect crystal 
region of the sample. A region of interest with sufficient width and height 
to include the dislocation core was chosen and EEL spectra were 
acquired from mixed dislocation with shortest projected length along the 
surface of the foil as shown in figure 8.6.
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Fig. 8.6 HAADF image of mixed dislocation in polycrystalline 
molybdenum with diffraction pattern indexed FFT. Dislocation core is in 
the circle and EELS spectrum image is collected from the rectangular 
selection. The Fourier filtered image from HAADF of this dislocation 
that can be helpful in identifying the core is shown in figure 8.12.
Fig. 8.7 Fourier filtered image showing the extra-half plane that arises 
from the edge component of a mixed dislocation.
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In figure8.7 the triangle region contains the core of the mixed dislocation 
and the displacement of atoms around the core is apparently visible in the 
image. Mixed dislocation core region separated and magnified from the 
filtered image shown in the bottom comer. The dislocation core atom 
represented in black colour is where the half plane ends and it can be 
seen here that there are 7 atoms surrounding the black core atom rather 
than 6 atoms for [111] orientation. EELS is acquired from this core and 
the chi square script is applied to it as shown in figure 8.8.
IMM*
<0*
Fig. 8.8 A) Dark current removed and realigned SI is on the left and 
background subtraction for the spectrum from first pixel of SI is shown 
on the right.
Fig.8.8 B) Figure showing background subtracted SI (left) and the 
summed spectra of all 256 pixels in SI (right).
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Fig. 8.8 C) Figure showing selected ELNES region on the summed 
spectra; D) figure showing the normalisation energy window used to 
generate chi squared image; E) chi squared image showing bright pixels 
that correspond to ELNES changes.
The pixel enclosed in the red circle is the spectrum that shows ELNES 
changes and could be from dislocation core. This can be confirmed by 
comparing the position of this pixel with the pixel in the original SI as 
shown in figure 8.8F. Moreover it can be verified if the position of this 
pixel corresponds to the core atom in the post SI HAADF image. This 
will be discussed with the results obtained from mixed and screw 
dislocations.
§5]
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Fig. 8.8 F) Figure showing the spectrum image (left) with the central red 
pixel being the supposed dislocation core region. The spectrum shown on 
the right is from the central red pixel with marked ELNES energy 
window.
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Fig. 8.8 G) Figure showing the average spectrum of 16 background 
subtracted spectra selected from the perfect crystal region.
Average spectrum
Dislocation core spectrum
*V-*i«-2 KJ.5 «V
Fig. 8.8 H) Comparison of average (fig G) and the expected mixed 
dislocation core (fig F) spectra. It can be observed from figure 8.8 H that 
the ELNES of dislocation core is different from ELNES of perfect 
crystal. The variation in ELNES peaks are clearly noticed within the 
selected energy window. The factors that could contribute to these 
ELNES changes will be discussed along with the results in the next 
sections of this chapter.
8.5 Reason for studying single crystal Mo
The difficulty of finding end-on screw dislocations within a thin area of
[111] orientation in polycrystalline specimens was one of the reasons for
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the decision to consider the study of screw dislocations in a [111] 
molybdenum single crystal. Contamination from the polycrystalline 
sample due to the presence of <20 ppm carbon in the bulk samples was 
responsible for further problems while analysing Mo ELNES edges 
(edge onset at 227eV with delayed 80 eV) close to carbon K-edge (285 
eV). The single crystal samples were prepared in exactly the same way 
as the polycrystalline samples by standard metallographic and 
electropolishing techniques. The difference between both the samples 
was the bulk material purity, crystal orientation and the defonnation of 
single crystal so as to generate J4[lll] screw dislocations. This is 
summarised in table 8.1.
Sample Purity (%) Orientation Defonnation
Dislocation
density (mm"2)
Polycrystalline
Mo foil
99.95%
Most grains
with <110>
Not
deformed
~5 x 107
Single crystal
Mo
99.99% [111]
Under high
strain rates
~4.3 x 107
Table.8.1. Comparison of single crystal and polycrystalline Mo samples 
studied in this work.
8.6 Mixed dislocation results
8.6.1. Mixed dislocations in polycrystalline sample
Most of the dislocations observed in these samples were 70° mixed 
dislocations while screw dislocations were of the desired type. Atomic 
resolution images were taken from dislocations exclusively from [111] 
orientated grains of the samples using SuperSTEM followed by high 
resolution EELS experiments. These images were then checked for screw
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character by performing geometric phase analysis. Geometric phase 
analysis reveals the presence of any extra half-plane from the lattice 
image of a dislocation. The extra-half plane is a general characteristic of 
an edge dislocation but it is also observed as the contribution of the edge 
component from a mixed dislocation^]. The particular case of interest 
for this work is the mixed dislocation with [111] line direction normal to 
the foil surface and Burgers vector equal to one of the other three 
1/2<111> types, i.e. a 70° mixed dislocation.
In most cases, mixed dislocations were observed in polycrystalline 
molybdenum samples with a very short range of lattice distortion around 
the core. These small distorted regions with electron beam along [111] 
direction were observed at lOOOkX magnification in SuperSTEM and 
could easily be misinterpreted for screw dislocations when they were 
observed in TEM and STEM for their dislocation contrast.
Due to the presence of such mixed dislocations it was necessary to check 
the absence of any extra-half planes in the atomic resolution images 
recorded from dislocations that were thought to be of screw character. 
Hence, as a part of this research, some mixed dislocations were also 
studied for their electronic structure near the core. The core structure of 
mixed dislocations was much complex as compared to screw dislocations 
due to the partial contributions from both edge and screw components. 
Therefore the work on mixed dislocations described in this thesis is 
limited to the study of their electronic structure at the core in comparison 
to screw dislocations.
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Fig. 8.9 Mixed dislocation in [111] orientation with a small region of 
contrast arising from the destruction of symmetry around its core.
The figure above is a bright field image and below is the corresponding 
HAADF. A mixed dislocation with short range of lattice distortion is 
shown in figure 8.9. The contrast arising due to bending of lattice planes 
around the dislocation core can be clearly seen from the bright field 
image.
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In figure 8.9, scan noise from the instrument can be seen as fine lines 
running horizontally across the dark field image. The brighter areas in 
the HAADF image are better resolved as compared to the darker areas 
revealing the presence of deformation of the planes surrounding the 
dislocation. The location of the core of this dislocation using geometric 
phase analysis is shown in figure 8.10.
00 02 04 00 04 1.0 1 2 00 02 04 00 01 10 12
Fig. 8.10 Identification of mixed dislocation core and extra-half planes 
by geometric phase analysis.
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The FFT of HAADF image of mixed dislocation in figure 8.7 is shown in 
image A of figure 8.10. This was used to identify the reflections and 
index them accordingly. Masking using <101> reflection is shown in 
images B and C. The planes responsible for <101> reflections are shown 
in image D, which is the inverse FFT of image C and careful examination 
of these planes should reveal any extra-half planes if present. The circle 
marked in image D is the region that corresponds to the area that has the 
dislocation contrast in the HAADF. Hence the circle area was the 
expected core region. From the image D it is obvious that no extra-half 
planes were present for <101> reflection. Therefore <01-1> were masked 
as shown in images E, F and G respectively.
The dislocation core region is magnified to show the extra-half plane 
encircled clearly in image H. The alternative white and dark lines in 
images D, G and H are a representative indication of the successive 2tt 
phase changes that occur between planes. The two green lines inside the 
circle are the ROFs for a line profile; the first one was along the region 
containing extra-half plane and the second one was for dislocation core. 
The corresponding line profiles are shown in figures I and J. Figure I is 
the same as a perfect region of the crystal and hence has symmetry which 
is evident from alternative positive and negative intensity values plotted 
against the distance in nanometres, and are representative of alternate 
dark and bright lines in inverse FFT.
Figure J is the line profile along the mixed dislocation core and it can be 
seen that there are two negative peaks between 0.4 and 0.6 mn. The 
width of each peak is 1.03 A. The extra negative-valued peak at 0.6 mn 
with less intensity in comparison to other peaks represents the extra-half 
plane and is indicated in the figure as “EHP”. Thus the mixed dislocation 
core was identified and examined for changes using high resolution 
HAADF images. Some of the recorded mixed dislocations were analysed 
for ELNES changes by acquiring spectra from their cores.
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In order to record ELNES from dislocations, primarily it was essential to 
find the location of the core on the HAADF image so that the spectrum 
collected from the selected ROI on the HAADF image contains ELNES 
from the core. The core was identified by performing Fast Fourier 
Transfonns of HAADF images of dislocations.
Fig. 8.11 shows the Fourier filtered image of the mixed dislocation and 
figure 8.12 shows the core region magnified and displayed in colour 
contour map for easy identification. In both of these images, the core is 
situated inside the marked circle.
Fig. 8.11 Mixed dislocation core clearly identified inside the circle from 
Fourier filtered image.
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Fig. 8.12 Colour contour image of mixed dislocation core blown up from 
Fourier filtered image shown in figure 8.11.
The red features in figure 8.10 are the atomic positions as recorded in a 
HAADF image. Careful observation of the atomic rows from top to 
bottom in the image reveals the extent of displacement along horizontal 
and vertical directions. Though the atoms will be displaced in the 
dislocation line direction, this image cannot reveal the relative z- 
displacements i.e. along [111] direction.
8.6.2 Mixed dislocations in single crystal Mo
The results obtained from mixed dislocations in polycrystalline 
molybdenum samples were showing ELNES changes in the spectra 
obtained from core region as shown in figure 8.8. However the presence 
of the constituent elements as impurities in polycrystalline samples raised 
questions as if the changes noticed were due to their presence. It was well 
known and often reported phenomenon that the existence of impurity 
atoms in the sample might possibly lead to their segregation at the 
dislocation cores. One such phenomenon is the presence of Cottrell 
atmospheres at dislocation cores in iron. Hence it was important to 
ensure that ELNES changes are caused due to the damage to local
symmetry at dislocation rather than due to the presence of impurity
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atoms. This eventually led to the study of dislocations in molybdenum 
single crystal that is ultra pure. Mixed dislocations in samples prepared 
from single crystal molybdenum were analysed for ELNES changes and 
will be presented in this section. The experimental techniques and EELS 
analysis procedures followed for single crystal samples are same as those 
described for polycrystalline samples. Hence, the results from single 
crystal Mo samples are presented with short and concise description and 
any modifications done in the procedure are highlighted with relevant 
results.
Fig. 8.13 HAADF lattice image (above) and BF (below) images of 
perfect crystal region in a single crystal molybdenum sample.
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Fig. 8.14 HAADF image of a mixed dislocation showing the region of 
interest from which the EELS spectrum image was acquired.
2 nm
1
Fig. 8.15 SuperSTEM Bright field image of the mixed dislocation shown 
in figure 8.14.
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Fig. 8.16 Inverse FFT of HAADF (left) revealing the extra half plane and 
Fourier filtered image (right) with dislocation core enclosed in circle.
Fig. 8.17 HAADF and BF images recorded after the EELS acquisition 
from the dislocation. The region of SI acquisition is shown in square box.
It can be observed from figure 8.17 that there was not much carbon 
contamination in this sample after EELS acquisition. Bright field and 
HAADF images recorded after EELS acquisition in polycrystalline 
samples showed carbon contamination while in single crystal samples it 
was reduced to a minimum. This meant that the ELNES changes at Mo 
M4 5 edge would be much vivid and almost free from the interference of 
carbon K edge signal.
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Sample drift is a common problem encountered in electron microscopes 
and it can be either upwards, downwards or a diagonal drift. If the sample 
is drifting while EELS is being acquired, then it can lead to a situation 
where the atoms of the core are probed at a different position than their 
original position in the pre-SI HAADF image. For example if we assume 
the sample drifts at 1.0 A/min (i.e. 0.016 A/sec) and a spectrum image of 
16x16 pixels (since it has to be 2n x2n) is being collected at a rate of one 
second per pixel, then it would take 4.2 minutes (i.e. 256/60) for the SI 
acquisition to complete and the sample would have drifted by 4.2 A at 
the end of the SI acquisition. Applying the movement of core atoms to 
this case, they would have moved by 4.2 A in the direction of the drift at 
the end of acquisition which is a bigger value than the interatomic 
distance in Mo (3.14 A)[3]. This suggests that the core atoms in the pre- 
SI HAADF image have moved to the position of their neighbouring 
atoms in the direction of drift at the end of acquisition.
If the acquisition is linear and along horizontal axis in a square box of 
16x16, then at the end of acquisition of the first row of 16 pixels, the 
atoms would have moved by 0.2 A (i.e. 16/60) in the direction of drift. If 
it is assumed that that there are 16x16 atoms in a SI image of 16x16 
pixels (i.e. an atom per pixel) and assuming the core is at the centre of the 
SI image according to pre-SI HAADF image, then by the time the beam 
reaches the core pixel position of 8x8 at 120th second (7 rows with 16 
pixels +7pixels in 8th row=119 pixels at 1 s/pixel acquisition time), the 
core would have already moved 1.9 A (i.e. 119/60) far away from its 
original position.
This suggests that the beam would experience only a fraction of the 
atomic column and the signal will hence be much reduced from the core 
atoms. In reality the drift rates can be higher than the above example and 
in that case the neighbouring atoms can move completely to the position 
of core atoms. This would mean the core atoms according to their
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position in the pre-SI HAADF image do not match the pixels in same 
position in the SI image. However the pixels that are from the dislocation 
core atoms can be found by comparing the positions of the core atoms in 
both pre-SI and post-SI HAADF images assuming there is no carbon 
contamination. In practice the contrast from dislocation in post-SI 
HAADF image is masked with a heavy white contrast from carbon 
contamination that also affects the identification of core in the IFF! of 
post-SI HAADF image. However, the Fourier filtered image of post-SI 
HAADF is not affected extensively and can still be used to identify the 
core. The drift associated with the mixed dislocation core in figure 8.14 
is shown in the IFFT of its post-SI HAADF in figure 8.18.
Fig.8.18.Fourier filtered image of post-SI HAADF image showing that 
the sample experienced diagonal drift and the core moved by 0.3 nm.
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A magnified image of the dislocation core shift between SI start and 
finish from figure 8.18 is shown in figure 8.19.
Fig.8.19. Mixed dislocation core (marked as X in the image) from its 
original position in the pre-SI HAADF Fourier filtered image to post-SI 
HAADF Fourier filtered image moving diagonally by 3 A. The white 
square represents the selected region for SI acquisition; the core is at X 
enclosed in the white circle.
The EELS SI acquired from the region shown above is given in figure 
8.20. The EELS is acquired in parallel dispersive mode by choosing 
energy range of 100 -500eV at a rate of 0.3 seconds per pixel and at a 
dispersion of 0.3eV/channel. The EELS aperture is 3mm; the collection 
semi-angle is 19 milli radian while the convergence semi-angle is 24 
milli radian. The total acquisition time is 128seconds with 400 pixels 
acquired at 0.3 seconds per pixel (approximately -400x0.3) and the size 
of the acquired SI is 3.87nmX3.87nmX400eV.
The time elapsed between the pre-SI HAADF and post-SI HAADF is 230 
seconds. This suggests that the core had moved 0.3 nm in 230 seconds as 
shown in figure 8.19, but the time taken for SI acquisition is only 128 
seconds according to the image properties of the EELS SI. Therefore the 
core should have moved 0.167 nm or 1.67A in 128 seconds. This is 
important to estimate the position of pixel in the SI image that
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corresponds to the core in the HAADF image. If the core position can be 
mapped in the SI then the pixels that correspond to the core can be 
studied for ELNES changes.
A single pixel in the SI is collected in 0.3 seconds and the drift of the 
core in this time will be 0.0004nm i.e. {(0.3s x 0.3nm)/230s}.The 
position of the core in the EELS SI is mapped with respect to the pre-SI 
and post-SI IFFT images as shown in figure 8.20.
Fig.8.20. EELS image of the mixed dislocation showing core position 
before and after SI acquisition and the drift direction indicated by arrow.
The time lapse between the collected pre-SI HAADF image and the start 
of SI acquisition is 88 seconds. In order to calculate the drift of the core, 
this time has to be added to the time taken for the total number of pixels 
collected before the probe reaches the pre-SI core position. It can be 
observed from figure 8.20 that there are 16 rows with 20 pixels each and 
another 12 pixels in the 17th row (i.e. 332 pixels in total) before the pre- 
SI core position can be reached. Since there is a drift of 0.0004 nm in the 
time a single pixel is collected, the drift of the core after the collection of
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332 pixels is 0.1328nm (i.e. 0.0004nm X 332 pixels). The drift that 
occurs in 88 seconds is 0.117nm {i.e. (88s X 0.0004nm)/0.3s}.Therefore 
the total drift of the core before the electron beam reaches the pre-SI core 
position is 0.25nm i.e. (0.1328+0.1172). In figure 8.20 the size of each 
pixel is 0.2nmX0.2nm and it can be said that the core must have moved 
one pixel position up since the drift is in the upwards direction. Hence 
the spectrum from the dislocation core must be the pixel located at 
(16x13) position as indicated in figure 8.20 which also corresponds to the 
post-SI core position.
The EELS spectrum image shown in figure 8.20 consists of spectra that 
have been drift tube shift corrected, dark current noise removed and 
realigned in energy calibration. The EELS SI is corrected with a linear 
drift range of 100 channels on EELS CCD. The dark current or 
background noise is removed and the spectra are realigned according to 
the procedure shown in figure 8.5. The spectrum from the first pixel of a 
drift tube corrected SI is shown in figure 8.21. In this image the energy 
window of interest for Mo-M^s core loss edge is shown with the edges on 
correct energy scale.
Fig.8.21. M0-M45 EEL spectrum from the drift tube corrected SI. The 
background correction is shown along with a selected edge region 
between 228 and 280eV.
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Fig.8.22 The above figure shows dark current noise in the spectrum 
recorded with beam blanking in the energy window 227-280eV. The 
below figure shows the EEL spectrum from the first pixel of a dark 
current noise removed SI showing M0-M45 core loss edge onset at 
227eV and the background.
For the chi square script to be applied to this SI image the background 
has to be subtracted and the EELS signal has to be extracted. The 
background subtraction done for the EELS SI is shown in figure 8.23. 
When the chi square script is applied to background subtracted spectra, it 
reveals the spectra that change in ELNES in the chi square image.
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Fig.8.23. Figure showing the background subtraction to extract signal 
from the first pixel spectrum of SI image.
The background removed signal is then checked for any traces of 
remaining background features and if present they are removed by 
repeating background subtraction with those features included. The 
background is removed for all the spectra in the SI and their sum 
spectrum is generated. In this sum spectrum, the ELNES region is chosen 
as required by the script i.e. between 227 and 280eV and a normalisation 
region is chosen a few 100 eV away from the Mo-M4,5 core loss edge. 
These energy windows are shown in figure 8.24. CCD Channels used for 
ELNES are 227 to 280 and for nonnalisation are 285 to 300. The chi 
square script then generates a chi square image which reveals bright 
pixels that have changes in ELNES in the selected energy window with 
respect to the normalisation energy window.
Many trials were taken with same ELNES energy window but different
normalisation windows. The chi square image shown on the right side in
figure 8.25 is the resultant chi squared image when the normalisation
window is chosen from 285 to 300 eV, while the image on the left is its
corresponding ELNES signal SI. The positions of the spectra that show
ELNES changes revealed in chi square image are identified with in the
white circle in the ELNES signal SI and they remained significant
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irrespective of different normalisation windows. The location of these 
bright pixels is shown on the chi square image as [16x11] and [16x12] 
which meant that these pixels are in the 16th row and 11th, 12th columns in 
the SI image. These were approximately identified to be [16x13] in 
figure 8.20. However, figure 8.25 reveals that the core is located in the 
same area but in the 11th and 12th column rather than 13th column.
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Fig.8.24. Mo-M4,5 ELNES window (227-280. leV) and the normalisation 
energy window (284.9-299.9eV) used for chi square trial of mixed 
dislocation core.
Mixed dislocation core 
116x11] ^ (16x12]
Fig.8.25. Chi squared image showing the pixels that contain ELNES
changes from a mixed dislocation core. The other two pixels were
showing higher intensity because their spectra included an x-ray at
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252eV and 278eV respectively. In both cases the spectrum that contains 
ELNES variations was shown in white colour but they are far from the 
expected dislocation core region. Therefore they are discarded. The 
ELNES from the signal SI from a perfect crystal region (i.e. 1st pixel in 
the SI shown in fig.8.25) was taken and is compared with the ELNES 
from the dislocation core spectra. The difference is shown in figure 8.26.
In fig.8.26 the ELNES at dislocation core remains very much similar to 
the perfect crystal except in the region 225 to 235eV where the peaks 
show greater intensity than the perfect crystal peaks. The ELNES from 
the pixel at (16x12) is shown in figure 8.27. In this figure the ELNES of 
mixed dislocation core increases between 250 and 260eV. However, the 
intensity of the peaks between 225 and 235eV remains the same as that 
of perfect crystal spectrum.
The theoretical ELNES changes between perfect crystal and mixed 
dislocation core are compared with the experimental ELNES in figures 
8.28 and 8.29. In figure 8.28 experimental ELNES changes from a 
dislocation core pixel at 16x12 are compared to theoretical ELNES with 
respect to perfect crystal.
In figure 8.28, for mixed core the peaks at 230 and 235eV remain 
subdued and the changes start between 240 and 250ev in both theoretical 
and experimental ELNES with respect to perfect crystal. The increase in 
intensity mixed core between 250 and 260 eV is evident in both 
comparisons. The intensity gap observed between perfect and mixed core 
theoretical ELNES after 260eV does not appeal* in experimental 
comparison. Hence, changes observed through the theoretical and 
experimental comparison agree to a certain extent in the energy ranges of 
230 to 260eV for a mixed dislocation core.
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In figure 8.29, experimental ELNES changes from a dislocation core 
pixel at 16x11 are compared to theoretical ELNES with respect to perfect 
crystal. Two sharp peaks are observed at 230 and 232 eV from the 
experimental mixed core ELNES spectrum while no such sharp peaks 
exist in the theoretical dislocation core spectra. This could suggest that 
this core atom is occupying a different or inequivalent site with respect to 
the other core atom. Beyond these sharp peaks, the spectrum is similar to 
the perfect crystal in experimental spectra.
Careful observation of the spectra in figures 8.28 suggest that a 
similarity of spectral changes to some extent exists between experimental 
and theoretical results although majority of the ELNES region is masked 
by the noise. In figure 8.29 the changes do not seem to occur after the 
initial sharp peaks. In both cases, the signal is not strong enough to 
dominate the noise that masks the fine structural details in the 
experimental results. While theoretical results have shown clear changes 
between the ELNES of mixed dislocation easy core compared to perfect 
crystal, the experimental results do not tend to show the changes 
prominently due to background noise and weak signal.
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8.7. Vi [111| Screw dislocations in Mo 
8.7.1. Screw dislocation core identification
screw dislocations in polycrystalline as well as single crystal 
molybdenum samples were investigated for ELNES changes at M4,5 
edge. The EELS analysis procedure followed for screw dislocations was 
same as that for mixed dislocation but the geometric phase analysis was 
different. This was due to the reason that screw dislocation core was 
difficult to identify in [111] direction. In the case of mixed dislocation 
geometric phase analysis revealed extra half plane and the core was 
located easily.
Figure 8.30 Bright field (left) and HAADF (right) images of screw 
dislocation in a polycrystalline sample, showing the well-known bright 
and dark contrast around the dislocation core.
For a screw dislocation the lattice distortion on the surface was used to 
estimate the position of dislocation core. The Eshelby twist characteristic 
to screw dislocations can cause surface relaxation which generates short 
edge components along the surface of the foil[4]. This kind of lattice 
distortion at screw dislocation was evident from the contrast of HAADF 
and BF images and the absence of extra half planes indicated their screw
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character. The screw character was confirmed by perfonning live 
geometric phase analysis which was different from the analysis 
performed for mixed dislocation. After confinning the screw character, 
EEL spectra were acquired from the screw dislocation and from perfect 
crystal region. These were analysed for ELNES changes using the chi 
squared script and then compared with each other. The observed ELNES 
changes were then compared with theoretical ELNES changes. These 
changes are then analysed taking into consideration factors that can affect 
ELNES results obtained from experiments and simulations.
Fig. 8.31 Inverse EFT (left) and Fourier filtered image (right) of screw 
dislocation shown in figure 8.30. Dislocation core is enclosed in circle.
In figure 8.31 the contrast from screw dislocation can be observed clearly 
in both inverse FFT image of HAADF and Fourier filtered image. 
Another screw dislocation is shown in figure 8.32 and confinnation of 
screw core using live geometric phase analysis is shown in figure 8.33.
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Fig. 8.32 HAADF (left) and Fourier filtered image (right) of screw 
dislocation; core is enclosed in the circle and the ROI box used for EELS 
SI acquisition is shown.
Fig. 8.33 Figure showing the absence of extra-half plane indicating screw 
character of the dislocation.
In figure 8.33 the planes that correspond to each set of reflections were 
examined and distortion of the planes in the central image was noticed 
which gave a fair estimate of screw dislocation core position. Live 
geometric phase analysis (GPA) was perfonned for confirming the screw 
character and core position. This was shown in sequential steps in figures 
8.34 A to 8.35.
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Fig. 8.34 A) Figure on the left is FFT of HAADF image of screw 
dislocation with a <110> diffraction spot selected for live GPA; the 
image to the right is the live FFT of the selected diffraction spot.
Fig. 8.34 B) Second live FFT (left) and third FFT (right) of the selected 
diffraction spot. The diffraction spots which bear the planes with lost 
symmetry appear to change their phase by losing continuity. This loss is 
observed in the phase ramp between the planes and is displayed in the 
third FFT image using the option “Display phase” provided in Digital 
Micrograph.
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Fig. 8.34 C) Image of the menu that provides the option to choose
• (ft)“Display phase” in Digital Micrograph .
Fig.8.35 Geometric phase analysis for the selected diffraction spot shown 
in figure 8.34A.
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In figure 8.35, the six images around the central image correspond to the 
position of the selected ROI around the diffraction spot. The central 
image is the geometric phase when the ROI is on the diffraction spot, and 
the surrounding six images shows phase ramp as the ROI is moved away 
from the diffraction spot. The features that appear as curves with 
different colours were analogous to the distribution of planes that are 
responsible for the selected diffraction spot. If there was any 
discontinuity in the planes like an extra-half plane in the case of a mixed 
dislocation, it was evident from these images.
Figure 8.35 is the geometric phase analysis for a screw dislocation; there 
was no extra-half plane but there was noticeable amount of distortion in 
the planes which supports the screw character. Since the planes have 
periodic symmetry of 27T separated by repetitive units of lattice parameter 
in a perfect crystal, any damage to symmetry due to a dislocation in a 
deformed crystal can be revealed by the geometric phase analysis. This 
procedure was followed for all the diffraction spots. The screw core was 
confirmed in the region where the planar symmetry was heavily 
disfigured and its position was noted in the EELS spectrum image for 
further analysis.
8.7.2 Screw dislocations in single crystal Mo
Screw dislocations in single crystal molybdenum are also studied in this 
research. 99.99% pure single crystal samples containing ^[l 11] screw 
dislocations were examined in TEM and SuperSTEM. Low 
magnification images were recorded to map the screw dislocations in 
TEM. It was followed by high resolution imaging and EELS experiments 
using SuperSTEM. ELNES changes were investigated on and off the 
screw dislocation core and compared with each other. Conclusions were 
drawn from the ELNES comparison results.
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Fig.8.36.TEM bright field image of single crystal sample showing near 
hole regions and [111] diffraction pattern for bee molybdenum.
Fig.8.37.TEM bright field image of screw dislocations in [111] direction 
recorded at 20kX magnification. Screw dislocation shown in the red 
circle is visible with a faint contrast. The dislocations that are visible in 
the TEM are recorded and the location of them is mapped using low 
magnification images. The single crystal samples were much cleaner than 
the polycrystalline samples without oxides or deposits on the surface. 
This made the identification of screw dislocations much easier in the 
TEM.
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20 nm
Fig.8.38.End-on screw dislocations in a single crystal Mo sample; bright 
field image recorded at 120kX magnification in TEM.
Fig.8.39. HAADF image of ^[l 11] screw dislocation with its core in the 
marked circle; EELS SI was acquired from the ROI box as shown.
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Fig.8.40.SuperSTEM bright field image (above) and Fourier filtered 
HAADF image (below) with screw dislocation core in the marked circle.
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Fig.8.41.Geometric phase analysis showing the masking of different 
diffraction spots in order to reveal the presence of any extra-half planes.
It was evident from figure 8.41 that there are no extra half planes from 
the dislocation but some distortion along the plane of the paper was 
noticed at the core which supports the screw character. The position of 
screw core in pre-SI and post-SI Fourier filtered images is marked in the 
yellow circle. The screw dislocation core in pre-SI and pos-SI Fourier 
filtered images with in the spectrum image are shown in figure 8.42. An 
EELS SI is acquired from the selected box region shown in figure 8.39 
with a drift tube correction linear shift of 100 channels on EELS CCD. 
The dark current noise is collected and is removed from the EELS SI, 
and the spectra are realigned by using the drift tube correction script.
Fig.8.42. Pre-SI and post-SI Fourier filtered images showing screw core.
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Fig.8.43.EELS SI acquired from screw dislocation core (left); 
background subtracted SI (right) and its sum spectrum (below).
After the background was removed from the SI and the spectra are 
summed, the chi squared script was run to detect ELNES changes from 
the screw dislocation core. The SI consisted of 810 pixels (30 x27) out of 
which a group of pixels appeared to have ELNES changes when was 
normalised with an energy window of 280 -300 eV close to the expected
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core position. Since chi squared was only an image, the bright pixels 
from chi squared image were marked and their corresponding pixels in 
background subtracted SI were used to generate individual spectra.
Fig.8.43a, b and c) Chi squared images generated by three individual 
trials showing pixels A, B and C that exhibit ELNES changes; d) Spectra 
A, B, C are marked on original SI.
In above figure, three chi squared images generated by three individual 
trials were compared with one another. This was done to ensure that the 
chi squared script was detecting spectral changes that were genuine to the 
ELNES at M^s. The energy window chosen for normalisation in figure 
8.43a is from 285-300eV, in 8.43b it is from 320 to 360 eV and in figure 
8.43c it is from 480-520eV. It needs to be identified as to which spectra 
actually correspond to the core in relevance to the post-SI core position.
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Fig.8.44. ELNES spectra in the signal SI used for comparison between 
perfect crystal and screw dislocation core.
A, B, C are the four spectra identified from chi square image that show 
ELNES changes at IVU.s edge. P represents 4 spectra from the perfect 
crystal region. The average spectrum taken from these 4 spectra are 
compared with the average spectrum from regions A, B, and C to reveal 
any changes in the ELNES. The four pixels chosen for calculating 
average spectrum from each region are shown in the red boxes enclosed 
in white circles at A, B, C and P. Only A, B, and C were chosen for 
studying ELNES changes because they are the bright pixels that appeared 
in the chi square image which are in close proximity to the estimated 
dislocation core region shown in figures 8.41 and 8.42.
Four pixels near the region marked as C are selected from the 
background subtracted signal SI shown in figure 8.44 and an average 
spectrum is calculated from them. Similarly four pixels in the perfect 
crystal region as shown in figure 8.44 are selected from signal SI and an 
average perfect crystal spectrum is calculated. These two average spectra
are compared with each other in figure 8.45. Similarly the comparison of
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average spectra between perfect crystal and region A is shown in figure 
8.49 and from region B in figure 8.50.
Fig.8.45. Comparison between ELNES from spectrum C reported in chi 
square image as correspondence to screw dislocation core and a perfect 
crystal spectrum. Small change in the shape of the curve can be seen 
where the intensity of M4,5 edge drops between 230 and 250eV and 260 
and 280eV. It can be observed that the relative intensity of the M4 5 edge 
for perfect crystal is higher than the spectrum C (i.e. average spectrum 
obtained from region C) in the energy windows 230-250eV and 260- 
280eV. This suggests that ELNES changes are very small but still 
noticeable in the experimental spectra only at higher energies up to 50eV 
above edge onset.
The spectra shown in fig 8.45 are compared with the easy and hard core 
spectra calculated by theoretical FEFF simulations and the comparison is 
shown in figure 8.46. Although the Mo-IV^s edge signal levels in the 
experimental spectra are perturbed by the background noise, careful 
examination of the spectra along the energy axis still reveal an optimistic 
level of changes that are seen in the theoretical spectra.
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In figure 8.46, it can be observed in the experimental spectra that the 
height of the peaks vary between 240 and 250 eV to a very small extent. 
In the energy window of 250-260eV where the theoretical spectra show 
no difference, the experiment spectral peaks start to collapse and show a 
similar change. The signal from dislocation core region in experimental 
spectrum reduces after 260eV till 280eV. The theoretical ELNES also 
have similar change at dislocation core. The theoretical hard core and 
easy core spectra vary in their edge structure with respect to perfect 
crystal, but it is difficult to identify the type of core structure from the 
experimental ELNES. The theoretical hardcore ELNES is much closer to 
the perfect crystal in its ELNES than easy core as evident in figure 8.46. 
However the difference between the experimental screw core ELNES 
and perfect ELNES shown in figure 8.46 does not reveal a significant 
change in features. Therefore the energy window of 225 to 240eV has 
been magnified in order to study the spectral changes within that energy 
region. This energy window comparison is shown in figure 8.47.
0.7 —
ELNES C (screw)0.S--
0 J —
0 2---
-----Kwsen_____
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Fig.8.47. Energy window (225-240eV) comparison between theoretical 
and experimental ELNES changes of a screw dislocation core with 
respect to perfect crystal.
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It can be seen in figure 8.47 that the hard core and easy core theoretical 
ELNES spectra differ in the peak positions at 231eV and 235eV. A 
similar change in the peaks is observed in experimental spectra. The 
difference between the peaks of experimental screw ELNES and perfect 
ELNES if compared with difference between peaks of theoretical screw 
and perfect ELNES suggest the changes are much similar to easy core 
than hard core, especially between 230-232eV and 234-237eV. The 
ELNES changes beyond 250eV are shown in figure 8.48 which also 
match the theoretical ELNES spectra except between 262 to 265eV. 
However, comparing all the changes seen in the experimental spectra 
with theoretical ELNES changes, it can be said the changes are similar to 
each other. Hence it can be said that the screw core ELNES spectra 
observed could be of easy core configuration.
ELNES C Ucrtw)
276 278
Fig.8.48. Energy window (225-240eV) comparison between theoretical 
and experimental ELNES changes of a screw dislocation core with 
respect to perfect crystal.
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It is also important to examine the spectra A and B to confirm if they 
constitute any ELNES changes that are similar to the dislocation core. 
They are shown in figures 8.49 and 8.50 respectively.
Ptrftct
25 250 255 2« 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280
•V
Fig.8.49. Comparison of theoretical and experimental ELNES of Mo- M4.5 core loss edge at region A
in chi square image and perfect crystal.
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Fig.8.50. Comparison of theoretical and experiment ELNES of Mo- M4,5 core loss edge at region B in 
chi square image and perfect crystal
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It is observed that the spectra from region A and region B resemble the 
perfect crystal spectra at all energy levels. However the noise levels in 
these spectra (especially in ELNES B) with respect to perfect spectra are 
so high enough that they could be shown in the chi square image as 
bright pixels although they do not contain ELNES difference in the shape 
of the edge. This would mean that the region C is the dislocation core 
region and it confirms with the estimated core position in the Fourier 
filtered images presented earlier.
Since the screw dislocation core in bcc metals exists between three atoms 
of same configuration on the {111} plane, a bright patches of pixels were 
observed in the chi squared image and also because the number of pixels 
are not equal to the number of atoms probed by the electron beam. Upon 
observation, the average spectra at A, B showed same kind of ELNES as 
average perfect crystal spectrum while spectrum C showed small but 
clear variation compared to perfect crystal.
Spectra A and B are exhibited in the chi square image mainly due to the 
variation in noise levels with respect to perfect crystal spectrum in the 
M4,5 near edge region while the extent of ELNES change in spectrum C 
is relatively small but genuinely due to the change in shape of the peaks 
at M455 edge. Therefore from the spectral comparison it was understood 
that A and B were the spectra with different noise levels compared to 
perfect crystal spectra and spectrum from region C is from the dislocation 
core atoms, as their position matches with the core marked on post-SI 
HAADF image. In summary, the screw dislocation core is mapped using 
different analysis techniques, the ELNES variations in spectra from 
different regions in the SI that contained the core were critically 
discussed and the experimental ELNES changes were compared with 
theoretical simulations.
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8.8. Problems encountered during EELS analysis
Three types of problems were often encountered during EELS analysis.
1. Problems with noise: Comparison between spectra from dislocation 
core and the average spectrum always meant that there was considerable 
amount of noise included with the signal. This noise had to be removed 
or reduced so as to compare effectively the signal from dislocation core 
to average spectrum. Since the number of atoms the electron beam 
interacts with, was not equal to number of pixels in SI, the signal from 
one core atom might be included in several different pixels nearby each 
other in a matrix. Hence it was necessary to extract information from 
surrounding pixels before comparing with average spectrum. This was 
achieved by rebinning the pixels in the SI by a factor of 2. Though the 
noise from each pixel added up, the signal also increased due to the 
contribution from four pixels. Thus rebinning was used effectively to 
extract ELNES information.
2. Problem with carbon contamination: Most of the analysed samples, 
especially polycrystalline samples suffered carbon contamination. This 
was evident in the spectra with high intensity of carbon K edge at 285eV. 
The overlap of carbon K edge with Mo M^ edge in some of the EEL 
spectra made them difficult to analyse. In such cases, the ELNES had to 
be extracted pixel by pixel and the spectra had to be readjusted according 
to correct energy scale. Carbon contamination restricted the investigation 
of dislocations in samples since the area that had been analysed once 
could not be used for any further analysis. However, the problem with 
carbon contamination was less significant with single crystal 
molybdenum samples.
3. Sample Drift: When the samples were examined in SuperSTEM, 
during some experiments, sample drift was experienced that made EELS
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analysis difficult. In this research work, the acquisition of EEL spectra 
from dislocation core region was vital. The drift of the sample meant that 
the second row of spectra would be collected far away from the region 
where the first row of spectra was collected. In some experiments, 
sample drift caused the dislocation core to move out of the assigned 
region of interest. Careful observation of drift was done before acquiring 
EELS and comparison of pre-EELS and post-EELS HAADF images 
roughly detennined the extent of drift experienced by the sample during 
EELS acquisition. The EELS results presented in this thesis were 
acquired when there was no sample drift.
8.9. Alternate methods for extracting ELNES
Alternate methods considered for extracting ELNES changes from 
dislocation core are:
1. Spatial difference method: Background was subtracted from EELS 
SI of screw dislocation core and from that of perfect crystal region. The 
background subtracted spectra in each case were summed and an average 
spectrum was calculated. The subtraction of average spectra from each 
other gave a difference spectrum which consisted of ELNES changes.
22S 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280
Fig.8.51 Figure showing average spectrum of perfect crystal marked as P 
in the background subtracted SI shown in figure 8.44.
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22S 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280
«V
Fig.8.52 Figure showing average spectrum from screw dislocation core 
marked as C in the background subtracted SI shown in figure 8.44.
tV
Figure 8.53 Spatial difference spectrum showing the M4.5 ELNES (227- 
280eV) changes, obtained by subtracting perfect crystal spectrum from 
that of screw dislocation.
The ELNES changes at were much clearer by this method than by 
spectral comparison. The variation in the thickness of the specimen is 
one factor that could affect this spectrum, so care was taken to acquire 
the spectra fonn a perfect crystal region close to screw dislocation. The 
part of the spectrum below zero represents the ELNES of screw core 
while the above part represents the perfect crystal. It can be noticed in 
figure 8.53 that no major changes after 235eV occur at the screw
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dislocation core with respect to perfect crystal except the reduction in the 
number of counts which was considered as ELNES change previously 
that arises only due to the loss of symmetry at the core.
2. Rebinning of SI: This method was considered to add and project 
ELNES changes from the neighbouring pixels that account to every atom 
the beam interacts during EELS acquisition. Rebinning the EELS SI by a 
factor of 2 produced a new SI in which the first pixel is the sum of 
infonnation contained in the first 2x2 pixels of original SI.
Original SI (4x4 = 16 pixels) Rebinned SI (2x2 = 4 pixels)
Fig.8.54 Diagram (left) showing the 4 x4 pixels of EELS SI before 
rebinning. Fig.8.55 (right) Rebinned EELS SI with 2 x2 pixels.
The 4 spectra shown in the enclosed box will be added to generate a 
single spectrum that contains all the infonnation from the four spectra. 
Depending upon the number of pixels that constitute the information 
from a single atom, the rebinning can be done by factors of 2n. This was 
taken as an approach to gain better signal to noise ratio at times when the 
ELNES signal had to be extracted from an SI with a greater number of 
spectra. Rebinning was performed by the option provided in Digital 
Micrograph and chi squared script was later applied to the rebinned SI 
the same way as explained in previous sections. Rebinning also served 
the purpose of better background subtraction before executing chi 
squared script.
The rebinned signal SI and the chi squared image generated from it by 
choosing an ELNES energy window of 227-280eV and normalisation 
window of 285-300eV are shown in figure 8.56.
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Fig.8.56. Rebinned ELNES signal SI is shown on the left and its chi 
square image on the right showing bright pixels that have dit'ferences in 
the ELNES spectra. P represents the average perfect crystal spectrum; A, 
B and C represent ELNES spectra from pixels that appear bright in chi 
square image.
The spectra from the regions marked in figure 8.56 are compared with 
perfect crystal spectrum and are shown in figure 8.57, 8.58 and 8.59 for 
regions C, A and B respectively.
Perfect
cV
Fig.8.57. ELNES comparison between the average perfect crystal 
spectrum and average spectrum from region C, where the dislocation 
core is located in post-SI Fourier filtered image.
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It can be observed in figure 8.57 that the ELNES peaks between 230 and 
250 eV change in shape and intensity while the rest of the spectral 
regions remain similar. This change in the energy window 230- 250eV is 
shown enclosed in the dotted box.
<V
Fig.8.58. ELNES comparison between the average perfect crystal 
spectrum and the spectrum from region A.
230 23S 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 2S0
cV
Fig.8.59. ELNES comparison between the average perfect crystal 
spectrum and the spectrum from region B.
In figure 8.58, the noise levels are high enough to cause this spectra 
appear different from the perfect crystal spectra and this is the reason for 
this spectrum to appear in the chi square image. Moreover, the error with
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respect to the background between 225 and 230eV also can contribute to 
this effect. Therefore spectrum from region C is considered to be the 
original spectrum from dislocation core that shows genuine changes in 
the ELNES peaks. ELNES C is compared with theoretical spectra 
calculated using FEFF and are shown in figures 8.60 and 8.61.
•5? 2 0
-— M45 perfect
Fig.8.60. Experimental and theoretical ELNES comparison of M0-M4.5
edge at a dislocation core and perfect crystal region.
3 04-
* 0 3
------M45 e*sv
------M4S perfect
Fig.8.61. Magnified energy window of 225-250eV showing the change in
the ELNES for a dislocation core both in theoretical and experimental 
results.
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In figures 8.61 it can be seen that the experimental dislocation core 
(ELNES C) spectrum has a sharp drop in the intensity at 239eV and 
247eV. If the theoretical and ELNES spectra are compared, the peaks at 
231 and 235eV are smeared for both easy core and hard core screw 
dislocation with respect to perfect crystal while such a change is difficult 
to interpret from the experimental spectra. However the peak at 245eV in 
perfect experimental spectra is absent in screw core experimental spectra. 
The same change is observed in theoretical spectra and both spectra 
coincide at 248eV.
8.10 ELNES changes discussion
The ELNES changes observed at the screw dislocation core are explained 
by the following:
1. The high lattice strain observed at the screw dislocation core is the first 
reason. At the screw dislocation core the bond lengths and the bond 
angles were different to that of perfect crystal because the atoms from 
different planes bond together at the core, in other words screw core was 
non co-planar. The core atoms were displaced from their perfect crystal 
positions leading to bond length changes. Due to the change in the bond 
lengths and bond angles the symmetry of the crystal at the core is 
damaged. The core atoms need high binding energy to retain these bonds 
making the screw dislocation core a high energy region. The core atoms 
would be under severe lattice strain due to asymmetry and would be 
willing to lose energy and return to equilibrium energy configuration as 
perfect crystal.
2. The ELNES of screw dislocation core was also affected by the 
transitions of 3d electrons to higher or lower energy states. Molybdenum 
M4 edge is the resultant of 3d3/2 electron transition while M5 is the 
resultant of 3d572 electron transition. Non-dipole (At £ ±1) 3d to 4d 
transitions were also reported to show sharp peaks before the edge
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threshold at 227eV in molybdenum[5]. From the experimental spectra of 
a screw dislocation core, no peaks were observed before the edge onset 
(227eV) ruling out the possibility of dipole-forbidden transitions. Hence 
d->p or f transitions would be considered to explain the intensity drop in 
ELNES region of screw core spectrum.
Screw dislocation core is a region of different energy configuration with 
respect to rest of the crystal which might increase the chances of 
transitions to either p or f states from d state. The higher the number of 
transitions the larger would be the difference noticed in the spectrum. 
Hence (p+f) DOS plots of screw dislocation core and perfect crystal 
calculated by FEFF were compared which show the density of 
unoccupied states in both p and f states in either case. This was shown in 
figure 8.62.
Mo- M43 (p+f) density of states comparison
------Screw Eesycore (p*f)DOS
------Screw Herdcore(p*f)DOS
E-Ef(eV)
Fig.8.62. Density of states comparison between perfect crystal and the 
two types of screw dislocation cores.
In figure 8.62 it can be observed that there was a big change in the 
dislocation core spectra (blue and green coloured spectra) at 30 eV which 
corresponds to 30eV above the edge threshold (i.e. 227+30 eV = 257eV)
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in ELNES spectrum. In the ELNES comparison spectrum shown in 
figure 8.60, this change can be noticed by the loss of sharp peak in 
experimental screw core spectmm(red) approximately about 251 qV 
confirming the changes seen in (p+f) DOS. Therefore the changes in 
spectra occur both in LDOS and ELNES at the same energy range 
(257eV), This confirmed that the transitions from d to p and f states were 
responsible for the changes observed in ELNES of screw dislocation 
core.
The (p+f) DOS plot reveals the density of unoccupied states in p and f 
states. The reduction in the DOS for a screw dislocation core as 
compared to perfect crystal was evident from figure 8.62. This suggested 
that number of unoccupied p and f states in the case of screw dislocation 
core were less than those available in perfect crystal. This draws a direct 
inference that more p and f states were occupied at screw dislocation 
core, which meant that the transitions from d to p and f have occurred 
more in number at screw core than in perfect crystal. Hence there would 
be more electrons in the p and f states and less in d states. This would 
cause the IVL^ edge to drop because the number of 3d electrons that were 
responsible for edge would be less. This was the reason for the drop 
in the number of counts at the ELNES region of screw dislocation core 
spectrum. From the comparison of screw hard core and easy core spectra 
with perfect crystal spectra in figures 8.60 and 8,61, it was confirmed that 
the theoretical screw dislocation core spectra match experimental spectra 
for easy core and hard core configurations. In order to identify the 
transitions, the p and f DOS can be compared for easy and hard core 
models with perfect crystal. These are shown in figures 8.63 and 8.64. It 
can be observed from these two figures that there is more unoccupied f- 
DOS contribution to the (p+f) DOS suggesting a d to p transition and 
screw easy core has more unoccupied DOS than hard core.
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Mo- M4,5 p density of states comparison
-------Perfect pOOS
-------Screw easycore pOOS
-------Screw Hardcore pOOS
Fig.8.63. p density of states comparison between easy core, hard core and 
perfect crystal.
Mo- M4,5 / density of states comparison
Screw easycore (DOS 
■ Screw hardcore fDCS
20 E-Cf(eV) 30
Fig.8.64./density of states comparison between easy core, hard core and 
perfect crystal.
In summary even though the intensity reduces and the shape of the peaks 
change in experimental spectra from screw dislocation core supported by
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the evidence from the DOS plots, it is still very difficult to identify which 
type of core is experimentally observed. The experimental results from 
SuperSTEM showed changes in ELNES while the FEFF calculation 
showed similar change in ELNES and the LDOS calculations provided 
the reason for the ELNES changes at screw dislocation core.
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Chapter 9
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: IRON
In this chapter the experimental results from dislocations in iron samples 
will be presented. This chapter consists of two parts. The first part 
consists of TEM and STEM results from magnetic iron samples followed 
by SuperSTEM results. The second part deals with the comparison and 
discussion of experimental ELNES differences with theoretical ELNES 
differences. The two screw dislocation core models are then assessed for 
their electronic structure differences supported by reasons for practical 
preference.
9.1 Experimental results
Experimental results obtained from TEM, STEM and SuperSTEM will 
be presented in this section.
9.1.1 TEM and STEM results
Thin samples were prepared for high resolution microscopy from bulk 
samples. Initially they were examined in TEM and STEM for screw 
dislocations in the <111> direction. Care was taken during tilting and 
translation because of the magnetic nature of the samples. Low 
magnification images were taken for the puipose of identifying the screw 
dislocations and are shown in the figure 9.1. A <111> grain with 
dislocations was recorded at various magnifications to accurately identify 
its location when the sample was used again in another microscope. The 
3-fold symmetry patterns visible at bend contours were helpful in finding 
<111> grain[l].
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<111> grain
Figure 9.1 TEM bright field image of <111> grain near the edge in a 
polycrystalline iron sample. The bend contour region shown (right) at 
higher magnification was helpful to identify zone axis patterns.
Figure 9.2 Bright field (left) and dark field (right) TEM images of 
dislocations in <111> grain of polycrystalline Fe sample.
Most of the dislocations shown in the images in figure 9.2 lie parallel to 
the surface of the foil. The heavily bent grain can also be seen clearly in 
the dark field image. The screw dislocations were identified by tilting the 
sample to see if the contrast in the image varies with respect to the length 
of the dislocation. Care was taken to correct the astigmatism for each tilt. 
The grains were deformed heavily and there were large number of 
dislocations near the grain boundaries. The bend contours added to the
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problem of astigmatism and thickness fringes caused difficulty in 
identifying the dislocation character.
011
101 110
Figure 9.3 Bright field TEM image showing near end-on screw 
dislocation in the marked white circle; [-111] diffraction pattern recorded 
from the grain was shown on the right side.
It can be observed from the diffraction pattern that the electron beam was 
slightly off axis due to the magnetic field of the sample. The diffraction 
spots far from the central spot are blurred and smeared but they can help 
in astigmatism correction before recording images. Blurring of the image 
caused by severe astigmatism during the experiments in the microscope 
was another effect of magnetism of the sample.
TEM images of dislocations in single crystal iron samples were also 
recorded with better contrast by repeated astigmatism corrections. The 
diffraction conditions were also slightly better than those for 
polycrystalline samples. In polycrystalline samples, heavily bent grains 
with different orientations added to the problems of magnetism and made 
the experiments with polycrystalline samples much difficult than 
anticipated. Most of the polycrystalline samples also suffered oxidation 
as shown in figure 9.6. Hence [111] single crystal iron samples were 
examined for screw dislocations in TEM and STEM.
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Figure 9.4 Bright field TEM image of dislocations in 111 single crystal 
sample and the diffraction pattern showing <111> zone axis pattern.
Figure 9.5 TEM bright field images showing end-on screw dislocations 
inside marked circle. The image on the right was recorded at 800kX.
%
29 ran
Figure 9.6 Low magnification STEM HAADF images of [111] grains 
with dislocations in a polycrystalline sample. The image to the right was
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thin oxide growing at the edges of a one month old iron sample. Hence it 
was necessary to carryout experiments within a week of sample 
preparation to obtain better results with polycrystalline iron.
Figure 9.7 STEM HAADF (A, C) and BF (B, D) images of a screw 
dislocation in Fe [111] single crystal sample at 500kX and lOOOkX.
The possibility of acquiring the HAADF and BF images was found to be 
limited by the sample’s magnetic field in STEM. The magnetic field 
caused the sample-tilt to change continuously in STEM. The images in 
figure 9.7 were taken after the tilt correction and after acquiring these 
images the tilt changed again. Due to this reason, EELS acquisition could 
not be performed on these magnetic iron samples in STEM.
9.1.2 SuperSTEM results
After TEM and STEM examination, screw dislocations in single crystal 
iron samples were analysed for ELNES changes at edge using high
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resolution EELS collected at SuperSTEM. The magnetic field of the iron 
sample kept the sample stage in SuperSTEM under strong torque. This 
was due to the sample’s attraction towards the pole piece. This 
phenomenon restricted the usage of z-height required for increased 
magnification up to atomic resolution. Therefore HAADF and BF images 
were collected at lower magnifications. The aberration corrections were 
done before imaging dislocations, but the images still suffered from 
persistent astigmatism and direction-dependant aberrations. Dislocations 
were identified using BF images and EELS was acquired from them.
Figure 9.8 Bright field image of Fe <111> perfect crystal and its FFT.
From the FFT image it can be noticed that the sample is not aligned 
perpendicular to the zone axis direction when this image was collected. 
This is because the sample was at an angle to the beam and hence the 
resolution was poor in the image. In the BF image some areas of the 
sample especially at the comers, are well resolved than in the centre. The 
image shown in figure 9.8 was de-striped to improve the resolution in the
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lattice image and was processed to generate a Fourier filtered image as 
shown in figure 9.9.
Figure 9.9 De-striped BF image (above) of perfect iron crystal at lattice 
resolution and its Fourier filtered image (below).
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De-striping was done essentially to remove any scan noise recorded as 
horizontal lines on the BF image and to improve its overall resolution. 
The area with dislocations was relocated and aberration corrections were 
done for that area. This was followed by the EELS acquisition. One of 
the screw dislocations that were investigated for its electronic structure at 
the core is shown in figure 9.10.
Figure 9.10 HAADF and BF images of a screw dislocation in [111] 
direction; the spectrum image was marked to show the region from which 
EELS was acquired.
Figure 9.11 Spectrum image collected from screw dislocation shown on 
the left and its background subtracted SI shown on the right side.
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The back ground subtracted spectra was summed and then chi square 
script was used to identify any L2,3 changes at the dislocation. 
Determination of the screw core from HAADF images is complex in this 
case because of the lack of resolution in the images. Hence the spectra 
that represent the bright pixels in the chi squared image were used to 
analyse for ELNES changes by comparing it with perfect crystal ELNES. 
However the drift of the sample during EELS acquisition has to be taken 
into account before expecting the location of screw dislocation in the chi 
square image. The post SI HAADF is useful to identify if the sample had 
drifted during EELS acquisition. Comparing the features in pre-SI and 
post-SI, the drift could be estimated and hence the position of the 
expected core region is determined.
Fig.9.12. Pre-SI HAADF image showing an estimated dislocation core 
position and the features associated with the image. In figure 9.12, FI
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and F2 are the features that could be used to identify the drift in the 
sample. The post-Sl HAADF image is shown in figure 9.13
Fig.9.13. Post-SI HAADF image showing features FI and F2 and their 
pre-SI and post-SI positions. The core is located in the ROI box even 
after the drift.
The feature FI has moved by 8.5 nm in 6 minutes (i.e. 360 sec time 
interval between pre-SI and post-SI images), so the drift is calculated to 
be 0.02 nm/sec. The EELS is acquired at 0.5 s per pixel and a total of 396 
pixels have been acquired, which meant that the total acquisition time is 
198 seconds (i.e.3.3 minutes). The drift in that time will be 3.96 nm. The 
estimated core position with that value of drift is shown in figure 9.14.
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Fig.9.14.Expected screw dislocation core position shown in the SI by 
comparing the pre-SI and post-SI HAADF images and the value of drift 
of 3.96 nm applied to the core position.
In figure 9.14, the pre-SI HAADF image is shown with the position of 
the core located after the sample drift at the end of acquisition. It can be 
seen that the core still lies within the selected ROI at the end of 
acquisition and drift. The drift value of approximately 4 nm (-3.96 nm) 
is shown in the line profile connecting the pre-SI and post-SI core 
position. Fig.9.14 shows the expected core position in the SI image, but 
since the beam probes the core at some time in between the start and end 
of acquisition the core has to be situated at some point along the line
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connecting pre-SI and post-SI HAADF. The chi square image is 
generated from the background subtracted SI and the bright pixels from 
the chi square image are identified in the ELNES signal SI. They are 
shown in figure 9.15.
Fig.9.15. Chi square image (left) of the EELS SI showing the spectra that 
contain ELNES changes in the enclosed yellow oval region and 
identified on the ELNES signal SI (right).
The normalisation window chosen for executing the chi squared script 
was 960 - lOOOeV and the ELNES region chosen was 700 to 760eV. The 
corresponding 16 spectra from bright patch in the chi square image are 
selected and an average spectrum is calculated from them for comparison 
with background subtracted SI. 4 pixels in the top right comer were used 
for comparison as perfect crystal since they do not show any ELNES 
changes in chi squared image. Average spectrum for both screw 
dislocation and perfect crystal are compared with each other as shown in 
figure 9.16.
The average spectrum is given by dividing the summed spectra by the 
number of spectra that were summed. This would result in increased 
signal but also the noise would be averaged[2]. If the spectral changes 
still appear when average spectra were considered, then it must be
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understood that the original signal without noise is much intense and 
sharp. The average spectra comparison between screw dislocation and 
perfect crystal iron was shown in figure 9.16.
3400
1200 Comparison of Fe b.3 ELNES Spectra
13/12:1.78
Screw dislocation
Perfect Crystal
13/12:2.02
261 -
Fig.9.16.Comparison of an average experimental spectrum of a screw 
dislocation core to that of a perfect crystal region of iron.
The changes observed in the spectra were labelled 1, 2 and 3. The 
changes 1 and 2 were affecting the shape of the peaks while 3 was 
affecting the number of counts. To understand the changes in the spectra, 
the screw dislocation spectrum was subtracted from the perfect Fe crystal 
spectrum. The resultant difference spectrum was shown in figure 9.17.
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Spatial cUfferenct! spectrum (Screw-perfect)
Figure 9.17 ELNES difference between perfect crystal and screw 
dislocation. The observed peaks in difference spectrum were confirming 
that the screw dislocation core would change the near edge structure in 
bee iron.
These changes are matching to a certain extent with the changes observed 
in theoretical calculations. The reasons that can explain these changes 
will be discussed in the next section.
9.1.3 Fe L,2,3 ELNES discussion
The experimental spectra comparison shown in figure 9.16 suggests a 
different outcome. In this comparison, the tiny peak that existed just 
before perfect crystal L3 peak was observed to have smeared for screw 
dislocation. This change is marked as 1 in the figure 9.16. The width of 
the screw core L3 peak at about 708 eV started to show a very small 
shoulder as compared to perfect crystal, the change marked as 2. Finally 
the change marked as 3 was the reduction in intensity of screw core L2 
peak, which was not observed in the FEFF calculations.
The changes 1 and 3 were attributed to severe lattice strain associated 
with the screw dislocation core that tends to smear the fine spectral 
features in ELNES. Similar type of change due to symmetry damage was
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reported in the LDOS of edge dislocations^]. Change 2 was interesting 
and was assumed to be the effect of other elements present at the screw 
dislocation core. This could also occur due to different oxidation state 
resulting from different valences possible in transition metals (i.e. Fe2+ 
and Fe3+). The changes observed in screw core spectrum and perfect 
crystal were similar to those reported by David Muller et.sX [4]for Fe 
and Fe3+. Experimental screw core spectrum presented in this thesis was 
identical to Fe2+ spectrum and perfect crystal spectrum was identical to 
Fe3+ spectrum. This could suggest that Fe valence state might change at 
screw core from 3 to 2 associated by dipole mediated electron transitions.
The difference spectrum between perfect crystal and screw core showed 
in figure 9.17 revealed that L3 from screw core increased in intensity by 
174 counts while the L2 peak increased by 261 counts. This was evident 
from the positive counts of screw core in difference spectrum observed at 
L3 and L2 respectively, since the difference was calculated by subtracting 
screw core from perfect crystal spectrum. The La:!^ ratio for perfect 
crystal experimental spectrum is 1:2 and for screw dislocation core it is 
1:1.7. This ratio is important because it relates to the density of states in 
the system.
The experimental ELNES is compared to theoretical ELNES and the 
changes are studied comparatively. This is shown in figure 9.18. The 
L3:L2 intensity ratios in theoretical ELNES are found to be 1:1.4 for 
perfect crystal and 1:1.6 for screw dislocation core. These values are 
much lower than the experimental ratios because the calculations are 
done with only one atom in the centre while in experiment there are a 
column of atoms under the probe.
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Fig.9.18. Compaiison between theoretical and experimental ELNES of 
Fe-L2,3 at a screw dislocation and a perfect crystal.
S DOS comparison of Fe L.2,3
•Strew easyeore ;D0S
------screw Ha rtore sDOS
E-Ef(eV)
Fig.9.19 Comparison between the V density of states for a perfect 
crystal and the two types of screw cores.
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c/-DOS comparison of Fe 1.2,3
-------Perfect dDOS
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E-Ef(eV)
Fig.9.20 Comparison between the W’ density of states for a perfect 
crystal and the two types of screw cores.
It can be seen that the perfect crystal has more unoccupied s-states as 
compared to easy and hard core while the d states remain the same in 
shape but their number decreases for screw cores compared to perfect 
crystal. Hence it is understood that the p to d transition attains 
significance at screw cores as the number of unoccupied V/’ density of 
states decrease compared to perfect crystal.
The conclusions drawn from theoretical and experimental results of both 
molybdenum and iron will be presented in the conclusions chapter.
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Chapter 10
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section contains 
conclusions from the work described in this thesis. Suggestions and 
recommendations for the future work to be done in this relevant field of 
research will be discussed in the second section. They include the 
techniques to make magnetic samples for electron microscopes. The 
presence of Cottrell atmospheres near screw dislocation cores and 
elemental mapping of impurities near the core will be discussed, 
followed by suggestions for the techniques to be used for such analysis 
highlighting the importance of this future research work.
10.1 Conclusions
The conclusions from the research work presented in this thesis are listed 
here:
1. Dislocations in transition metals molybdenum and iron were 
investigated with special interest in screw dislocation core. Transmission 
electron microscope, STEM and SuperSTEM examination of the 
dislocations are done in order to understand the dislocation density, their 
character and their location in the sample.
2. High resolution lattice images of mixed and screw dislocation in 
<111> direction were acquired at SuperSTEM and position of dislocation 
cores were determined from them. The dislocation cores of screw 
dislocation were difficult to be found in <111> direction and the screw 
character was determined by using the g.b criterion in TEM.
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3. High energy resolution ELNES comparison between screw core and 
perfect crystal was done at IvL^ edge in molybdenum and L2,3 edge in 
iron.
4. Experimental near edge structure altered in spectral features at the 
screw dislocation core compared to perfect crystal in both molybdenum 
and iron. Significant reduction in intensity (counts) at ELNES region of 
molybdenum edge was evident from the spectrum. The peaks at IVL^ 
edge onset change in their heights when a specific core atom is chosen 
for studying ELNES changes. Different core atoms around the core have 
different ELNES as evidenced by the El, E2, E3 spectra in theoretical 
simulations. As the distance between the core and the central atom in the 
cluster increases, the ELNES varies accordingly from a completely screw 
to a complete perfect crystal. At screw core, the changes are relatively 
bigger compared to atoms a few atomic distances away from the core. 
This reduction in intensity was a combined result of the severe lattice 
strain at the core due to bond length changes between core atoms and the 
electronic transitions from d to p angular momentum states. This is 
because 3d~^4f transitions are suppressed at the M^s edge threshold due 
to the centrifugal potential.
5. Theoretical ELNES at edge when compared with experimental 
ELNES revealed similar changes to the edge through reduction in 
intensity in specific energy windows. While theoretical spectra were 
smooth, the experimental spectra had high levels of noise that masked 
majority of the genuine differences in the ELNES that were predicted by 
theoretical simulated ELNES spectra. Other factors like carbon 
contamination and statistical uncertainty made it difficult to identify the 
type of core structure that is exhibited in experimental results.
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6. In iron, the intensity of screw core L3 peak increased while L2 peak 
intensity decreased. The total L3/L2 maxima ratio of screw dislocation 
core (1.6) was higher than that of perfect crystal (1.4) while in 
experimental results it was less than perfect crystal (1.7 for screw and 2.0 
for perfect crystal). An extra peak was identified just after L3 maxima of 
screw core while the peak observed just before L3 maxima in perfect 
crystal spectrum, was smeared in screw core spectrum. Both these 
changes were attributed to the change in valence state of Fe. The 
reduction in the intensity of L2 peak was the resultant of bonding changes 
at the screw core and the transitions from 2p to 3d states.
7. Theoretical ELNES calculations confirmed the reduction in intensity 
of M4)5 edge in molybdenum but Fe L2 and L3 peaks increased in 
intensity with reference to the experimental result. A chemical shift of 
0.4 eV to 0.9 eV between perfect L2,3 and a screw core L2l3 spectrum is 
noticed. LDOS results confirmed that screw core atom showed a 
decreasing unoccupied p and / states in Mo M4,5 and increased 
unoccupied s and d states in Fe 1^2,3. ELNES changes from screw core 
reduced as the distance from the core increased. The easy core seems to 
alter more in density of states while hard core has more lattice-strain 
associated ELNES changes. The ELNES peaks are heavily smeared for 
hard core while the easy core shows very fine structural changes at 
specific energy ranges.
8. The electronic structure at the cores of mixed dislocations showed 
changes that could be the combination of changes observed at screw and 
edge dislocation cores. The ELNES differences obseived due to the edge 
component of a mixed dislocation dominate its screw character and 
hence does reveal changes similar to edge dislocation ELNES.
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9. The electronic structure at the cores of dislocations in transition metals 
Mo and Fe was studied through experiments and by theoretical 
calculations and the changes observed in both support each other. 
However the experimental results suffer from inherent uncertainties in 
the way the spectra are collected and the noise is included in the spectra. 
The hard core remains elusive to be identified under these given 
conditions, since the changes revealed by theoretical simulations show 
that hard core lies much closer to perfect crystal ELNES than easy core.
10. Contrary to the assumption that big ELNES changes could be 
observed at the screw dislocation cores, the ELNES changes were 
comparatively small but were still resolved in theoretical results. The 
experimental results on the other hand did not provide satisfactory 
concluding evidence to support the genuine changes in ELNES from a 
dislocation core.
10.2 Suggestions for future work
The ELNES spectrum of Mo analysed in this research was a complex 
energy window which included molybdenum M4i5 edge, carbon K-edge 
and molybdenum M2,3 edge. Big changes in ELNES of Mo M4,5 were 
shown by theoretical calculations after 280 eV but the carbon K-edge 
was a hindrance to work in that energy range. If ELNES of pure carbon 
K edge could be acquired and then subtracted from the overall M^ edge 
that includes carbon K edge, this will result in pure Mo M^s and M2,3 
ELNES. Care has to be taken with this type of analysis since thickness 
variation of different samples can affect the results.
In the case of iron the samples were magnetic and hence were difficult to 
work in the microscope. If the iron in the sample can be reduced to a thin 
and small area, it could be workable in the microscope after the initial
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aberration corrections. The sample preparation methods for Fe described 
in this thesis were sufficient enough to carry out EELS analysis over a 
lower magnification than atomic resolution. The embedded iron samples 
analysed for this research work were prepared by ion milling, but 
electropolishing of the iron samples could also be done effectively by 
selecting correct electrolyte that would not attack the interface region of 
two metals. Electropolished samples are comparatively less likely to 
suffer carbon contamination with the added benefit of no mechanical 
deformation on the sample during electropolishing.
Fe samples can be analysed for ELNES at screw dislocation cores with 
an interest in the presence of other elements at the cores. Cottrell 
atmospheres were classical examples of segregation of low Z elements 
like C, N, and H at the screw dislocation cores. Elemental quantification 
of high resolution ELNES at the screw cores in Fe would reveal the 
existence of Cottrell atmospheres in Fe and therefore would be the next 
interest in this field of research. Alternative theoretical calculations to the 
experiments would also serve the purpose of understanding the electronic 
structure of bcc metals with specific type of dislocations in them.
10.3 Summary
The electronic structures at dislocation cores in b.c.c transition metals 
Mo and Fe are investigated in this thesis by high resolution imaging and 
EELS. Experimental results and theoretical results confirmed that 
electronic structures at screw dislocation cores alter due to electronic 
transitions between p (Fe) and d (Mo) angular momentum states to 
unoccupied states and are dominated by the bonding changes at the core. 
However it has to be said that the type of core exhibited in practice could 
not be identified from the experimental results and the ELNES variations 
are most likely due to the loss of symmetry at the dislocation core.
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This section includes the scripts and all other relevant information that 
are used for the research work presented in this thesis. The scripts and 
files listed here are referred in appropriate chapters.
SECTION 1
Extraction program
The extraction program code in FORTRAN used to extract 300 atoms 
from multi-scale model is given below:
Author: Dr. Andy.F.Calder at University of Liverpool.
implicit double precision(a-h5o-z) 
real ddx,ddy,ddz 
parameter (mk=4000000) 
dimension ddx(mk),ddy(mk),ddz(mk) 
open(unit= 8,file-prefs.txf,status-unknown') 
open(unit=l 1,file-dislx.daf,status-unknown') 
open(unit= 12,file-disly. dat’,status-unknown’) 
open(unit=13,file-dislz.daf,status-unknown') 
open(unit=9,file-allcoords.txf ..status-unknown') 
open(unit=10,file-output.txf,status-unknown') 
read(8,*) nco
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read(8,*) mkf 
read(8,*) xO,yO,zO 
read(8,*) range
write(6,*) 'number of input coords = ',nco 
write(6/!<) 'arranged in columns' 
writeCb,*) 'origin coords = ',xO,yO,zO 
writeCb,*) 'range = ',range 
m-nco/mkf 
mki=l
write (6,:;:) 'no of rows', nr 
if (nco .gt. mk) then
write (6,*) 'ERROR Too many input co-ords. max= ',mk 
write (6,*) 'edit source code, increase parameter mk' 
stop 
endif
V*/
c READ COORD FILES 
do 21 ir=l,nr+l
c write (18,*) mki,mkf,ir,nr,nco
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read (11,*) (ddx(i),i=mki,mkf) 
read (12,*) (ddy(i),i=mki,mkf) 
read (13,*) (ddz(i),i=mki,mkf) 
mki=mkf+l 
mkf=mkf+l 2 
if (mkf.gt.nco) mkf=nco 
21 end do
ncoi—0
xmaxx=-9999.0
ymaxy=-9999.0
zmaxz=-9999.0
xminx=9999.0
yminy^9999.0
zminz=9999.0
do 22 i=l,nco
if (ddx(i) .gt. xmaxx) then
xmaxx=ddx(i)
endif
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if (ddy(i) .gt. ymaxy) then
ymaxy=ddy(i)
endif
if (ddz(i) .gt. zmaxz) then
zmaxz=ddz(i)
endif
if (ddx(i) .It. xminx) then
xminx=ddx(i)
endif
if (ddy(i) .It. yminy) then
yminy=ddy(i)
endif
if (ddz(i) .It. zminz) then
zminz=ddz(i)
endif
dx=(ddx(i)-xO)*(ddx(i)-xO)
dy=(ddy(i)-yO)*(ddy(i)-yO)
dz=(ddz(i)-zO)5i:(ddz(i)-zO)
dd=dsqrt(dx+dy+dz)
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c
c WRITE ALL COORDS TO ALLCOORDS .TXT
write (9,*) ddx(i), ddy(i), ddz(i)
c WRITE ONLY REQUESTED COORDS TO OUTPUT.TXT 
if(dd .le. range) then 
write (10,*) ddx(i), ddy(i), ddz(i), dd 
ncoi-ncor+1 
endif
22 end do
write(6,*) ’input data:' 
write(6,*)'x distr : ^xminx,' - ',xmaxx 
write(6,*)'y distr : ',yininy,' - ',ymaxy 
write(6,*)’z distr : ',zminz,' - ’,zmaxz
write(6,*) 'output data:'
write (6,*) 'in requested range= ',ncor
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close(unit=10) 
close(unit=l 1) 
close(unit=12) 
close(unit=13) 
end
SECTION 2
Chi squared script: written and installed into digital micrograph. 
Author: Dr. B.G. Mendis, SuperSTEM research group.
// $BACKGROUND$
number WaitOnUserDialog(string prompt, string buttonName)
{
number sem=N ewS emaphoreQ 
ModelessDialog(prompt,buttonName,sem) 
try GrabSemaphore(sem) 
catch return 0 
return 1 
}
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//Script used for detecting changes in ELNES at each pixel in the SI raw 
data
image SI
number xSI,ySI,zSI,scalex,scaley
OKDialog("Warning: SI must be Background subtracted!")
SI. getff ontimageQ 
get3Dsize(SI,xSI,ySI,zSI)
WaitOnUserDialog("Generate summed spectmm'V'OK")
WaitOnUserDialog("Select ELNES ROI’V’OK") 
image EELS,winELNES,IMG,chi5temp 
EELS. getfrontimage() 
number
t,l,b,r,normMIN,normMAx,edgeMIN,edgeMAX,nomiSUM,value,\x,y
GetSelection(EELS,t,lsb,r)
edgeMIN=l;edgeMAX=r
result("CCD Channels used for ELNES are:"+"\n"\
+edgeMIN+" to "+edgeMAX+,,\n")
WaitOnUserDialog("Select normalisation ROr,"OK")
GetS election(EELS,t,l,b ,r) 
normMIN=l; nomiM AX=r
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resultC'CCD Channels used for normalisation are:"+,'\n"\ 
+normMIN+" to "+nonnMAX+"\n") 
normSUM=sum(EELS [])
EELS=EELS/normSUM 
winELNES=EELS [0,edgeMIN, 1 ,edgeMAX] 
chi :=realimage("Chi-squared value",4,xSI,ySI) 
for (x=0; x<xSI; x++) 
for (y=0;y<ySI;y++)
{
IMG=slicel (S I,x,y,0,2,zSI, 1) 
normSUM=sum(IMG[0,nonnMIN, 1 ,normMAX]) 
IMG-IMG/nomiSUM 
temp=IMG[0,edgeMIN,l ,edgeMAX] 
value=(sum((temp-winELNES)/winELNES))**2
chi [y,x,(y+l),(x+l)] “value
}
showimage(chi)
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Drift tube correction script
// This script is drift tube control code which can be run directly in DM 
and create a float window at lower-right screen to control drift tube 
values. This script has started from the idea of Michel Bosman that EEL 
spectram is linearly shifted back and forth on CCD by changing drift 
tube value to reduce systematic noise from CCD. SuperSTEM extended 
it by adding random shift of EELS to further eliminate the time- 
dependent noise. The script can be obtained with permission from 
SuperSTEM (www.superstem.co.uk).
MATLAB EELS interpolation script
This program combines two EELS plots M4 and M5 with different energy 
and intensity values into a single plot with common energy grid.
Author: Dr. B.G. Mendis, SuperSTEM research group.
clear;clc
[x 1 ,yl ]=textread('Mo_M5.txf ,’%f %f); 
[x2,y2]=textread('Mo_M4.txt','%f %f);
xplot=[200:0.1:400]'; %%%%%%%%%change energy scale if required
a=size(xplot);n=a(l, l);clear a;
yplot=zeros(n,l);
min 1 =min(x 1) ;min2=min(x2);
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fL3=zeros(n, 1) ;fL2=zeros(n, 1); 
for a=l:n
energy=xplot(a, 1); 
if energy<minl 
fL3(a,l)=0; 
else
fL3 (a, 1 )=inteip 1 (x 1 ,y 1,energy, 'spline'); 
end
if energy<min2 
fL2(a,l)=0; 
else
fL2(a, 1 )=inteip 1 (x2,y2,energy,'spline'); 
end 
end
yplot=fL2+fL3; 
plot(xplot,yplot,'-b') 
save('energy values'/xplof,'-ASCII') 
save('intensity values','yplof/-ASCII')
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MATLAB EELS comparison script
Two EELS plots with different energy grids can be plotted on same 
energy grid by running this script. This is intended for comparison 
purpose.
Author: Dr. B.G. Mendis, SuperSTEM research group.
clear;clc
[xl yl]=textread('EELS_perfect.txt7%f %f); %lst EELS spectrum
[x2 y2]=textread('EELS__dislocation.txtV%f %f); %2nd EELS spectrum
Emin=220; %minimum EELS energy
Emax=400; %maximum EELS energy
step=0.1; %required dispersion
x=[Emin: step: Emax]
y_a=inteipl (x 1 ,y 1 ,x,'spline');
y_b=interp 1 (x2,y2,x3'spline');
plot(x,y_a,'-b');
hold on;
plot(x,y_b,'-m');
hold on;
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